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Abstract 
This thesis investigates how the different interests of the stakeholders within 
an institutional online community intersect and how those interests are 
negotiated within a public service broadcaster (PSB), the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). An institutional online community is defined 
as an online community operating within a public, commercial or non-
commercial institution and not an open, independently facilitated online 
community. In the context of a rapidly changing media landscape in which 
audiences no longer only watch and consume content but now also actively 
participate in the making and sharing of media content, what does it mean to 
be a public broadcaster? How are the co-creative activities of the PSB and its 
audience mediated? These questions prompted my three-year ethnographic 
study of ABC Pool (www.abc.net.au/pool), the user-generated content space 
in the Radio Multiplatform and Content Development division. In endeavoring 
to explore the core research problems, I worked as the community manager. 
This thesis will also describe the community manager role as one type of 
intermediary within a PSB as it negotiates the challenges and opportunities of 
a shift towards a more participatory and co-creative media landscape. 
The thesis demonstrates a new approach towards the cultural intermediation 
of user created content within institutional online communities. That is, 
understanding the explicit multiple modes of intermediation for the 
collaborative production of cultural artifacts within the ABC. The research 
moves beyond the exploration of the community manager role as one type of 
iv  
intermediary to demonstrate the activities of multiple cultural intermediaries 
that engage in collaborative peer production. Collaborative production is not 
determined nor is it managed by one singular mediation device: it is the result 
of multiple mediations occurring simultaneously to manage the interests of all 
cultural production stakeholders. Cultural intermediation provides the basis for 
institutional online community governance. This thesis offers three models of 
institutional online community governance to accommodate the varying levels 
of decentralisation within co-creative environments. Finally, this thesis 
proposes further research of co-creative and collaborative activities in 
institutional online communities beyond the public service media organisation. 
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 1 Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 Chapter 1 – Introduction 
This thesis describes and analyses the practices of online creative 
communities who contribute their work to institutional projects, and the role of 
the intermediaries within such arrangements. The rationale supporting this 
thesis is the growing significance of user-generated content within media 
institutions. The research investigated convergent media cultures that are 
increasingly characterised by media consumers and audiences that 
participate in media creation with professional media institutions (Banks and 
Potts 2010; Bruns 2008; Burgess and Green 2009; Jenkins 2006). The 
specific type of professional media institution is the public service broadcaster 
(PSB), who, as Enli (2008) suggests, is undergoing its cyclic reorientation, 
which occurs every decade, to “survive technological, societal and market 
changes” (Enli 2008: 105). Within its recent ‘reinvention’, the PSB is grappling 
with the increasing demands of audience participation, where that 
participation offers a unique communicative relationship between the 
broadcasters and their audiences. The challenge for public service 
broadcasting, however, is to maintain its societal significance as a trusted and 
authoritative figure while incorporating the input from the public it serves.  
The intermediaries whose roles this project investigates are responsible for 
managing the institution’s role during the collaborative cultural artefact 
production process while facilitating the creative communities who engage the 
PSB. This research project examined the Australian context at the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) by investigating the production of user-
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created content at ABC Pool (www.abc.net.au/pool). ABC Pool is the space 
providing an opportunity to incorporate user-generated content (UGC) into the 
production and publishing processes of the ABC. The content contributed to 
ABC Pool is usually photography, audio, video and textual media, which 
provide a myriad of content related activities. The ABC Pool participants 
contribute, consume and often remix the media on the Pool platform, building 
relationships that demonstrate a common interest in the collaborative 
production of media. Additionally, the participants have access to a selection 
of ABC archival content that has been published on the ABC Pool platform 
under the Creative Commons licensing regime. ABC Pool also facilitates the 
co-creation of radio features broadcast under the ABC umbrella. Some Radio 
National (RN)1 producers have facilitated projects to encourage user 
participation within the co-creative process of documentary making. Within 
these instances, the RN producer embodies the intermediary role to 
coordinate and manage each of these activities between the institutional 
stakeholders and the online participants. 
The inclusion of UGC in broadcast production presents both challenges and 
opportunities for the ABC Pool participants, traditional media producers and 
the public broadcaster. The research has demonstrated that if facilitated 
appropriately, the inclusion of UGC within the ABC offers advantages to each 
stakeholder. These include interactional, educational and employment 
                                            
 
1 Radio National is one of the national networks within the ABC Radio Division. “Radio National's vision and 
purpose is to nurture the intellectual and cultural life of this country, and to be a vital element of the 
contemporary Australian conversation” (ABC 2013). 
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opportunities for the online participants; innovative approaches to production 
models that are audience oriented for staff; and an increased opportunity for 
the ABC to engage its public service remit by providing a platform that 
extends the public sphere for the Australian public. The challenges include 
providing a low barrier of participation for the users; a seamless and non-
laborious production process for the traditional producers; and maintaining the 
ABC brand as an institutional priority. This thesis highlights the significance of 
the intermediary role of the stakeholder groups of ABC Pool, initially identified 
as the community manager, to manage these challenges and opportunities. 
The community manager role fundamentally involves mediating the 
relationship between the ABC Pool team, ABC as an institution and the ABC 
Pool participants. The role also enables, encourages and assists a community 
of volunteers to perform tasks within their online community.  
I was embedded at ABC Pool for 12 months as a PhD researcher, and on 
completion of that time was employed part-time within the Pool Team as the 
community manager. The community manager role was primarily to facilitate 
the activities of the online users and to negotiate the Web 2.0 characteristic 
outlined by O’Reilly (2005) as a transfer of power between platform providers 
and platform users. ABC Pool is a platform similar to Twitter, Facebook and 
YouTube, where the “user’s investment of time and energy is the foundation 
of the platform’s value” (Puschmann and Burgess 2013: 5). Therefore, it is in 
the community manager’s interest to maintain a steady flow of user 
contributions while constantly negotiating their input on ‘their’ site’s operation. 
This facet of the community management role then transferred to my activities 
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with ABC staff within the Pool team. I would contribute to editorial meetings, 
collaborate with producers utilising UGC for radio productions and engage 
with Pool producers on the site’s governance strategies. Additionally, the role 
included overseeing the daily operations of the site, moderating contributions, 
conversing and interacting with the Pool participants, stimulating member 
discussion and situating the Pool participants within a wider ABC audience.  
Given the historical trajectory of public service broadcasting and the current 
reorientation of the institution to, firstly, address participation and, secondly, to 
remain relevant within a participatory media market, this thesis provides a 
useful lens for understanding the dilemma of PSB. Debrett (2010) notes that 
the PSB has incorporated audience participation, is experimenting with new 
delivery platforms and is developing new services beyond broadcasting that 
has shifted the focus towards public service media (PSM) (Debrett 2010). 
Thus, the objectives of this thesis are to observe and describe the 
stakeholders in an online community operating within an institution and to 
understand the negotiation process of their different interests. The rationale is 
to understand the role of the public service media organisation within a 
shifting production model that blurs the role of the producer and the 
consumer, described here as convergence culture (Jenkins 2006). If, as Mark 
Deuze (2009) suggests, audiences experience a ‘media life’ that describes the 
human condition in media and not with media, then convergence culture 
presents the audience with a tool to develop and construct public meaning by 
producing its own texts. The thesis provides an opportunity to understand the 
communicative relationship between the PSB and its audience that expands 
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the traditional Reithian trinity of information, education and entertainment as 
the core focus of the PSB to include audience participation through multi-
platform formats. 
This thesis used the inclusion of audience participation within the PSB as a 
point of departure to examine how the PSB approaches participation within its 
day-to-day activities, production processes and regulatory frameworks. The 
initial research highlighted the intermediary, the community manager, as the 
role responsible for navigating the challenge of maintaining ABC integrity 
while also including user participation. As the research developed, it emerged 
that the community manager is one type of intermediary engaging in ‘multi-
platform publishing’, defined by Syvertsen (2005) as communicative formats 
that incorporate individual participants alongside the mass audience. There 
are multiple intermediaries simultaneously engaging in the mediation process 
between the stakeholders of the platform. As this thesis highlights, the 
mediation process occurs through a combination of roles, such as the 
community manager, the Pool team members, RN producers, designers, 
developers and ABC management staff. Additionally, mediation also occurs 
across other actors, such as technological devices, programming, code 
generation and design. The combination of all of these human and non-
human actors as they negotiate cultural artefact production is described as 
cultural intermediation.  
Among other findings within this thesis, the most significant contribution to 
knowledge it offers is the exploration of cultural intermediation. Cultural 
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intermediation is the contributing factor to the successful operation of 
institutional online communities, where institutional online communities are 
defined as those developed and resourced by their hosting institutions. They 
are not independently facilitated and are governed by the overarching 
regulatory framework of their hosting institutions. This regulatory framework 
often presents management complexities, as the users will typically reject top 
down governance models in favour of meritocracy (Malaby 2009). 
Meritocracy, in this example, refers to those users who are in powerful 
positions because of their experience or past performance. The application of 
cultural intermediation to institutional online communities assists in primarily 
addressing the Web 2.0 governance issues previously outlined by O’Reilly  
while addressing the consensus between its participants. The findings 
presented within this thesis have emerged from the public service 
broadcasting sector yet bear significance to other media sectors. The 
significance of cultural intermediation also extends beyond media ecologies to 
include other industries concerned with the labour of production, primarily 
within a networked environment. 
The thesis builds on published work within the media and cultural studies 
disciplines, and incorporates research of online community management. This 
thesis contributes to the humanities literature on digital media, especially 
user-generated content communities and practices, within the context of 
public service broadcasters, and also contributes to the social sciences 
literature, specifically organisation theory and management theory. 
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1.1 Research Questions  
The inclusion of audience participation within the production process of the 
public service broadcaster addresses two core scholarship problems. Firstly, 
one sector of scholarship is concerned with the relevance of PSBs in a media 
market fascinated with user participation (Bechmann 2011; Flew 2011; 
Jakubowicz 2007; Martin 2011; McClean 2008, 2011). These scholars explore 
whether public service broadcasters should be concerned with the semantic 
shift of participation when other media entities may be better equipped to 
accommodate this user behaviour. More often than not, the research supports 
the inclusion of audience participation as a PSB business strategy. Audience 
participation can strengthen the core values of public service broadcasting 
(McClean 2011), develop user communities through cultural exchange and 
collaborative knowledge production (Martin 2012) and “focus on the 
interaction between delivery technologies, organizational structures and 
cultures, and program content that is essential for understanding the changing 
focus of 21st-century public service media” (Flew 2012: 215). This body of 
literature not only suggests a technological and cultural shift within PSB, but 
also highlights the advantages of embracing the shift to include audience 
participation. 
Building on the research that supports PSBs incorporating user participation 
into its production process highlights the second scholarship problem of 
maintaining the PSB remit through experimental processes, or the ‘crisis of 
legitimisation’ (Jakubowicz 2007). The provocation of PSBs adhering to the 
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Reithian trinity of inform, educate, entertain while also engaging the 
“personalised media-use environment” (McClean 2008: 5) indicates the 
challenge of maintaining an organisational focus. The users who actively 
pursue niche media experiences do not necessarily align with the societal 
responsibility of the PSB. However, the ABC is legislatively required (ABC Act 
1083) to experiment with innovative publishing practices and maintain its 
trademark as a rigorous media organisation. The management of user 
participation within a public service broadcasting context emerges as a 
problem. 
These two problems are the starting point for this thesis, providing the basis 
for the research questions. The focus of the research is to explore co-creative 
media production by understanding the historical trajectory of public service 
broadcasting within its contemporary context. ABC Pool provides a lens to 
view PSB audience participation problems and to examine co-creative 
practices between ABC professional producers and online users. After a 
three-month observation period that enabled me to understand the 
environment of ABC Pool, two fundamental questions emerged.  
RQ1) How do the different interests of the stakeholders within an 
institutional online community intersect, and how are those interests 
negotiated?  
The institutional online community within a public service broadcaster 
suggests there are multiple agents engaging a few focused activities. The 
different actors of the institutional online community have perspectives that 
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require mediation to successfully engage any activity. This first research 
question seeks to explore three specific areas that highlight how an 
institutional online community operates. The research question seeks to 
understand who and what is involved in a PSB institutional online community, 
the interests of those actors and the negotiation process of those interests. 
RQ1a) What are the actors in the relationship? 
The actors of ABC Pool include the individuals interacting within the site, the 
technology the ABC Pool stakeholders operate on and the regulatory 
apparatus that allows the platform to operate within an ABC facilitated space. 
For example, some participants in ABC Pool describe themselves as 
“Poolies”. The categorisation indicates a sense of shared identity: an 
understanding of ABC Pool, shared with other participants. This thesis has 
identified three core stakeholder groups, describing who they are, their 
interests and how these stakeholders interact with one another. This thesis 
also explores the technology that enables and inhibits user activities. 
Specifically, the technology and design of the Drupal open source software, 
on which ABC Pool operates, is examined from the perspective of the 
designers and developers. Lastly, this thesis explores the regulatory 
framework of ABC Pool’s operation. The ABC Editorial Policies facilitate the 
Australian federal legislation of the broadcaster, the ABC Charter (ABC 1983), 
on a day-to-day basis that governs the operation of ABC Pool. ABC Pool often 
challenges the Editorial Policies through conventions of participatory cultures; 
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that is, a heterarchical approach of users towards governance of their online 
site versus the hierarchical system of the ABC institution. 
RQ1b) What are the conventions at work? 
Focussing on the human actors, this thesis builds on earlier audience 
research from the media studies discipline and incorporates cultural studies 
approaches to understand the construction of user conventions. Klapper 
(1960) challenged the idea of the passive audience member within the basic 
communication model of sender/message/receiver by suggesting the effects 
on the audience occur through a “nexus of mediating factors”. His observation 
illuminates the complexities of the audience’s construction of meaning at 
multiple points within the communication model, which indicates an active 
audience. McQuail (1987) develops the active audience perspective through 
uses and gratifications theory, suggesting audiences extract meaning for 
personal or societal needs. Uses and gratification theory was criticised for 
ignoring the social and cultural factors of the individual, a gap Stuart Hall 
(1973) seized. Hall’s concept of encoding/decoding suggests that the 
producer constructs the meaning of the media at one end while the audience 
decodes at the other. How that message is decoded is dependent on the 
social and environmental factors of the individual. These cultural theorists 
provide useful tools to highlight and understand active audience conventions. 
These seminal theories are foundational to recent approaches for 
understanding how online audience, or user, conventions are constructed. 
Nightingale (1996), Baym (2000) and, more recently, Boellstorff (2006) 
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provide useful approaches for identifying groups of online audiences and, 
furthermore, for understanding the societal and environmental effects on their 
construction of conventions. For the purpose of this thesis, conventions are 
the shared understandings held by the stakeholders of ABC Pool. In ABC 
Pool, the shared understandings centre on the definition of Pool, and shift 
depending on the stakeholder group. I have observed and described what 
ABC Pool is, and how different actors contest its definition. I also examined 
the shared understandings of other groups of actors working on ABC Pool, 
such as ABC staff not directly working on the Pool project, designers, 
producers and managers. The fact that these different shared understandings 
of ABC Pool exist within different groups of actors means that negotiation 
between these understandings becomes necessary. 
RQ1c) How do the actors negotiate these conventions?  
Negotiation is a process for achieving consensus between parts of ABC Pool 
that have different shared understandings of what the project is and what it 
should be used for. Negotiation may also be a process of non-consensus, 
exposing unresolved tensions and conflicts between the actors. To approach 
negotiation of user conventions, I have drawn from the social sciences’ 
management and expertise models. Collins et al. (2007) highlights three 
expertise models that are useful when engaging negotiation between different 
user groups. I employed interactional, referred and contributory expertise in 
the researcher and the community manager roles to understand and interact 
with the user groups. “Interactional expertise is a translation role that 
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facilitates and supports communication, dialogue and exchange across 
expertise domains” (Banks 2009: 85). Contributory expertise is defined as 
expertise in “tacit knowledge, practical or craft skill” that enables the 
participant to be recognised as a member of the community (Evans 2008). 
‘Referred expertise’ stems from “skills that have been learned in one … area 
are directly applied to another” (Collins and Saunders 2007: 622). A 
combination of these three expertise models has enabled me to approach the 
question of how the different perspectives of user groups are negotiated. 
I have observed the different actor conventions and described how consensus 
is or is not achieved through negotiation. Often, the negotiation process 
requires the involvement of the community manager to assist in the translation 
of conventions between stakeholder groups. By occupying both researcher 
and community manager roles, I have been able to adequately understand the 
negotiation process. The community manager role informs my understanding 
from a professional industry perspective, while the researcher perspective 
enables me to understand the abstract knowledge required for the negotiation 
processes of institutional online community management.  
RQ2) What are the larger implications of institutional online 
communities within PSB? 
Institutional online communities are online communities developed and 
resourced by the institutions that benefit from their activity. They are governed 
by the regulatory framework of the hosting institution and are not 
independently facilitated. The mediation process of institutional online 
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communities is approached from two perspectives: firstly, senior 
intermediaries that ensure the regulatory framework operates in the online 
environment, and, secondly, creative intermediaries that engage the 
participants of the online platform in creative and productive activities. Both 
types of intermediaries balance the regulation to maintain the platform’s 
operation while attempting to not inhibit the user-led innovation of the 
participants.  
This thesis focusses on institutional online communities that operate within 
public service broadcasters (PSBs). While the findings have been tested 
against other commercial and non-commercial institutions, the findings 
primarily applicable to the PSB sector. Interestingly, the PSB data has been 
tested against other industries beyond the PSB sector, but indicate similar 
outcomes. This thesis provides a departure point for further research to 
develop and test institutional online communities beyond the ABC.  
This thesis shows how three models of community management employed 
inside the ABC have had varying degrees of success. The necessity for the 
community management governance models indicates audience participation 
is shifting from passive audiences to UGC audiences who participate in 
environments controlled by hosting institutions. This thesis demonstrates how 
the specific frameworks, requirements and constraints of the institutional 
environment of the ABC affects the operation of ABC Pool and the 
contribution ABC Pool is able to make to the ABC. The thesis findings can 
provide insights for other institutions engaging with online communities.  
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1.2 Background 
In attempting to broaden the engagement levels of Australian artists with the 
public service broadcaster (PSB), a few ABC staff developed an idea that 
would enable creative practitioners to co-produce media content with ABC 
producers. Their idea developed into a sophisticated online platform for 
Australian audiences to participate in the production of Radio National (RN) 
feature documentary making. While providing opportunities for audiences to 
participate and radio producers to employ new production methodologies, 
ABC Pool also challenges the existing framework of Public Service 
Broadcasting (PSB). The conundrum is that the PSB should be engaging 
audiences as per its Charter (ABC 1983); however, the challenge is in 
maintaining the integrity of the ABC brand while allowing non-ABC users to 
publish under the same brand. The platform has been developing over the 
past eight years and has provided the institution with valuable knowledge on 
how to facilitate a participatory media project under the brand of the ABC. 
During the past eight years, ABC Pool has relied on support from inside the 
ABC and other external education and cultural institutions. In 2006, the project 
received ABC endorsement by providing support for Sherre DeLys, the 
project’s founder and then Executive Producer, to explore the Pool concept. 
When DeLys, in conjunction with John Jacobs, had developed the concept as 
a platform hosted by the ABC for users to upload their photography, audio and 
videos, academic research further developed the idea. Given this concept was 
pre-YouTube, when uploading your media to a host was foreign to most 
internet users, this was an ideal moment for academic research. The media 
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and communication field contributed expertise to shape how the cultures of 
audiences were shifting while attempting to predict how users would interact 
with the platform. The combination of industry innovation with academic 
expertise produced the beta version of the Pool platform. 
The following few years were problematic while DeLys and Jacobs attempted 
to garner institutional support from various departments within the ABC. They 
had an idea that was being transformed into a platform and they were 
beginning to gather support from community members. However, gaining 
support from the ABC was more difficult. The resistance was partially due to 
the limited support from senior levels of ABC management, and partially 
because of the disruptive nature of the project. ABC staff were reluctant to 
support a project that challenged the foundation of the communication model 
within a reputable media organisation. Furthermore, if the co-creative model 
worked, it could be seen as a direct threat to the established professional 
media makers of the ABC. 
The Pool project found support in the Radio network, specifically Radio 
National. Claudia Taranto and Nicole Steinke designed one of the first co-
creative projects for the 360documentaries team. They were interested in 
exploring new production methodologies to alter the existing long form 
documentary process, and designed the very first project on Pool, Street 
Stories. Street Stories simply asked for stories from your street that, when 
curated and produced by two skilled radio producers, provided a new 
approach to local Australian documentary making. Street Stories proved the 
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method would not challenge the role of the existing media producer, but would 
require a combination of collaborative and professional skill sets. 
Furthermore, the successes of the program shored up the process for further 
experimentation in audience participation. 
The project went through a participatory design process, followed by a 
financially difficult period, but eventually found its new home in the 
Multiplatform and Content Development department in the Radio division. The 
redesign also signified the project officially coming into the ‘ABC fold’ by 
renaming it ABC Pool. ABC Pool has facilitated numerous co-creative projects 
since Street Stories. It was the first platform to offer ABC archival material for 
remix under Creative Commons licensing and it was the first ABC site to 
employ a community manager. The history of ABC Pool is addressed in fine 
detail in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
1.3 The research process 
During the past three years, I have worked on the ABC Pool project as both a 
researcher and as a paid employee in the community manager position. The 
first year involved relocating to Sydney to embed within the Pool team, which 
at that stage was primarily operating out of the ABC headquarters in Ultimo, 
Sydney, NSW. The Pool team house, being within the RN department on level 
five, provides opportunities for seeing how the broader production process of 
the ABC operates. During my first year, I spent time familiarising myself with 
the members of the Pool team and how they operated. It also provided an 
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opportunity to meet other ABC staff in the Radio Division, along with Editorial 
Policies, Legal and People and Learning departments.  
The first year was also a time to meet the ABC Pool participants. I spent this 
time observing how the ‘Poolies’ operated: what language they used, how 
they constructed norms, the types of activities they were interested in, how 
they interacted with each other and how they interacted with the ABC 
representatives. This first year was also the time I spent ‘proving’ myself as a 
worthwhile community manager for ‘their’ space. On many occasions, the 
Poolies gauged how I would react, or indeed act on their behalf, in situations 
where I was their spokesperson toward the ABC. There were moments when I 
was considered not appropriate for the position by the Poolies; however, I was 
able to display my skills as a suitable community representative, eventually 
gaining the support of the user base of the ABC Pool project.  
Similarly, I was proving my worth to the ABC, showing that I was more than 
just the foreign researcher placed on level five, but was also a community 
manager that embodied the values of the ABC. My worthiness was assessed 
from different stakeholder groups within the ABC. The ABC Pool team was not 
suspicious but wary of my ability in the early stages. The Pool team accepted 
me as someone who was there to perform a beneficial role for the project, 
while monitoring my performance to ensure I was able to perform my role as 
the ‘community manager’. This included the ability to represent the project to 
the Poolies, to the other staff of the ABC and to other institutions outside of 
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the ABC. The management people of the ABC were also observing my work 
to ensure I was embodying the ethics and values of the ABC.  
The first year of research was spent proving my worth to all of the 
stakeholders involved on the ABC Pool project. I observed a significant shift in 
attitude of the participants after some time. Initially, I was seen as ‘the 
researcher” attached to the Pool project. In this capacity, most interactions 
with staff were constrained, as if they were holding back their comments. I 
imagined this was because they thought their mutterings could be published 
in this thesis, perhaps in a controversial manner. Their reservations could also 
be attributed to me not knowing the people at the ABC and having to develop 
professional relationships with them. As my research developed, the ABC 
staff relaxed and the ABC culture, specifically within Radio National, emerged. 
The staff were friendly, and would talk with me as if I were an official ABC 
employee; the opposite to the few months prior. Generally, the research 
process became easier the longer I ‘hung out’ (Itō 2009) with the participants. 
On the completion of the first year, I was offered paid employment to continue 
my position as the community manager of ABC Pool. This invitation suggests 
I had successfully completed my tasks as the community manager from the 
perspective of the ABC. It also provided an opportunity to further engage the 
action aspect of my ethnographic action research methodology. I was able to 
use the findings I had gleaned within my first year as a participant observer to 
improve the research project and ABC Pool itself. The Pool team used my 
knowledge in consultations on decisions that involved the ABC Pool 
membership, which also provided further rich qualitative data for my research 
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project. For example, the second year was focussed on the re-design of the 
site. Having an intimate knowledge of the ABC Pool community and how they 
interacted with the site was invaluable during the consultation process. I was 
able to recall my observations and directly feed them into the management 
decisions of the Pool team, informing the decisions of the designers and 
developers working on the redesign project. 
Towards the completion of the second year, I had constructed a theoretical 
framework from the research. The findings identified the stakeholders in ABC 
Pool, what their interests were and what types of activities they performed. I 
also had developed a substantial understanding of the community manager 
role: the activities they perform and their role as a negotiator between 
stakeholders. To support my ethnographic methodological approach, these 
data required participant testing to either confirm or debunk my interpretation 
of the social setting of the project. I employed the secondary phase of my 
research methodology consisting of qualitative methods, including surveys, 
focus groups and semi-structured interviews.  
I conducted two focus groups: the first in Brisbane failed because one person 
participated, and one focus group with the ABC Pool community editors – a 
group of lead users who are the connection between the Pool team and the 
broader group of Poolies. The focus group in Brisbane evolved into a semi-
structured interview with Andrew Davies from the Pool team, which proved to 
be relevant. The second focus group was highly valuable as it provided an 
opportunity to test my hypotheses against a group of highly engaged users of 
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the ABC Pool project. Many of my findings were correct, while incorrect 
hypotheses were eliminated. 
I conducted a survey with the participants of ABC Pool. The survey was 
hosted on QUT’s Key Survey and was promoted though the front page of ABC 
Pool and many networks associated with the project. There were 36 
responses, rendering the results as marginal, but indicative of the attitudes of 
the highly engaged users. The results did not reveal any data that I had not 
discovered through my participant observation. The survey was useful in 
collecting quotes from those engaged users of ABC Pool, with some quotes 
included in this thesis.  
I also conducted semi-structured interviews with the Pool participants, the 
Pool team and other ABC staff directly related to ABC Pool. The semi-
structured interviews were useful in documenting the history of ABC Pool from 
the people who were directly associated with the project during its early 
stages. Interviews proved useful for gaining a management perspective of the 
project: how they perceived ABC Pool to operate within the ABC more 
broadly, the benefits the project brought to the ABC and how the corporation 
approached audience participation as part of their public service remit. The 
most valuable data gleaned from the interviews came from the developers 
and technical management. Their comments discussed how the project had 
been included in the ABC fold, the challenges of incorporating an externally 
facilitated participatory design from Australian Centre of Interactive Design 
(ACID), and how the ABC maintains brand integrity through the 
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implementation of technology. These last few interviews were key in 
developing the cultural intermediation framework. 
The final year provided an opportunity to synthesise my findings and further 
test them against other community managers. The framework I constructed 
over the previous two years were appropriate for sharing with others working 
and researching in the field of online communities and media production. I 
interviewed other community managers, which enabled me to refine my 
understandings significantly. What emerged from this process showed that 
other industries were experiencing similar challenges to those I had identified 
at the ABC. Online communities, or at least institutional social networks, are 
perceived to be a requirement for an organisation to operate on the internet. 
The role of the community manager is blurred with that of the marketing and 
public relations department, confusing the purpose of the online community. A 
tension exists within some institutions that do not recognise the online 
community as an entity to draw on rather than a liability that needs to be 
managed and resourced. Furthermore, some institutions cannot differentiate 
between the traditional labour theory of value (closed innovation model) and a 
co-creative relationship open and dynamic model), a phenomenon addressed 
by Banks and Humphreys (2008), and later by Potts et al. (2010), as social 
network markets. 
Identifying similar issues among the broader industry of community managers 
developed my understanding of cultural intermediation. Community 
management is one aspect of the multiple intermediaries engaging groups of 
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online users from an institutional perspective. Within the broader community 
management industry operating in commercial and non-commercial 
institutions, and engaging in production alongside other non-productive 
activities, are a range of intermediation roles simultaneously negotiating the 
perspectives of all the institutional online community actors. The core 
contribution to knowledge from this thesis is that the significance of cultural 
intermediation is comprised of several key issues, described in detail in the 
following section. 
1.4 The key issues 
Although ethnography has enabled cultural intermediation to emerge as the 
most significant conceptual lens through which to view the research of 
institutional online communities, it is not the only approach that could have 
been used. Some alternative methodological approaches include uses and 
gratifications to understand the motivations of the participating audience 
members, or social network analysis to measure the network density, 
multiplexity, reciprocity and strength of the members’ network interactions 
(Yuan 2013). The value of these types of research methods would have been 
limited for my research project as they reveal mainly the interests of one 
stakeholder group, the participating audience members, while failing to 
provide data on the other stakeholders. Ethnography, specifically 
ethnographic action research, was the most appropriate research method, as 
I needed to understand not only the audience perspective but also how this 
group intersects with a media organisation. 
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The research process has highlighted cultural intermediation as the core issue 
addressed by this thesis. This conclusion was achieved by systematically 
addressing a series of emergent issues during the research process. The first 
set of issues reflect Research Question One: what are the actors engaging in 
the institutional online community, what are their interests and how are those 
interests negotiated? Investigating these sub-issues revealed a secondary 
area of intermediation that goes beyond the ABC Pool project and community 
manager, such as how different types of intermediaries and modes of 
intermediation operate across disparate ABC platforms. An overarching key 
issue connected to the research process was the methodological tension 
common with ethnography: how to objectively research the problem while 
actively participating in the investigation? In my case, engaging in the project 
as a remunerated staff member further complicated the methodological 
tension. These key issues are addressed in detail in the following section. 
The first phase of the key issues focussed on the online community operating 
within an institutional setting that provided an investigative lens to examine 
the ABC Pool project. The key issue that became apparent while investigating 
the actors, their interests and the negotiation process highlighted the 
significance of institutional governance and regulation. From the perspective 
of the online users, they employ a heterarchical governance approach, 
placing users in key positions because of their proven performance in online 
activities. This observation aligns with Bruns (2008) and Malaby (2009), who 
observed a similar phenomenon in Wikipedia and Second Life respectively. 
Heterarchy is a governance mode where a user demonstrating skills as a 
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leader will be seen by the broader group of users as an appropriate 
representative towards the hosting institution, an observation also noted by 
Banks (2009). The institution’s perspective is to employ the community 
manager to align the users with the institution’s perspective and manage the 
individuals irrespective of their experience within the community. Such a tactic 
can be problematic, as the existing users will not always respect the decisions 
of the appointed community manager even though that individual will most 
likely have a substantial understanding of the requirements of the institution’s 
policies. From my observations, the challenge of institutional governance and 
regulation is to balance the community manager’s perspective between the 
hosting institution and the group of online users. 
The second phase of the key issues developed by observing the community 
manager’s role requirement to be equally located between the actors involved 
in an institutional online community. The data suggests that the community 
manager is located between all the stakeholders; however, realistically, the 
role fluidly aligns with certain stakeholders, depending on the activity. For 
example, if the community manager produces content with the Radio National 
producers they would consider the interests of the Pool team and the Pool 
participants, but would prioritise the producer’s requirements. The complexity 
of this process increased as the focus shifted from the ABC Pool project to 
consider other ABC platforms, for example ABC Open and the Self Service 
Science Forums. These platforms do not have community manager roles 
specifically, but they have other intermediaries performing such tasks as 
content curation, moderation and community engagement. This observation 
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confirmed the secondary set of key issues as balancing the governance, but 
from the perspective of other roles not aligned with community management.   
The last of the key issues addressed within this thesis is managing the 
tension between being an ethnographic researcher and being a paid 
employee of the ABC. Being a paid employee provided access to areas of the 
ABC that an observational researcher would not be able to access. However, 
the central problem of ethnographic research is amplified in this situation, that 
is, “how does the researcher both observe objectively and be part of the 
problem they are observing?” (Hutchinson 2012: 112) The access available 
throughout this research project enabled me, as the researcher, to gather rich 
qualitative data to include in the research project. A technique I developed to 
assist my understanding of the social world I was researching, as noted in the 
research process, was to manage my reflexivity by testing any propositions 
with the other stakeholders periodically, as they were uncovered, against both 
internal ABC Pool participants and those external to the project. This 
technique enabled me to ensure my interpretations were consistent with other 
stakeholder perspectives. 
The methodological tension existed for the duration of the research project 
and is addressed in detail in Chapter 3. The first and second phases of the 
key issues enabled the research process to systematically develop as new 
data emerged. The data would provide a partial answer for the initial research 
question, but would reveal a new area for examination. The iterative, cyclic 
process of the research has seen this thesis contribute new knowledge on 
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cultural intermediation by addressing the key issues surrounding the 
production of cultural artefacts within the context of the Australian public 
broadcasting sector.  
The significant contribution this thesis adds to knowledge is a grounded 
example of convergence culture in operation within institutional media 
production. It has been several years since convergence culture (Jenkins 
2006) became rhetoric to describe emerging media culture with increased 
participation. However in recent years, some scholars (see especially Hay 
and Couldry 2011) have suggested that convergence culture should develop a 
more nuanced understanding of participation. A central criticism within this 
debate surrounds the motivation behind participation (Verstraete 2011), while 
Turner suggests that work within convergence culture theory to date is “about 
20 per cent fact and 80 per cent speculative fiction” (Turner 2011: 686). The 
data presented within this thesis moves the debate beyond the theoretical 
rhetoric and locates it within a grounded example of convergence culture 
operating within PSM. 
1.5 Structure of the thesis 
The following thesis aligns with a monograph thesis format. Following the 
Introduction, Chapter 2 explores the existing literature around online 
communities, institutions and PSB, while Chapter 3 outlines the ethnographic 
action methodology. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 contain the core research data, with 
analysis, and discuss these data from an embedded researcher perspective. 
Chapter 7 recaps the thesis and discusses the findings, while also indicating 
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its research potential by incorporating its foundations into other research 
projects. 
Chapter 2 contextualises the thesis by drawing on the existing media and 
communications literature connected with participatory cultures and the 
politics of production. The thesis draws on three existing areas of scholarship: 
communities, organisations and public service broadcasting (PSB), which, 
given the shifting role of the audience, has evolved into public service media 
(PSM). An additional area of literature is included towards the end of Chapter 
2 that highlights the minimal documentation of the community management 
role, suggesting a dedicated gap in the literature for cultural intermediation. 
Three core literary bodies construct Chapter 2. Firstly, the exploration of 
communities reveals a three-part process to understand the term ‘community’. 
The literature provides a baseline definition outlining the characteristics, 
constructed norms and communication processes of traditional forms of 
community. The community literature shifts to explore online communities on 
the internet, highlighting the similarities between the two. Finally, the 
community literature explores the phenomenon Jenkins (2006) refers to as 
participatory cultures as a core characteristic of online communities.  
Chapter 2’s second body of literature looks towards the role of the institution 
in society. Key texts by Benkler (2006), Bruns (2008) and Shirky (2008) 
highlight the purpose of the institution while noting the shifting role, and at 
times the disappearance, of the institution. The institution has historically been 
a way to organise many individuals and to solve the problem of group 
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complexity beyond an association with trade guilds. The institution also 
provided a way to maximise production output by combining a line of 
management with a series of specialised workers focussed on the goals of the 
institution. However, this approach has been challenged by the increasing 
decentralisation of the institution and its production models, connecting the 
literature of organisations with that of participatory cultures.  
To connect the case study of ABC Pool with the shifting role of the institution 
engaging with participatory cultures, the final area of scholarship in Chapter 2 
traces the trajectory of public service broadcasting. By historically following 
the focus of the PSB, the text explicitly highlights how this particular institution 
is attempting to maintain relevance in a networked society. The PSB has a 
successful history of evolving from an educational institution, to an 
entertainment institution and finally to an institution that exists online. The 
current context of the PSM is one that includes audience participation. There 
is minimal literature with empirical data to support the transition of the PSB to 
PSM is inclusive of audience participation, although some literature argues 
participation is as valuable as the three PSB values of educate, inform and 
entertain (Enli 2008). 
Lastly, Chapter 2 connects all three scholarship areas with the limited 
literature surrounding community management. This literature is used against 
my own practice as a community manager and is crucial in identifying the 
under representation of cultural intermediation within scholarly literature.  
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The research design is outlined within Chapter 3. The research project 
employed an ethnographic action research methodology. The core method of 
ethnography is participant observation, usually performed by the researcher, 
who embeds in the research field for an extended period to understand the 
research subjects, how they communicate with each other and what social 
norms they construct. The researcher actively participates in the research 
field to uncover a deeper understanding of the research and to construct their 
interpretation of their observations (Atkinson et al. 2005). Action research 
suggests improving the research project and field simultaneously by engaging 
the knowledge gained through the ethnographic method. The action method 
was enabled through the community manager role of ABC Pool. After 
observing and participating as a researcher in ABC Pool, I could actively 
engage strategies and processes through my community manager role. The 
two roles I employed, the researcher and community manager, provided me 
with rich qualitative data to describe the ABC Pool project and the culture of 
the ABC more broadly. 
In addition to the ethnographic action methods, Chapter 3 describes the 
additional research methods employed to complement and develop the 
ethnography. Ethnography is an iterative process (Atkinson et al. 2005) that 
relies on new findings to inform the research design. A powerful tool that 
shapes the research design is grounded theory. After one year of participant 
observation, grounded theory combined the sensitising concepts, or the initial 
ideas of the research process, with the emerging data. A coding process is 
used to develop points of departure to further explore in the research project.  
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In addition to the ethnographic action research and grounded theory, the 
second and third years of research implemented other qualitative methods. 
Survey research provided a marginal response but was useful to test the 
extracted data and research findings. Focus groups provided an environment 
for the ABC Pool participants to discuss the space in detail with each other, 
producing unique perspectives of ABC Pool. Finally, semi-structured 
interviews with the Pool participants, other ABC staff who had some 
interaction with the ABC Pool project and other community managers 
produced individual perspectives of the ABC Pool project. The final section of 
Chapter 3 addresses the methodological problem of ethnography: how do you 
objectively research a problem while actively participating in the process? 
ABC Pool is the focus of Chapter 4, which relies heavily on ethnographic data 
to outline the historical development of the project within the ABC. This 
chapter clearly outlines the historical development of the project and 
documents the collaborative input from individuals, the ABC and the academic 
sector. The development process spans several years, reflects how 
communication technology shifts across the internet and highlights how the 
ABC addressed those shifts in its online presence. By tracing the sluggish 
incorporation of the project into the ABC fold, the chapter makes explicit the 
challenges the ABC faces with audience participation. The data outlines who 
is involved in the project, what their motivations are and how they operate 
within ABC Pool and other projects at the ABC. 
The second section of Chapter 4 develops earlier research by Foley et al. 
(2009) to further understand the motivations of the actors involved in ABC 
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Pool. The data highlights three core stakeholders in ABC Pool: the Pool 
participants, the Pool team and the ABC institution. Each of these 
stakeholders has a unique perspective of ABC Pool, reflected in their use of 
the space. To gather these data, I interviewed ABC Pool participants, ABC 
Pool team members and other ABC staff members related to the project (in 
this instance legal staff, editorial policy people, managers and producers). By 
the conclusion of the chapter, a triangulation emerges that connects the 
stakeholders of the project through their use of the space. The triangulation 
makes explicit why the stakeholders interact on the project and how they 
relate to each other, and points to the necessity of an intermediary between 
these stakeholders. 
Chapter 5 focusses on the role of the intermediary between the ABC Pool 
stakeholders in the role of the community manager. The first section of this 
chapter draws on my experience in the role and uses three case studies to 
explore how the role operates within the ABC Pool setting. Each case study 
describes a different outcome of the negotiation process in which the 
community manager engages. This indicates that, ideally, the community 
manager is the nexus of the negotiation process, but, realistically, it emerges 
this is not always the case. 
A significant finding of Chapter 5 is the development of what is temporarily 
called the cultural intermediary, which later provides the framework for cultural 
intermediation. Bourdieu (1984) and Negus (2002) have also used the term 
cultural intermediary; however, the meaning they provide is very different and 
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is not relevant to my work. The term ‘cultural intermediary’ in this thesis refers 
to the fluidity of the community manager role that shifts to other facilitators 
who engage in the project. That is to say, the cultural intermediary described 
here is an intermediary with a focus on successfully negotiating the 
collaborative production process of cultural artefacts within the creative 
industries. This concept is explored not only through the position that I held as 
the community manager of ABC Pool, but also through the role of one RN 
producer for the Radio National program 360documentaries, and through the 
Pool community editor experiment. 
Having identified that the management process of institutional online 
communities is the responsibility of other roles and not just the community 
manager, Chapter 6 formalises the governance approach into three models. 
The first reflects an initial institutional approach that requires one single point 
of contact to facilitate the project. The single point of contact is used to 
develop the online project, resulting in the most restrictive and slowest 
reacting model. The second model employs multiple cultural intermediaries to 
enable multiple points of communication between institutional staff and the 
online community members. The second model is more agile than the 
previous version and is somewhat centralised. The final model to emerge 
from this research project is one that, if the second model is successful and 
the project is positioned to follow an open and participatory path, involves 
promoting online users to the level of intermediary. In ABC Pool this was 
called the community editor model and is the most open and innovative form 
of the three, but it is also the most problematic. The final section of Chapter 6 
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maps the three models on a scale of openness by placing the single point of 
contact as the most centralised model and the community editor approach as 
the most decentralised model. 
Finally, Chapter 7 highlights how institutional online communities are 
historically moderated at the ABC through the ABC Pool project and, more 
recently, within the ABC Open project. Both of these projects are on platforms 
controlled entirely by the ABC institutional staff through design, 
implementation and moderation. However, a new problem arises as third 
party platforms rapidly become the space of interaction in which ad hoc 
networks communicate and produce content. How does an institution such as 
the ABC maintain its brand integrity where the users are not restricted by in-
house regulation and governance? The conclusion of this thesis addresses 
the concept of cultural intermediation. Cultural intermediation is the 
combination of human and non-human actors within the negotiation space of 
cultural artefact production. It is the act of synchronising technology, design, 
development, regulation and human resource to maintain the equilibrium 
between the creative and political aspirations of online users and the public 
service remit of the ABC. The chapter approaches cultural intermediation from 
an abstract perspective by connecting the sociology of online communities to 
the data provided in the previous chapters. 
This thesis shows the importance of the cultural intermediaries at the ABC, 
who operate under various monikers within different departments, engaging 
the diversity of the PSM audience. It highlights three institutional online 
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community governance models trialled within ABC Pool, each providing 
different cultural intermediary combinations to the negotiation process of 
cultural artefact production. In doing so, the thesis provides a framework for 
cultural intermediation, where cultural intermediation is the apparatus required 
to embed online communities into organisations.
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Chapter 2 – Locating online community within public service 
broadcasting and the ABC 
The changing media landscape suggests participants are increasingly 
engaging in media content production within institutions (Banks 2009; Benkler 
2006; Burgess and Green 2009; Jenkins 2006). In the current media 
environment described as “highly volatile and altered” due to “the explosion of 
Web 2.0 services and associated user-generated content” (Cunningham and 
Turner 2010: 2), the role of the public service broadcaster has come under 
examination (Burns 2011; Debrett 2010; Jankowski 2012; Martin 2011). The 
ABC’s role in the future of broadcasting was also addressed by the 
Department of Broadband, Communication and Digital Economy’s report ABC 
and SBS: Towards a Digital Future stating “new digital technologies are 
radically changing the fundamentals of broadcasting and media” (DBCDE). 
This enquiry prompted scholarly research to define how the Australian 
national broadcasters might position themselves to work with digital 
communication technology. Flew et al. (2008) cite this as an opportunity for 
PSBs “to enhance and renew their Charter obligation as and social innovation 
remit through public service media through user-created content strategies, 
particularly in their provision of online service” (Flew et al. 2008: 2). This 
response brings into scope the significance of ABC platforms encouraging 
user created content. 
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The participants engaging in content production activities on institutional 
platforms often demonstrate highly innovative practices (Hesmondhalgh 
2007); however, the participants’ usual procedures often misalign with the 
regulatory and editorial constraints of the institutions that host them. Within 
public service broadcasters (PSB), creative practitioners who do not 
necessarily align with the rules or the editorial guidelines of the broadcaster 
are engaging in content production on their platforms for the production of 
cultural artefacts. The problem for the PSB is how to engage with, and even 
how to incorporate, the fringe innovative practices of online participants while 
maintaining the integrity of the public service broadcaster. This problem 
extends beyond merely providing the tools for audience participation and goes 
to the need to examine the collaborative production process and the interplay 
between professional and aspiring media practitioners.  
The following literature review will examine four core areas that provide the 
conceptual basis for the research. Firstly, the chapter will use the existing 
scholarly work to highlight the fluid, and often problematic, definition of the 
term ‘community’. Secondly, this chapter will explore the construction of 
institutions as establishments for organising large groups of individuals and 
how those institutions are positioned within society. After identifying the 
foundational role of the institution, the chapter then shows public service 
broadcasters as unique institutions with a very specific public role. This final 
area of literature provides the context for researching the public service 
broadcasting sector. It traces the reinvention of the PSB from an educational 
to an entertainment institution and highlights the significance of audience 
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participation within this type of broadcasting. Finally, the literature review 
highlights the role of the community manager as an intermediary role between 
the institution and the institutional online community.  
2.1 Community 
The term ‘community’ is central to this research project and is explored from 
the perspective of multiple actors. For that reason, community is the label 
given to the undefined group of participants using ABC Pool, while 
acknowledging the term has a contested definition within the social sciences. 
It has emerged through my research that community is also a term imposed 
by the community manager, the ABC Pool team and the ABC institution to 
describe the group of participants engaging with ABC Pool. The participants 
at times refer to themselves as a community, while others interacting on the 
site suggest ABC Pool is far from the definition of community. The shifting 
definition of ABC Pool community aligns with the social constructionist 
thinking of Cohen (1985), who suggests community could be better 
understood as a symbolic structure than as a social practice. Cohen suggests 
community “is symbolically constructed, as a system of values, norms, and 
moral codes which provides a sense of identity within a bounded whole to its 
members” (Cohen 1985: 9). Using Cohen as an approach also aligns this 
research with the earlier community conception of Barthes and Bergen 
(1969), who suggest community is merely a boundary construction that 
separates people from what they are not. 
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It is useful to approach the term community from the perspective of social 
theory that pursues four avenues of critical analysis (Delanty 2010). The first 
perspective is the field of community studies that focusses on a 
geographically localised community in relation to mainstream society, where 
the disadvantaged urban community relies on the support of the government, 
i.e. community health or welfare. A second approach is synonymous with 
cultural sociology and relates community to a sense of belonging, assisting in 
establishing an individual’s identity. The third analysis emerges from 
postmodern politics suggesting community forms as a collective action 
against social injustice through a political consciousness. Finally, the fourth 
approach is situated within global communications that constructs community 
as “cosmopolitanized and constituted in new relations of virtual proximity and 
distance” (Delanty 2010, xiii), enabled through information communication 
technology affordances. This thesis uses cultural sociology and global 
communication perspectives to examine how users construct a non-
geographical network to build and maintain a group of like-minded users: a 
community. The research also explores the notion of community from the 
postmodern perspective, insofar as the community is operating as a political 
collective action group in cooperation with, and at times counter to, the 
institution. Within postmodern politics, the institution is viewed as a centralised 
method of organising and governing many individuals to collectively labour on 
the focus of the institution (Parker 1992).  
Cultural sociology suggests objects and symbols indicate a sense of 
belonging, or difference, and constructs environments to define ‘us’ and 
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‘them’. Referencing the underground movements of the Mods, Punks and 
Rockers in England during the 1970s, Hebdige (1979) notes the common 
language of ‘we’ manifests itself as a style and can be incorporated into the 
notion of subculture, defined as “secrecy, masonic oaths, [and] an 
Underworld” (Hebdige 1979: 4). Community also identifies through its style as 
exclusivity through sub-cultural symbolic objects, exemplified in the case of 
the Rockers through the materialisation of a leather jacket or particular 
hairstyle. Similarly, cultural sociology suggests a symbol exposes one 
meaning but also expresses a secondary connotation for those attuned to its 
significance (Cohen 1985). Therefore, a combination of symbols constitutes a 
style, defining boundaries for individuals who belong to a community, enabling 
individuals to construct their own identities by aligning with the community 
conventions. Alternatively as Barthes and Bergen (1969) suggest, boundaries 
are constructed as a means of understanding what the community members 
are not – “signs of forbidden identity” (Hebdige 1979: 18). Using the 
subculture lens of Hebdige enables the examination of how community is 
constructed, while the shared conventions of subculture are also useful for 
identifying the markers of a community. 
In describing community types, Cummings, Heeks, and Huysman’s (2006) 
work explains that people are brought together as either ‘communities of 
circumstance’ or ‘communities of interest’, where communities of interest are 
brought together because of a bond, a common interest, or through the 
sharing of knowledge. Cummings et al. note communities of interest are 
critical because: 
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• … [Of an] ongoing learning venue for … practitioners who share 
similar goals, interests, problems and approaches. 
• They respond rapidly and give specific answers to individual 
enquiries. 
• They develop, capture and transfer best practices on specific topics 
by stimulating the active sharing of knowledge. 
• They influence development outcomes by promoting greater and 
better-informed dialogue. 
• They link diverse groups of practitioners from different disciplines. 
• They promote innovative approaches to address specific 
development challenges (Cummings et al. 2006: 572). 
Lave and Wenger (1991) define some communities of interest as communities 
of practice through skill and knowledge sharing to benefit all participants 
within the community (Lave & Wenger 1991). A community of practice is a 
“set of relations among persons, activity and world, over time and in relation 
with other tangential and overlapping communities” (Lave and Wenger 1991: 
98), suggesting common sets of knowledge and repertoires are present 
among its participants. Within ABC Pool, for example, the majority of 
community members have a common understanding of media because they 
are primarily an ABC audience. The user repertoires, however, are 
changeable, transferable and pliable between the overlapping communities, 
and how they participate within the space shapes their identities (Podkalicka 
& Wilson 2012). The individual ABC Pool members, most times, cannot 
produce an audiovisual production, yet collectively they share and exchange 
their knowledge to produce creative, technically adept, and well-constructed 
media. Furthermore, a community of practice is not only a community built on 
a group of users who have common interests; interaction enables them to 
construct their individual and collective identities through the process of 
collaboration. 
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Bonniface, Green and Swanson (2005) borrow the work of Papadakis (2003) 
to define community as a combination of three categories: “1) social capital, 2) 
social support and 3) a common culture” (Bonniface et al. 2005: 93). 
Papadakis constructs community through a combination of “social 
interactions; common ties; reciprocity in relationships; shared beliefs, values 
and cultural habits among members; a sense of solidarity or community 
identity among members; standards of conduct for members; and members’ 
ability to take action” (Papadakis 2003: 9). A key characteristic to focus on 
within Papadakis’ work when describing community is her notion of shifting 
from an “old” community (offline) to a “new” community (online) – one that 
embraces the positive affordances of old communities while ignoring the 
limiting characteristics. Indeed, Schuler (1996) suggests the characteristic of 
the old community “was often exclusive, inflexible, isolated, immutable, 
monolithic, and homogenous” (Schuler 1996: 175). While scholars essentially 
agree on some characteristics of reciprocity, common goals and inclusion 
(Cohen 1985; Cummings et al. 2006; Delanty 2010;) as common to most 
communities, critical examination demonstrates that these approaches may 
be a little idealistic. 
The literature cited within this section suggests community members 
symbolically construct communities through their use of texts, symbols and 
norms. The use of community construction demonstrates the capacity for 
collaborative learning, common goals, shared interests, a better-informed 
discussion arena and interdisciplinary association, and may demonstrate 
innovative approaches toward the focus of the community space. 
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Communities can be a community of interest and/or a community of practice 
determined by the goals of the members and its purpose. The literature also 
suggests interpreting communities as an all-inclusive space made up of social 
capital, social support and common culture may be idealistic. The following 
section examines how communities have moved from the offline space to the 
online environment and will comparatively examine the same concept within 
different environments.  
2.1.1 Online Community 
Historically, online communities have developed from early versions of ad hoc 
online communication to become sophisticated networks modelled on offline 
communities. The emergent models sprung up through makeshift computer 
mediated communication (CMC) technology, brought together by individuals 
interested in similar topics. Rheingold (1994) observed and recorded the 
interaction and organization of ‘virtual’ communities in The Virtual Community 
based on the Whole Earth ‘Lectronic Link . Within this seminal work, 
Rheingold’s definition of online community outlines the sense of belonging 
with other participants who share a similar interest – a “personal relationship 
in cyberspace” (Rheingold 1994: 5). He also recalls of the WELL, “Norms 
were established, challenged, changed, re-established, rechallenged, in a 
kind of speeded-up social evolution” (Rheingold 1994: 2). The conventions an 
online community establishes are similar to Hebdige’s argument for subculture 
in the 1970s. The online community imitates the style elements of subculture 
expressed through a universal acknowledgement of conventions, while 
membership also reflects ‘in’ or ‘out’ relationships among members and non-
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members. Rheingold (2006) challenges the term ‘virtual community’ through 
social network analysis, suggesting virtual communities in online social 
spaces imitate pre-existing offline communities.  
Wellman et al. (1996) identify computer-supported social networks (CSSNs) 
as a mechanism between “people as well as machines” (p. 214) to “link 
globally with kindred souls for companionship, information, and social support 
from their homes” (ibid.). These scholars attempted to understand what online 
communities would look like and how they would operate given their limited 
social presence and geographical proximity. This was the precursor for 
understanding the larger societal impact of online communities, or virtual 
communities, through increased connectivity afforded by information and 
communication technologies (Wellman 1999). As communities extend beyond 
their localised versions where individuals are born into their networks, 
individuals begin to choose who is in their networks. Here we see the 
emergence of “personal community networks: fragmented multiple social 
networks connected only by the person (or the household) at the centre” 
(Wellman and Hogan 2007: 163). Simply put, this describes a mode of 
network connection between smaller clusters of individuals, rather than the 
larger cluster, which provides “diversity, choice, and manoeuvrability at the 
probable cost of cohesion and long term trust” (ibid.: 164). The loss of 
cohesion and trust is a fundamental conundrum of online communities, 
particularly those that operate within institutions – a point we will return to in 
greater detail. 
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Personal community networks give rise to the individual as the primary unit of 
connectivity, which provides the basis for the social structure called networked 
individualism (Wellman 2001). The loss of cohesion and trust within the 
community setting is counterbalanced by the addition of personal autonomy 
and agility, strengthening the value of member connections due to additional 
knowledge resources. Networked individualism challenges the four community 
characteristics outlined earlier, as online connectedness shifts the emphasis 
from the group to the individual as the centre of the network. Networked 
individualism removes the safety of an inclusive group and “implies the 
responsibility for people to keep up their own networks with more freedom to 
tailor their interactions” (ibid.: 165). A social structure incorporating networked 
individualism supports the personalised collection and distribution of 
knowledge, to the detriment of the supportive and inclusive characteristics of 
community. 
There are however arguments to support the collective benefits of individuals 
connecting en masse across ICT networks. Bonniface, Green and McMahon 
(2007) incorporate Papadakis’ (2003) offline community observations of 
commonality, reciprocity, identity and collective action to refine the online 
community definition. They suggest online community evolves into more than 
a collective connection of individual interests or circumstances, indicating 
online arrangements are more significant than a community of interest. 
“Community … evolves over time and does not simply exist by virtue of 
logging on” (Bonniface et al. 2007: 67).  Bonniface et al. (2007) also note an 
intangible side effect of participating within these groups is the experience of 
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increased affect. Users participating within online communities contribute and 
receive shared beneficial experience, sometimes described as a ‘warm and 
friendly feeling’. Tönnies (1963) describes this phenomenon as germeinschaft 
– small scale, cottage-like groups of residents experiencing high levels of 
social capital (Tönnies 1963). The term social capital in this instance refers to 
“the networks of strong personal relationships, developed over time, that 
provide the basis for trust, co-operation, and collective action” (Cummings, 
Heeks & Huysman 2006: 574). The definition of community, on and offline, 
continues to change within the literature, suggesting the meaning is 
dependent on the community location (online or offline) and how it is used to 
mobilise its members. However, scholars agree there is a rudimentary 
characteristic connecting individual participants within any community 
(Bonniface & Green 2007; Bonniface et al. 2005; Hebdige 1979; Papadakis 
2003; Rheingold 1994).  
It is neither the conventions expressed through symbolic style that might 
define an online community, nor is it the increased affect shared among its 
members. Understanding the communicative patterns of participation, and not 
just the user’s contributions, is the key to online community (Baym 2000). This 
underpinning observation is one result of Nancy Baym’s (2000) research on 
the rec.arts.television.soaps  news group. The common interest of the users 
within r.a.t.s are soap television series. The newsgroups of r.a.t.s. become a 
place where members can hang out, meet with each other, have idle chat, 
swap opinions about the shows and engage on a deeper level. Baym outlines 
traits amongst the members of the r.a.t.s. community through two key 
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characteristics: interpreting and comparing perspectives. The analysis 
indicates how the knowledge of the stakeholders makes the online community 
experience more valuable. As Baym points out, individual community 
members not only interpret the text from their personal perspective, they also 
bring their ‘real life’ knowledge and experience to the space to contribute to 
the discussion. She notes the depth and breadth of the knowledge in r.a.t.s. is 
vast and has the potential to be immense.   
“Soap operas encourage viewers to draw on different types of 
knowledge to interpret, including knowledge of the show’s histories, 
knowledge of genre’s conventions, and personal knowledge of the 
social and emotional world. [It] encourages people to refer to their own 
experiences for meaning… [a] range of perspectives greatly enhances 
the pleasures of interpretation that the soap text offers” (Baym 2000: 
70). 
The online community member-base knowledge that Baym refers to 
challenges conventions. The stakeholders of the online community bring their 
own knowledge and experience to the site during the negotiation process of 
convention construction, a phenomenon Kirby (2009) describes as 
digimodernism. Convention construction is an ongoing process of developing 
shared views and meanings held by the majority of the community through 
exchanging and contesting one another’s opinions. 
Understanding the conventions and how an online community operates is 
helpful for analysing the participation patterns and multiple motivations of the 
users. Technology both enables and limits participation through platforms for 
electronic messaging while simultaneously failing to provide scope for human 
“interactional cues” in the form of facial expression or vocal intonation (Faraj 
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and Johnson 2011: 1465). The absence of human nuance may affect the 
reciprocal pattern of communication among users, although users will adapt 
technology to suit their needs (Majchrzak, Rice, Malhotra and King 2000). 
Observing how the collective group process of participation operates also 
identifies the motivations behind user engagement. Joyce and Kraut (2006) 
suggest that the uninitiated online community user is more likely to return to 
the site if they receive feedback on their initial post. Furthermore, reciprocal 
feedback is likely to occur if the newcomer’s post is on topic and contains 
personal information (Arguello et al. 2006). The communication patterns 
between users, therefore, are fundamental to motivational incentives and 
central to network exchange theory. Network exchange theory proposes that 
users interact within online communities in nonrandom and intentional 
communication patterns (Cook and Rice 2001), suggesting it is possible to 
understand the participation patterns and motivations of online community 
users.  
Sproull’s (2004) definition of an online community is “a large, voluntary 
collectivity whose primary goal is member or social welfare, whose members 
share a common interest, experience, or conviction, and who interact with one 
another primarily over the Net” (p 733). Sproull suggests “individuals with 
mutual interests [are] using electronic mediation to overcome the same-place, 
same-time limitation inherent in face-to-face settings” (Faraj and Johnson 
2011: 1464). Although offline and online communities have similar traits, the 
difference between them is the technological and social affordances of the 
internet. Users adopt new uses of the technology to establish reciprocal 
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communicative patterns, increasing both motivation and individual affect. 
Users are more likely to participate because they have access to the 
technology and are motivated to do so. In the following section, the thesis 
reviews how increased participation has led to participatory cultures (Jenkins 
2006), dramatically shifting how online communities operate and what they 
can collectively produce.  
2.1.2 Participatory Cultures 
The gradual development of technological capabilities enabled online activity 
to develop the notion of community by embracing Web 2.0. O’Reilly (2005) 
coined the term Web 2.0 as “a way of signifying a change in the computing 
environment after the bursting of the dot-com bubble” (O’Reilly 2005: 43). One 
of the most significant changes of Web 2.0 was the emergence of 
collaborative production of cultural texts between producers and consumers 
over the “read/write” web, referred to as participatory cultures. Henry Jenkins 
(2006) says of participatory cultures, “[r]ather than talking about media 
producers and consumers as occupying separate roles, we might now see 
them as participants who interact with each other according to a new set of 
rules that none of us fully understands” (Jenkins 2006: 3). Jenkins refers to 
the impact of online fan communities on the production of professional media 
and focusses on Star Wars, Survivor, American Idol and Harry Potter as 
examples of convergence culture – that is, where old and new media forms 
collide during the process of cultural production. In his example of the multiple 
parody films spawned by the George Lucas film Star Wars, Jenkins notes that 
“fans have always been early adopters of new media technologies” and “are 
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the most active segment of the media audience, one that refuses to simply 
accept what they are given, but rather insists on the right to become full 
participants” (p 131). Jenkins also relates fan cinema to the DIY punk scene 
that Hebdige (1979) references, insofar that it is an experimental space that 
explores new techniques and blurs the line between fringe activity and 
mainstream practice. He notes, further, that participatory cultures in the 
tradition of older folk culture “encourages broad participation, grassroots 
creativity, and a bartering or gift economy” (p 132). Furthermore, new media 
technologies publish grassroots creativity to a substantially larger audience 
than previously seen in folk cultures. 
Benkler (2006) approaches participatory cultures from an economic and legal 
perspective, and describes this phenomenon as peer production. Peer 
production primarily engages in activity that is “radically decentralized, 
collaborative, and non-proprietary; based on sharing resources and outputs 
among widely distributed, loosely connected individuals who cooperate with 
each other without relying on either market signals or managerial commands” 
(Benkler 2006: 60). The key characteristic Benkler develops within his 
definition is the process of decision making and effective action separate from 
authoritative power, described as decentralisation.  An example of effective 
and decentralised peer production is the Free/Open Source Software (FOSS) 
movement which “is an approach to software development that is based on 
shared effort on a non-proprietary model” that “depends on many individuals 
contributing to a common project, with a variety of motivations, and sharing 
their respective contributions without any single person or entity asserting 
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rights to exclude either from the contributed components or from the resulting 
whole” (Benkler 2006: 63). Wikipedia is an example of FOSS in effective, 
nonproprietary operation that incorporates Web 2.0 technology to develop 
online communities of interest and shift online communities from merely 
sharing a common interest to engaging in collaborative production. 
The shift in participation of the online community members of Wikipedia is a 
phenomenon Bruns (2008) describes as produsage. Produsage “highlights 
that within the communities which engage in the collaborative creation and 
extension of information and knowledge … the role of ‘consumer’ and even 
that of ‘end user’ have long disappeared, and the distinctions between 
producers and users of content have faded into comparative insignificance” 
(Bruns 2008: 2). Bruns highlights four key produsage principals in Wikipedia’s 
embrace of an enthusiast community. Firstly, the distribution of the workload, 
by declaring, “anyone can edit” as its slogan it substantially reduces the 
labour efforts of a centralised body of experts. Secondly, the absence of 
gatekeepers over the editorial stronghold during the creation of content 
ensures the project’s sustainability. Thirdly, the granularity of the editorial 
process enables the stakeholders to have a useful input into the creation of 
knowledge, or what Lévy (1998) refers to as collective intelligence. Finally, an 
increased sense of ownership over the creation of the material boosts the 
potential for further contributed knowledge creation (Bruns 2008). Four 
principles support the collaborative production of valid, immediate and at 
times highly specific knowledge sourced through a community of globally 
connected participants. In this sense, it is worth noting that in collaborative 
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production “no one person can take credit for what gets created, and the 
project could not come into being without the participation of many” (Shirky 
2008: 50). 
In addition to challenging the knowledge and content production model, 
Wikipedia embraces a heterarchy governance model. Bruns suggests 
Wikipedia is made up of “fluid heterarchies organized through ad hoc 
meritocratic governance” (Bruns: 2008: 108). Passionate contributors of any 
group of stakeholders within the online community may receive “greater 
visibility” (Jenkins 2006: 19) and become community leaders. In addition to 
receiving higher visibility, the users within participatory cultures not only self-
nominate their leaders, they also develop their independence from the central 
authority. Malaby (2009) describes this observation from his ethnographic 
research project, analysing the interactions between the staff of Second Life’s 
Linden Labs with the inhabitants of the Second Life virtual world. “While 
inheriting from [the hackers] a faith in technology, a rejection of top-down 
control, an imagining of people as individual performers, and a faith in the 
legitimacy of emergent effects, the descendants have added the aspiration to 
architect entire, open-ended systems” (Malaby 2009: 33). Participants 
engaging in online community activities within a decentralised model therefore 
implicitly trust those who have more experience within the space and are 
producing valuable content as agreed by the community. 
To extend the dynamics of participatory cultures within virtual worlds, Banks 
and Potts (2010) introduce collaborative production in game development, 
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specifically co-creative development of the game Fury by the commercial 
company Auran. While analysing why community participants are willing to 
co-create with a commercial organisation with no incentive of remuneration, 
they observed the mutual benefits of the interplay of expert knowledge 
between developers and users. “There are also literacies, skills and 
competencies evident here as gamers navigate, negotiate and also contest 
this emergent social-network market relationship” (Banks and Potts, 2010: 
258). The Fury example aligns with Benkler’s (2006) notion of non-market, 
decentralised participation, where the gamers offer their input not for a 
monetary return but, rather, for an increased experience within the gaming 
world. This finding builds on Banks’ (2009) earlier work that suggests gaming 
participants engage in an ‘attention economy’ (Lanham 2006), where “the 
participation of the gamer consumers endorsing Fury through their fan social 
networks required Auran, in turn, to recognise the status and contribution of 
the gamers’ expertise in the context of a co-creative relationship for mutual 
benefit” (Banks 2009: 87). Banks and Potts also note users strive to be 
recognised as experts within these fields, further strengthening their visibility 
within the online environment. 
Technology has not only enabled users to participate, but it fuels their desire 
for inclusion within the production of cultural artefacts, described as 
convergent culture (Jenkins 2006). In recent years, however, the convergence 
culture framework has come under severe criticism, from scholars who are 
“skeptical not only about the overuse of the term but also about its limited 
conceptualization” (Hay and Couldry 2011: 473). Hay and Couldry challenge 
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convergence culture as usually reflective of media consumer agency through 
interactivity (see especially Jenkins 2006 and Burgess & Green 2009) and not 
of the institutions involved in this historical epoch of democratisation. They 
explicitly question if the proprietors of online spaces have really accepted the 
democratising argument of convergence culture.  
Building on Turner’s (2011) remark of convergence culture consisting of 80 
per cent speculative fiction, Verstraete (2011) notes that “What is often 
missing is a sustained reflection on what the terms may be under which who 
exactly is going to do what and with whom, and under which one can begin to 
decide whether something is politically rather than economically productive” 
(539). To address this, Carpentier (2011) suggests that understanding 
participation may be possible through understanding maximalist versus 
minimalist models, where maximalist participation represents an active public 
role in governance. Much of the criticism centres on the cultural diversity and 
social inclusion elements of convergence culture through media production. 
Jenkins, Ford and Green (2013) in rethinking convergence culture respond to 
this criticism by saying that: 
 Ours is a reformist rather than a revolutionary agenda, offering 
pragmatic advice in hopes of creating a more equitable balance of 
power within society. We accept as a starting point that the 
constructs of capitalism will greatly shape the creation and 
circulation of most media texts for the foreseeable future and that 
most people do not (and cannot) opt out of commercial culture. 
(Jenkins, Ford and Green 2013: xii)  
This thesis builds on the convergence culture debate by providing a grounded 
example that demonstrates not only increased participation through media 
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production, but also increased participation in the governance models of 
institutional online communities (see especially section 6.3). Indeed within the 
institutional setting of the public service broadcaster, increased participation in 
media production has led some members to embody the maximalist 
participation model (Carpentier 2011) and engage in active public 
governance. Increased participation within the institutional setting, especially 
participation in media production and governance, provides the basis for 
decentralised participatory cultures. 
Within decentralised participatory cultures, produsage suggests ad hoc 
meritocracy facilitates peer production (Benkler 2006; Bruns 2008). Members 
have an increased input, ownership and pride in their online communities. 
Heterarchy and participatory cultures provide for opportunities to investigate 
the interaction between the online community and the institution. As 
participatory cultures shift from the edge of economic models to the core 
(Burgess and Banks 2010), they bring with them complex relationships 
between the institution and the communities (Jenkins 2009). This chapter’s 
next section investigates how the convergent characteristics of online 
communities are problematic when nested within the institution. 
2.2 Institution 
In a post-industrialised era, the production of specialised goods and services 
has greatly escalated, demanding a coordinated effort of labour. The 
institution is the centralised entity facilitating the increased production; that is, 
to facilitate and manage the laborious efforts of individual specialists for the 
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production of goods and services, both in commercial and non-commercial 
organisations. Within the institution, a clearly defined hierarchy assists in 
managing ‘group complexity’, which Shirky (2008) describes as the difficulty of 
making decisions for a large group of individuals when considering all their 
interests. “Because this constraint is so basic, and because the problem can 
never be solved, only managed, every large group has to grapple with it 
somehow. For all of modern life, the basic solution has been to gather people 
together into organizations” (Shirky 2008: 29). The coordination of large 
groups of individuals enables the institution to effectively produce goods and 
services when the costs of organising the many employees are lower than the 
return from those goods and services. 
The coordinated solution to group complexity is to embed a structured line of 
management to simplify the communication process. The employees within 
the institution make multiple decisions whenever the institution embarks on a 
task, resulting in many people working across multiple and, at times, varied 
disciplines. A clear hierarchy of managers facilitating the decision-making 
process suggests individuals are only responsible to one person: their direct 
supervisor (Shirky 2008). Each supervisor in the institutional hierarchy is 
accountable for their area to their direct supervisor, a structure best 
represented by the organisation chart. For example, figure 2.1 outlines the 
organisation chart for the ABC, with The ABC Board, led by Managing 
Director Mark Scott, positioned at the top of the hierarchy. The Divisional 
Heads report to the Board of Directors, consisting of the Director of Television; 
Director of Radio; Chief Operating Officer; CEO ABC International; Director of 
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News; Director of Innovation; Director of Editorial Policies; Director of Legal 
and business Affairs; Director of ABC Commercial; Director of Corporate 
Affairs; Director of People and Learning; and Head of Research and 
Marketing (ABC 2012). Figure 2.1 also shows how the hierarchy continues to 
the State and Territory Directors, indicating how the chain of command 
continues more broadly within the institution. 
 
Figure 2.1 The ABC Organisational Chart 
[Source: http://about.abc.net.au/who-we-are/our-organizational-structure/] 
If, for example, the Board of Directors decides on a new focus for the 
Television Division, they will not directly communicate with every staff member 
working in television. Instead, they communicate with the Head of Television 
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and expect that individual to relay the message down their chain of command. 
Likewise, Mark Scott is not included in every decision-making process in ABC 
Television drama, but he does receive a version of the events in a timely 
summary of production from the Television Division. The hierarchical model 
clearly improves efficiency of communication and is exemplary of the benefits 
of ‘organising’ within an institution. 
Within the hierarchy of institutional employees, each staff member is 
responsible for their area of expertise. Each person is considered the 
institution’s expert on that particular task; for example, the role of the 
television drama producer. The combination of multiple experts within the 
institution provides stable, long-term relationships between the employees 
when engaging on the production of artefacts (Benkler 2006). For example, 
the television drama producer understands they need to perform their duties 
as the producer and not the duties of the video editor in order to produce one 
hour of drama per week. Individually, the production task may fail. However, 
employees collectively contribute their skills to the task. This again hastens 
the production process by outlining which tasks an individual must undertake 
and those they do not. The institutional approach also strengthens the role of 
the institution in that it enables highly specialised labour to occur on large 
projects; each employee has their position with particular skills and they are 
trained to operate in that position. 
However, in some cases the institution does not function very well. There are 
inherent complications within the institutional model, such as the limited 
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overview of the institution, misunderstandings between different divisions and 
individuals within those divisions, the lack of motivation by some employees to 
participate with other employees, and the matter of employees not being 
interchangeable with other institutional roles. There are likely answers to be 
found in the existing literature that suggests why these complications emerge 
within institutions. The following section highlights the opportunities and 
challenges of the institution within an environment of improved information 
and communication technologies, including the centralisation of institutions. 
2.2.1 Opportunities and challenges of Institutions 
 ‘Centralization’ is a particular response to the problem of how to make 
the behavior of many individual agents cohere into an effective pattern 
or achieve an effective result 
Benkler 2006: 62 
As Benkler points out, a common approach to coordinating the efforts of 
multiple individuals is to centralise them around one pre-determined goal or 
narrative. During his 2005 TED Talk “Institutions vs. Collaboration”, Shirky 
highlights four inhibiting characteristics of institutions that contest the benefits 
of collaboration within online communities. Management is required to 
organise multiple individuals to align with institutional goals, inserting a top-
down governmental structure. Secondly, structural costs increase as legal, 
economic and physical frameworks are required to support the institute. The 
institutional formation is inherently exclusionary, and because of its 
exclusionary nature, the institution creates a professional class (Shirky 2005). 
From this perspective, producing cultural artefacts within the institutional 
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setting is slow and non-agile, expensive and class based, insofar as only a 
few privileged elite are able to engage in the production process. 
The perspectives of Bruns (2008), Jenkins (2006), Benkler (2006) and Shirky 
(2005) suggest that the collaborative peer production model is a superior 
approach towards cultural production in comparison to the institutional 
version. It is worth highlighting that not all scholars share this perspective and, 
on the contrary, support the role of the institution within these arrangements, 
arguing that the claims of these scholars may be idealistic. Kreiss, Finn, and 
Turner (2011) suggest that a networked mode of interaction does not replace 
industrial production models and indicate that information exchange may not 
“level the social playing field” (Kreiss, Finn and Turner 2011: 244). They 
acknowledge peer production and participatory cultures have significantly 
impacted cultural production; however, they highlight the participation process 
as not being free of politics or as accessible as some scholars have 
previously suggested. Kreiss et al. remind us that scholars need to interrogate 
new media practices from new perspectives, such as defining “the 
consequences of peer production’s failure to develop institutional mechanisms 
that secure bureaucratic values such as inclusion, explicit rule-making, 
accountability, and institutional persistence” (Kreiss et al. 2011: 256). The 
literature gap Kreiss et al. have highlighted within their work presents an 
opportunity for my research of online communities within institutions to 
address how institutions may attempt to stitch the strengths of bureaucracy 
together with the strengths of peer production. Finally, these scholars also 
warn of inaccurate historical assumptions or peer production that “obscure the 
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ways in which technologically enabled peer production may be changing our 
lives for the worse” (Kreiss et al. 2011: 244). 
The ethnographic research project within the construction industry conducted 
by Neff, Fiore-Silfvast and Sturts (2010) suggests that collaborative practices 
within organisations remained limited after introducing technological tools to 
enhance collaboration across ingrained disciplinary activities. They suggest, 
“power relationships, cultural differences, and organizational distinctions often 
get reasserted at the moments of technical and social change” (Neff et al. 
2010: 557) highlighting that similar offline power relationships and cultural 
differences impede earlier visions of democratised peer production. When 
addressing how institutional collaboration might occur over multiple disciplines 
with technology, they observe: “embedded disciplinary thinking is not easily 
overcome by digital representations of knowledge” which hinder collaboration 
“through the exposure of previously implicit distinctions among the team 
members’ skills and organisational status” (p 556). Technological tools alone, 
therefore, are insufficient to support collaborative practice and knowledge 
transfer within the institutional setting; collaboration requires coordination of 
skill and rank of the participants within bureaucratically organised institutions. 
The resistance towards collaboration and knowledge exchange displayed 
within an institutional setting strengthens hierarchical power relationships and 
thought patterns transfer to an online collaborative community attached to the 
institution. 
So far, section 2 has outlined why institutions exist and the inherent 
characteristics of institutional organisation. In a networked environment that 
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demonstrates the democratising affordances of Web 2.0, scholars have 
scrutinised the role and responsibility of the institution. The limited capacity of 
the institution has emerged particularly within cultural production, yet other 
scholars have demonstrated its purpose as a societal entity that protects the 
civil population and encourages democracy. One specific type of institution is 
the public service broadcaster, which has a very specific set of roles for the 
public it serves. Considering the two arguments demonstrated above, the 
example of the ABC as an institution operates well when considering its 
output as a broadcaster and media organisation. The challenge for the ABC 
and for public service broadcasters more broadly is to adapt to new 
production environments that are inclusive of participatory cultures. 
2.3 Public Service Broadcasting 
Given the highly volatile nature of the current media landscape (Cunningham 
and Turner 2010), many scholars and practitioners have questioned the role 
of public service broadcasting. The early models of PSB, which have in most 
cases carried through to its contemporary versions, are built on the BBC 
Reithian values of “the application of core principles of universality of 
availability and appeal, provision for minorities, education of the public, 
distance from vested interests, quality programming standards, program 
maker independence, and fostering of national culture and the public sphere” 
(Cunningham 2012: 62). Wilson et al. (2010) suggest the PSB is “engaged to 
facilitate cultural activity that is not directly related to its role of producing or 
procuring content for broadcast” (Wilson et al. 2010: 16). This suggests the 
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role of the broadcaster is more than merely a content provider, but is that of a 
national cultural institution charged with the responsibility of “social good” 
(Finklestein 2012). In a more recent setting, Debrett suggests that national 
public service broadcasters must “come into their own as innovators, 
pioneering new modes of delivery and experimenting with interactive content, 
often under specific directives by government to drive digital take-up” (Debrett 
2010: 185). Walker (2009) notes that the ABC has moved beyond the Web 
1.0 model of merely publishing content online and has successfully 
incorporated Web 2.0 technologies to foster new relationships with the 
audience, aligning with the characteristics of participatory cultures. By 
incorporating information communication technologies with the publishing 
practices of the ABC and engaging the audience through the inclusion of UGC 
and collaborative production techniques, the existing governance models and 
editorial guidelines of public service media (PSM)2 are outmoded. 
McClean (2008) further problematises PSM within the current era by 
highlighting the view that media audiences are fragmenting and aligning with 
niche topics due to the provisions of media technology often described as a 
“personalised media-use environment” (McClean 2008: 5). Market pressures 
also compound the problems of the programming activities of PSM to not only 
provide content that adheres to PSM principles but to also add a sense of 
populism to attract larger audiences (ibid.). The apparent non-market failure of 
                                            
 
2 Hereafter, public service broadcasting will most times be referred to as public service media (PSM), to reflect the 
organisational focus of new services and its production delivery methods. The rationale for the title change is signified 
by the PSM semantic shift referred to by Wilson et al. (2010), Debrett (2010) and Flew (2011). 
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these activities, that is: PSM pursuing activities that would normally be 
appropriate for commercial media organisations, prompted De Bens (2007) to 
question PSM’s provision for minorities and the inclusiveness of marginalised 
voices. Additionally, it has prompted Jacubowicz (2007) to suggest PSM is in 
a ‘crisis of legitimisation’ as it attempts to engage with the audience, while 
maintaining the core principles of public service media. This shift of focus has 
also prompted others to ask why “taxpayer money… [should] subsidise 
services used by few, often described as ‘elite’, audiences” (McClean 2008: 
5).  
Mark Scott, the ABC Managing Director, recently asked the question, at the 
Strategic Forum 2012 staff presentation, “What is the place of the ABC in a 
media rich environment that has global input?” (Scott 2012). This presentation 
had a focus on the significance of the audience within the collaborative media 
environment. It also dovetails the final stages of the ABC Strategic Plan 2009 
– 2012, which offered two solutions to re-position the institution within the 
evolving digital sphere (ABC 2009). The reaction also reflects Debrett’s (2010) 
scholarly work on the role of PSM from a global perspective. Firstly, the ABC 
is drawing on the deployment of new media platforms to provide additional 
avenues to distribute media. Secondly, the institution is ensuring the national 
broadcaster strengthens its use of technologies to engage audiences in new 
ways (Debrett 2010). One example of this strategy has been the introduction 
of tools such as iView, developed by ABC Innovation. The continuously 
fragmenting audience has the option to consume its media on numerous 
platforms in an ‘on demand’ model – a model consistent with media trends 
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(Deuze, Bruns & Neuberger 2007). Scott’s Strategic Forum address also 
heavily focussed on the successes of iView, News24 and ABC Open, which in 
itself builds on the experiences of ABC Pool. 
The historical trajectory of the PSB follows a series of epochs: an initial era to 
educate its public, followed by an era to entertain its public and a current era 
that includes its public via multiplatform programming (Enli 2008). Enli (2008) 
defines multiplatform programming as “formats [that] play an important role in 
combining traditional PSB aesthetics and newer forms of audience activity” 
(Enli 2008: 115). The reinvention of the PSB historically emerges during the 
1980s and 1990s as the European public service sought to increase its 
competitive edge by rearranging its programming schedule. This meant 
programming more entertainment media in prime time slots (Syvertsen, 
1997). Recently, with the disappearance of spectrum scarcity due to 
programming over digital domains and not terrestrial broadcasting, the 
opportunity has emerged for PSB to program across multiplatform 
technologies, defined as those technologies that combine the singular 
audience member with the mass audience (Enli 2008). Multiplatform 
programming includes audience participation, providing the rationale for PSB 
to consider audience participation as one of its core values. Enli (2008) 
suggests audience participation aligns with the Reithian trinity to evolve the 
foundational focus of PSM to be ‘educate, entertain, participate’. 
A few scholars have documented the historical trajectory of the ABC as the 
ABC has reinvented itself during these seminal PSB shifts. Just as 
Jacubowicz (2007) warned of a ‘crisis of legitimization’ as PSM involved more 
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entertainment in its programming schedule, so too have others highlighted the 
risks and opportunities of online participation for the ABC. The following 
section points to those core texts as a case study of ABC Online. 
2.3.1 The history of ABC Online 
In 1932, Australia received an opportunity to engage public service 
broadcasting. Unlike its European predecessors, the ABC was born into a 
dual licensing system of private and commercial licensing, enabling the 
commercial sector to protect its advertising revenue while ensuring public 
service broadcasting could operate free from vested interests (Inglis 1983). 
The ABC also followed the three PSM epochs through its post-World War II 
focus to educate its audience, met by a societal focus toward entertainment 
during the 80s “to justify its existence through cost savings and improved 
ratings” (Martin 2002: 43). It is in this context that Martin (2002) describes the 
development of the current PSM era of audience participation. She builds on 
the work of Jacka (2001) and Hartley (2001) to suggest public service 
broadcasting within Australia has the potential to move beyond the rhetoric 
tropes of PSB (inform, educate, entertain) to suggests new media 
technologies enable a “semiotic self determination model” to construct a 
“national semiosis model” (Hartley 2001: 161). In other words, technologies 
are promoting a ‘DIY citizenry’ and the public service broadcaster should be 
facilitating a process that enables users to engage in cultural production and 
public debate as informed citizens.  
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In 2008, Bruns gave a speech to the ABC Digital Media Forum, “an internal 
strategy conference that aims to develop innovative approaches to engaging 
with digital media (and importantly, digital media users) for our national 
broadcaster” (Bruns 2008: para 1). After describing the shifting approaches of 
the audience to the ABC staff, he concluded by suggesting that the ABC 
should be a pioneer in adopting produsage for the shifting audience. He 
stated that the ABC “ought to promote active citizenship, whether that means 
encouraging the creation and sharing of cultural content or political debate 
and deliberation, by citizens and between citizens”. Inglis (1983), Jacka 
(2001) and Martin (2002) provide the basis of the ABC literature that support 
Bruns’s (2008) observation, which supports engaged digital media users, and 
may also reflect the current departmentalisation of the ABC. As of 2013, the 
ABC suite of networks includes twelve radio networks3, six digital television 
channels4 and ABC Online, which contains the online components of most 
broadcast programs: Disability, Arts, Environment, Business, Health and 
Wellbeing, Indigenous, International and Education portals; HEYWIRE5, ABC 
Open, ABC Rural and ABC Pool. By establishing new platforms to distribute 
content across, the ABC has incorporated the DBCDE (2008) 
recommendations by providing considerable provisions for Australian citizens 
to ‘talk back to Aunty’ through its online initiatives. 
                                            
 
3 Local Radio, Grandstand (sports), News Radio, RN, tripleJ, tripleJ unearthed , Dig Music , Classic FM, Extra , Radio 
Australia, Country , Jazz .  
4 ABC 1, ABC 2, ABC 3, 4 Kids, News24, iView 
5 “HEYWIRE is an annual competition for young people from regional Australia. It's also a powerful platform for your 
stories, ideas and opinions” (ABC 2013). 
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Martin (2012) historicises ABC Online, documenting how it emerged through a 
conservative coalition government in Australia where federal funding was on 
the decline. The persistence of a few staff that lobbied the government for 
innovation and regional programming grants, and a few guerrilla development 
initiatives (Burns 2008), saw ABC Online quickly establish itself as the third 
publishing arm. Martin (2002) suggests that ABC Online “offers possibilities 
for new forms of involvement and connection between the ABC and its 
multiple audiences”, which, arguably, produces “a more visible, creative and 
provocative role for user/citizens in the formation of media knowledge” (Martin 
2002: 42). However, she continues to outline the risk present within dialogical 
interaction, an unavoidable risk if the ABC pursues its goal of becoming the 
“virtual town square” that “all citizens have a voice within” (Scott, 2009). 
Furthermore, she states an uncertain future for interaction with the ABC, 
stating that “[m]any of their attempts at dialogical interaction have not been 
conversational in synchronicity or reciprocity, with forums often resembling a 
tightly managed town hall debate rather than the familiar encounters of a town 
square” (Martin 2012: 189). 
The literature on the history of the ABC highlights the emergence, and indeed 
necessity, for an online component as part of the ABC network (Martin 2002; 
Burns 2008; Dunn 2011). ABC Online has emerged to enable audience 
participation and dialogic interaction with its diverse audience (Martin 2012). 
However, the management of the interaction across online environments 
between 2002 and 2012 has been questionable. This provides a gap that my 
work can address, specifically how cultural intermediaries can successfully 
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engage diverse audiences across multiple platforms to promote two-way 
dialogical interactions synonymous with the ‘town square’. 
2.3.2 Collaboration within Public Service Broadcasting 
ABC Pool provides an opportunity to examine collaboration within institutional 
practices, particularly collaboration within a public service broadcaster on the 
production of cultural artefacts. These activities align with Hesmondhalgh’s 
(2007) description of the ‘pattern of change/continuity’: the “interweaving 
nature of new cultural industries characteristics with existing production 
models” (Hesmondhalgh 2007: 3). The ABC Pool co-creative model aligns 
with Hesmondhalgh’s concept insofar as it enables innovative creative 
industry techniques (change), where a requisite is that the techniques align 
with the ABC’s broadcast agenda (continuity). Burgess and Banks (2010) 
define co-creation as a “descriptive term that highlights the ways that users or 
consumers, within the constraints and affordances of platforms provided by 
others, collectively contribute to the social, cultural and economic value of the 
media products and experiences associated with those platforms; and 
likewise, it indicates the ways in which platform providers (however 
imperfectly) integrate user-participation into their own models of production” 
(Burgess and Banks 2010: 298). Co-creation within the public service 
broadcaster not only encourages users to participate through user-generated 
content, but also encourages the broadcaster to incorporate user-techniques 
and platforms within the production process. However, this process is rarely 
simple and often requires specific knowledge, and negotiation and 
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management skills to broker a successful relationship between a group of 
enthusiastic online users and institutional professionals. 
An existing body of literature examines collaborative arrangements within 
institutions from a myriad of positions, best outlined through four significant 
cultural shifts. Firstly, Benkler (2006), Bruns (2008) and Jenkins (2006) 
explore how media organisations are attempting to incorporate the “people 
formerly known as the audience” (Rosen 2006) into the production process. 
Secondly, this involved engagement is not unique to media organisations but 
is representative of online culture more broadly, that describes the interplay 
between industry professionals and users through the use of Web 2.0 
technologies (Leadbeater 2004; Lessig 2004). Thirdly, Burgess and Banks 
(2010) observe that the economic models shift as the activities of participatory 
cultures shift from the edge to the core of business models, bringing with them 
complex relationships (Jenkins 2006). Malaby (2009) also highlights the 
shifting governance models appearing within these spaces by observing how 
the occupants of inherit governance characteristics synonymous with software 
‘hackers’, that is: a rejection of top-down hierarchies for a preference of 
horizontal heterarchies. The enmeshed social and technological relationships 
displayed within participatory cultures suggests online communities do not 
simply emerge within these spaces; they are a coordinated effort that 
attempts to seamlessly bridge the online collaborative process, a coordinated 
effort that is a combination of the social and the technology.  
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This body of literature concentrates more on human actors and their social 
relationships within an online collaborative formalisation process; however, it 
tends to overlook the implicit problems of technology within these 
arrangements. Furthermore, attempting to span disciplinary thinking of 
embedded individuals within institutions (for example, producer to manager or 
engineer to administration), collaborative activities reinsert the social 
implications of organisational status. Neff et al. (2010) suggest a piece of 
technology can have a somewhat negative effect on the collaborative process 
by re-inserting boundaries such as skill deficiencies. When implemented, 
technology also has the ability to make these problems explicit. “Our study 
suggests that deeply embedded disciplinary thinking is not easily overcome 
by digital representations of knowledge and that collaboration may be 
hindered through the exposure of previously implicit distinctions among the 
team members’ skills and organizational status” (Neff et al. 2010: 556). The 
key issue these scholars highlight is the presence of rank and position of 
individuals of the institution within the collaboration process. A piece of 
technology, for example a platform or a piece of software, does not 
necessarily overcome this rudimentary organisational characteristic amongst 
its members. Applying this approach to the production of cultural artifacts that 
uses the skills of the institutional experts along with the user-generated 
content of the audience, the formalisation of the institutional collaborative 
process reveals further relational limitations amongst the participants. 
Empowering the audience with new production tools and platforms (Jenkins 
2006) does not ensure integration of fringe contributions into institutional 
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practices. The literature surrounding these collaborative activities provides a 
point of departure for this research process to explore participatory cultures 
within institutional settings through the role of the community manager, 
defined further in the final section. 
Power and rank within the creative institutional setting is exemplary of 
administering control over the production of cultural artefacts; for example, 
producing content that is then distributed to mass audiences. Nixon (2003) 
introduces the concept of autonomous creativity enjoyed by cultural producers 
where Hesmondhalgh (2007) suggests this type of ‘loose control’ is common 
among ‘symbol creators’ within the cultural industries. Hesmondhalgh also 
suggests that the most original creations emerge when there is little or no 
control over the production process, questioning the role of the institution. He 
suggests that the institution should retain control not over the production 
process, but over the distribution of the cultural texts. Similarly, public service 
media may use new platforms to engage loose control of collaborative 
production of cultural artefacts with its audience. PSM seeks the most 
innovative ideas from fringe creative producers and has only a proportion of 
control over the production process yet retains control of distributing the 
content over the broadcaster’s branded spaces. The institution is no longer in 
control of setting the discourse; instead, the public that it serves sets it. 
However, the institution is still in control of distributing the discourse to the 
mass audience. 
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This section has explored the shifting relationship between producers of 
content and audience members of the public service broadcaster, specifically 
when engaging in the production of cultural artefacts. The rationale of 
participatory cultures outlines why this particular institution should engage in 
co-creative activities. Simultaneously, PSM institutional collaboration 
highlights some of the implicit problems that may emerge, including power, 
rank and (lack of) skill and knowledge. The institution is not redundant, but, 
instead, it transforms into the facilitator and distributor of co-creative 
production. Regardless of whether it is ABC Pool or institutional online 
communities more broadly, the implicit problems of collaboration and co-
creation require intermediation. That points directly to the need for a 
community manager.  
2.4 Community manager 
Where a clash exists between institutional stakeholders and online community 
members, scholars have reached the conclusion that an intermediary is 
required (Bonniface et al. 2006; Banks 2009; Malaby 2010). The term used 
within this section is the community manager, although I borrow a term from 
Bourdieu (1984) and Negus (2010), the ‘cultural intermediary’6, to address the 
institutional online community problems outlined within the previous sections. 
Essentially, this is what this thesis is about: defining and understanding how 
the community manager operates as one type of cultural intermediary 
                                            
 
6 The original term was coined by Bourdieu (1984) to indicate the intermediary between societal classes. My use of 
the term aligns more closely to Negus’s (2010) who uses the term as an actor positioned in the middle of cultural 
production.  
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facilitating the cultural intermediation of institutional online communities, which 
I will return to in greater detail within chapters four through seven. In 
preparation for those sections, the following is a review of the existing 
literature on the community manager, as a guide to conceptualising the role 
as an intermediary. 
The description of the community manager is one that is dependent on who is 
describing the role and their position in relation to the role; for example, as a 
producer, a community participant, an advertising and marketing professional. 
There is literature in the corporate sector that blurs the community manager 
role, suggesting that there is great interest for the role yet a lack of empirical 
research to support such claims. The corporate literature community manager 
definition ranges from it being an individual who is charged with operating 
social media accounts, to someone who is used to promote a product via 
online networks, through to someone who is responsible for managing 
relationships of participants within an online community. This research project 
has identified a confused representation of the role and the function it serves 
within the corporate sector and seeks to build on three core pieces of 
academic literature, Bonniface et al. (2006), Banks (2002) and Wilson et al. 
(2008), to understand the role within institutional online communities. This 
research specifically investigates the community manager from the 
perspective of cultural production. 
Banks (2002) explored the role of the community relations manager during his 
research of the online gaming industry and noted that it was an emerging 
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“community development” (Banks 2002: 188) role and that new media 
industry professionals saw the role as “contract consultants to assist them 
with developing, implementing and assessing strategies for enlisting the 
attention and hits of the web audience: clicks hitting sites, users sticking to 
sites and regularly returning, and participating actively in the website” (Banks 
2002: 188). In describing his work as the community relations manager at 
Auran, an Australian-based gaming company at that time, he observed that 
the role was significantly more complex than that which the dot.com users had 
perceived. Banks engaged with all stakeholders through “a complex series of 
internal interactions, tensions, negotiations, and compromises” (Banks 2002: 
194). He notes further that he was “often positioned within the company as an 
advocate for and representative of the fans” (Banks 2002: 194), indicating that 
the role has an element of diplomatic negotiation skills.  
During Banks’s (2009) later work, the community relations manager title 
changed to community manager and he positioned the role between an active 
community of player testers of the game Fury, and that of the Auran developer 
and design teams. This is a semantic shift as the role no longer only, as 
Bacon (2009) suggests, encourages, engages and fosters relationships, but is 
responsible for negotiating the differences between expertise. “This problem 
and challenge of coordinating often competing and divergent, if not 
incommensurable, forms of expertise in the design decision-making process 
gets us to the core dilemma of distributed expertise networks” (Banks 2009: 
83). It is useful to highlight the shift of the community manager as one from a 
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supportive role alone to one of active manager and negotiator, central to the 
emerging production model of the cultural industries.  
Bacon (2009) and Bonniface et al. (2006) identify the defining and supportive 
characteristics of the community manager for increased levels of participation. 
However, Wilson et al. (2008) introduce the conceptual work of Miller (2007), 
of the ‘preditor’, a portmanteau of producer and editor, as the central role in 
coordinating the production of creative texts within online communities. The 
preditor within this context is a new media employee who normally works in a 
production and editorial role, but also in an institutional role within a 
community of participants. Wilson et al. (2008) discuss four central concepts 
to the hybrid nature within ‘media work’ (Deuze 2007) predicated on the 
‘preditor’.  
• Networking 
• Community Work 
• Content Work 
• Tech Work 
The individuals occupying the role of the preditor take on much more than 
merely producing content for a website. Website usability, time frames, 
budget and, in the case of the YouDecide 20077 campaign, the journalistic 
principals of ethics and legalities, which are conventions not familiar to citizen 
journalists. It is the responsibility of the preditor to not only to be accountable 
for the pragmatic production of media, but to also communicate effectively 
                                            
 
7 YouDecide 2007 was a citizen journalism experiment website. “The site demonstrated how the participatory model 
of social media could help shape political engagement in Australia” (DBCDE 2013). 
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institutional constraints, such as budget, legal, and ethical constraints and 
regulation. The difference in knowledge and, indeed, expertise suggests that 
the intermediary role is crucial in any negotiation where multiple interests 
occur, where potential conflict may arise or where power deficiencies are 
present. 
These situations require the coordination and combined efforts of an 
individual, the community manager, to navigate the contentious issues that 
arise between institutional stakeholders and online community stakeholders. 
The negotiation process, however, requires specific skills to engage in 
negotiations, and to represent the stakeholders adequately within these 
situations. 
Banks (2009) highlights how the negotiation process is possible within co-
creative arrangements where expertise exchange is crucial for cultural 
production, by implementing what social scientists call ‘interactional expertise’ 
(Collins, Evans and Gorman 2007). “Interactional expertise is a translation 
role that facilitates and supports communication, dialogue and exchange 
across expertise domains” (Banks 2009: 85). The community manager 
process is also reflective of what scholars more broadly refer to as 
contributory and referred expertise (Collins 2004; Collins and Evans 2007; 
Collins and Sander 2007; Ribeiro 2007). Developing Banks’s earlier definition 
of interactional expertise, ‘contributory expertise’ is defined as expertise in 
“tacit knowledge, practical or craft skill” that enables the participant to be 
recognised as a member of the community (Evans 2008). ‘Referred expertise’ 
stems from “skills that have been learned in one scientific area are directly 
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applied to another” (Collins and Sanders, 2007: 622). Within online 
communities, the community manager utilises a combination of expertise 
models to engage the stakeholders in collaboration. Ideally, his or her 
experience provides increased affect for the participants, ensures consensus 
among incommensurable agendas and heterogeneous activities, and 
increases productive output while aligning to the regulatory constraints of the 
institution. 
As noted earlier, within PSBs and other institutions, there is a requirement for 
an intermediary to successfully navigate the collaborative institutional 
production process. So far, this section has used the existing literature to 
describe the role of the community manager as one particular type of 
intermediary. In Chapter 5, this thesis highlights the view that the community 
manager is only one type of intermediary concerned with the negotiation 
process, and that, realistically, multiple intermediaries operate across any 
institution. If the institution is concerned with cultural production, it stands to 
reason that that intermediary should be a cultural intermediary. The following 
section describes the characteristics of the cultural intermediary by 
introducing the existing literature as a basis for defining cultural 
intermediation. 
2.4.1 The cultural intermediary 
This research is developing the role of the community manager as a cultural 
intermediary, defined as someone in between institutional and community 
cultures. However I am not using the term in the Bourdieu (1984) sense, 
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which is concerned with specific groups in society acting as intermediaries 
between different social classes. From the perspective chosen for the present 
research, the community manager can be seen as a supportive and broker-
like intermediary. 
Considering the decentralised and democratising effect of participatory and 
convergence cultures, the online community manager within the institutional 
setting is outmoded. Instead, the expertise and decentralised political power 
of the online community requires a highly skilled intermediary. Negus (2010) 
highlights the role of the cultural intermediary by grounding the role within the 
“practices that continue to proliferate in the space between production and 
consumption” (Negus 201: 501). He notes: the “central strength of the notion 
of cultural intermediaries is that it places an emphasis on those workers who 
come in-between creative artists and consumers (or, more generally, 
production and consumption)” (Negus 2010: 503). Negus examines various 
roles within the creative industries, from senior executives to accountants to 
record label A&R staff, to explore how they might fit within the 
production/consumption model. His enquiry focusses on how effective the 
cultural intermediary is at bridging the production/consumption gap within the 
production of cultural artefacts, how creative cultural intermediaries are, and 
what strategies they employ to address the issue of inclusion/exclusion of the 
open collaborative production process. Among his conclusions, Negus arrives 
at the point where he says that the role should not be limited to specific 
occupations, and that the cultural intermediaries “reproduce rather than bridge 
the distance between production and consumption” (Negus 2010: 509).  
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My research has returned significantly different results to that of Negus’s three 
questions, indicating an inconsistency with his results. This thesis builds on 
Negus’s conclusions by applying the cultural intermediary to the PSM setting. 
Within this context, described in detail in Chapter 6, I describe the strategies 
in which the cultural intermediary engages to bridge the gap between 
production and consumption, often applying a creative approach. However, 
my findings suggest it is not the work of one single cultural intermediary that 
bridges the gap between cultural production and consumption successfully; 
rather it is a combination of multiple intermediaries engaging in cultural 
intermediation. To foreshadow Chapter 6, cultural intermediation can be 
viewed as three models: a single point of contact (one cultural intermediary), 
multiple cultural intermediaries, and internally and externally promoted cultural 
intermediaries.  
2.5 Conclusion 
This literature review has demonstrated how information and communication 
technologies have enabled different kinds of connection between individuals, 
and how these connections impact on a societal structure. The introduction of 
Web 2.0 technologies has in some instances increased the benefits of 
communal social structures through a concentration of reciprocity, inclusion 
and increased collective action. On the other hand, ICTs have increased the 
networked individualism of connectivity through networks of interests where 
individuals become the primary unit of connectivity. Networked individualism is 
particularly problematic for online communities that operate within institutional 
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frameworks that have a particular modus operandi. In these instances, we see 
a conflict of interest between the online community and institution where each 
stakeholder group has a different understanding on the role of the institutional 
online community. In the case of public service media, this particular 
institution cannot operate without public participation, both as audience and 
producer, which indicates the requirement of mediation and negotiation, 
highlighted here as cultural intermediation. 
The foreground of this thesis indicates a gap in contemporary convergence 
culture theory, where the key questions that require further investigation 
include who is participating, how are they participating and what is their 
motivation to participate. The existing literature about convergence culture 
suggests that increased participation, of which participation in civic and 
cultural institutions provides the most significant manifestation, improves 
society (Jenkins 2006), economics (Benkler) and social structures (Shirky 
2008). However, some scholars argue that there is little evidence to suggest 
that there are increased benefits from convergence culture. I would argue that 
the concept of convergence is not merely participation through media 
production (minimalist participation), but that co-creative practices precursor 
governance participation (maximalist participation). This thesis then moves 
the theory beyond the abstract rhetoric and provides a clear example of 
convergence culture in operation in the public service sector, specifically 
PSM, through media and governance participation. 
The following methodological chapter details how I approached the research 
through an ethnographic action design to utilise the theoretical framework 
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constructed in this chapter. It details the methodology as one that enabled me 
to gather data to describe the research field, to understand the role of one 
intermediary and to construct the cultural intermediation framework. 
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Chapter 3 – Methodology 
Having constructed a theoretical framework for this research in Chapter 2, this 
chapter describes the research design I adopted to investigate an online 
community operating out of Australia’s national broadcaster, the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). In approaching the research field of ABC 
Pool, the research role initially required two approaches: one was to 
understand how the online users of ABC Pool operated, and the second was 
to understand how the ABC staff facilitated ABC Pool. On completion of my 
first year of field research, I discovered I was required to research three 
stakeholders8. Methodologically, the multiple areas of research indicated my 
research design needed to be adaptive in its approach; it needed to shift 
between methods as required by the research project. Ethnographic action 
research provided a suitable design to accommodate a mixed method 
approach that could observe, understand and describe the three ABC Pool 
stakeholders in both the online and physical office environments. 
I modelled the research methodology on an approach used in the 2007 project 
for the Australian Federal Election that relied on citizen journalism and user-
created content, YouDecide 2007. YouDecide 2007 was a citizen journalism 
platform with an online community that produced media that was incorporated 
into professional media institutions. This project achieved  “a cycle of 
                                            
 
8 The three ABC Pool stakeholders, Pool participants, Pool team and ABC as institution, are described in detail in 
Chapter 5. 
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developing and promoting online resources, evaluating their impact in the 
Australian mediasphere and public sphere”, and provided “insights for further 
initiatives in citizen journalism and online political communication” (Flew & 
Wilson 2008: 23). The YouDecide 2007 project used an action research 
methodology, which, through its cyclic approach of discovering findings and 
evaluating the impact of those findings, was a practice led case study. That 
same cycle of development and evaluation to provide additional research 
insights aligns with my methodology, which incorporates the field data from 
the Pool stakeholders into the research design. 
I also incorporated techniques used by HeartNET, a research project to 
understand the effectiveness of online communities within the health sector. 
This research project was comprised of two stages. Stage one analysed the 
online community to understand how it functioned, while stage two followed 
up with interviews of the community members to further understand their 
behaviour within the online community (Bonniface et al. 2006). The HeartNET 
methodology is exemplary of qualitative research project with a two-phase 
approach that firstly seeks to observe and understand the research field, and 
then quantifies those insights with the participants. The two-phase research 
approach demonstrated by the YouDecide 2007 and HeartNET projects is 
becoming an increasingly popular ethnographic approach for internet 
research attempting to understand the cultures of online users and spaces.  
The two-phased, qualitative research approach from which I have borrowed 
elements for my research design is also present in two other ethnographic 
projects of online user groups. Malaby’s (2009) research on Second Life and 
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Baym’s (2000) research on the online television soaps forum, r.a.t.s. Both of 
these projects use a similar two-step research approach to initially understand 
the field they are researching and a secondary phase to analyse the data and 
develop theoretical propositions through the observations and understandings 
with the participants through additional methods, such as focus groups and 
interviews. Both of these projects have produced research that accurately 
describes the r.a.t.s. and Second Life users and their environments by 
identifying and describing the language the participants use, the norms they 
have constructed, and their symbolic construction of online community 
through rich, qualitative data. 
Collectively, these four ethnographic research projects provide examples on 
which I have modelled my research to explain how ABC Pool functions, and 
why it functions in the way it does. Similarly to the these four research 
projects, which also collected qualitative data through forms of 
embeddedness in the research field, I too discovered rich, descriptive data for 
ABC Pool and its stakeholders by being embedded in the research project. By 
engaging in ethnography, I was able to embody the community manager role 
to understand the intermediary process, resulting in the formation of the 
cultural intermediation framework this thesis develops. 
Before I came to the research project, the ARC Centre of Excellence for 
Creative Industries and Innovation (CCI) had brokered a research position 
with Sherre DeLys, the Executive Producer of the ABC Pool project. The 
research position contained three facets: it would provide a researcher for the 
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Pool project for twelve months, it would impart the CCI with access to the 
inner workings of the ABC and it enabled me to become an embedded 
researcher at ABC headquarters in Sydney, Australia. As an embedded 
researcher there, I was located on level five, in Ultimo A, which houses Radio 
National (RN) features and documentaries and not the short form daily 
programs located on level four9. The RN features and documentaries 
department is the only department within the ABC that provides resources for 
producers to create long form documentaries over periods of up to six months. 
As the ABC’s headquarters of its national and international operation, ABC 
Ultimo is the central location for all of its creative and corporate divisions, 
including Legal, Archives, Commercial, Innovation and Multiplatform and 
Content Development. While I was as much embedded within ABC Pool, I 
was also embedded in the culture of ABC Sydney and have had opportunities 
to meet and work alongside many ABC staff. 
The embedded researcher role at ABC Pool was not an observational role 
alone. The position Bruns had brokered was to also perform the duties of the 
community manager of ABC Pool, a title I used when I introduced myself to 
other ABC staff. As such, this position provided the opportunity to investigate 
many groups of individuals associated with ABC Pool. These included the 
smaller group of ABC staff working on the Pool project in Sydney 
                                            
 
9 The significance between the two sections of Radio National – long form documentary making (programs usually 
around 53 minutes long) located on level five and short form daily programming (half an hour programs comprised of 
several shorter segments) located on level four, would become obvious during my research period. There was 
distinct ABC culture between the two levels that assumed level five employees enjoyed more resources than they 
required. This attitude was cast upon my presence as a level five researcher.  
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(approximately five), the broader group of ABC staff who physically 
surrounded the ABC Pool area (approximately 50), ABC staff not directly 
involved with ABC Pool but with whom I had official dealings (approximately 
50) and the online users of ABC Pool (approximately 7000 registered users). 
The community manager role was an active role within the project and would 
often advise on best practice to all of the stakeholders engaging in the project. 
The embedded position of the community manager aligned with an 
ethnographic action research methodology to enable rich, qualitative research 
of the online environment and the office environment of ABC headquarters. 
In the following chapter, I describe the research methodology in detail. As 
noted, I used an ethnographical action research design comprised of two 
phases that initially encompassed participant observation to understand the 
stakeholders and their environment, and a secondary phase of surveys, focus 
groups and semi-structured interviews to broaden my data and therefore 
deepen the resulting analysis. The first phase also contained content analysis 
of the interactions of the stakeholders, to understand how they communicated. 
Upon establishing who was participating and what they were saying, I was 
able to map the users to understand their connections. I also describe 
grounded theory in this chapter as another method I used to assist in 
understanding the construction of my observations. The grounded theory 
method provided the opportunity to extract codes from my observations, 
analyse them and develop a framework that could be re-examined within the 
research field. This iterative approach ensured I would discover findings, 
construct meaning behind those findings and then quantify that meaning 
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within the research field to ensure what I was constructing as ‘true’ was 
accurate.   
3.1 Ethnographic Action research 
As noted above, my methodology is ethnographic action research, which is a 
combination of the ethnography methodology with action methodology. Each 
research design has distinct characteristics and applications. In applying each 
methodology, it is not simply a matter of switching between one and the other; 
they require a coordinated approach to apply them effectively. For example, 
and in my case, action research was more effective when employed post 
ethnography because I had an understanding of the environment that I could 
then ‘action’. This section outlines the distinct characteristics of the two 
methods, to which I then outline how I combined them to research ABC Pool. 
The ethnographic action methodology also acted as a platform for the 
secondary phase of research, which included the surveys, focus groups and 
in-depth interviews, and is described in the second half of this section.  
3.1.1 Ethnographic Research 
Ethnography provides a way to approach social research through participant 
observation. Ethnography is defined through two distinctive phases: firstly, 
“the ethnographer enters into a social setting and gets to know people 
involved in it” (Emerson et al. 1995:1) and, secondly, the ethnographer writes 
down what they observe. Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) define 
ethnography as a methodology that: 
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“involves the ethnographer participating, overtly or covertly, in people’s 
daily lives for an extended period of time, watching what happens, 
listening to what is said, asking questions – in fact, collecting whatever 
data are available to throw light on the issues that are the focus of the 
research.” (Hammersley & Atkinson 1995: 11) 
Ethnography, then, is a way to “understand and interpret everyday life” and 
“analyse the broader contexts though which cultural texts and scripts are 
produced and reproduced” (Horst et al. 2012: 87). 
Within media and cultural studies, ethnography emerged as a response to the 
“uncritical approach that constructed passive audiences” (Horst, et al. 2012: 
86). To understand the media audience in their own setting was the impetus 
for Silverstone’s (1990) call on anthropology of the television audience to 
include “the context of the everyday and takes [on the] account of the home, 
technologies and neighbourhoods, as well as public and private mythologies 
and rituals” (Silverstone cited in Horst et al. 2012: 86). However, the core 
challenge for ethnography within the contemporary media and culture 
disciplines that are focussed on an active audience is to continue to 
understand the relationship between humans and technology. To that end, 
Horst and Miller (2012) suggest we need to draw on interdisciplinary 
approaches, rooted in anthropology, to understand the contemporary media 
environment. 
One of the differences that distinguishes ethnography from anthropology is 
the participant observation method (Goodenough 1964). Aligning with 
Emerson et al.’s (1995) observations of ethnography as two processes, the 
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following two sections divide ethnography into two distinct moments of 
research: participant observation and ethnographic field notes.  
3.1.2 Participant Observation 
Participant observation is a broad research method designed to help 
researchers to comparatively analyse what participants say they do within the 
community. “Participant Observation means engaging with people in as many 
different situations as possible” (Hammersley & Atkinson 1995: 65). This 
method remains the characteristic feature of the ethnographic approach and 
is crucial for understanding the people and the culture surrounding ABC Pool. 
I incorporated participant observation from a ‘first-hand experience’ (Tacchi et 
al. 2003) to construct my understanding of the research field and then later 
composed those understandings as writing for an audience. 
The participant observational approach was crucial to my research. As the 
researcher, I was located between the ABC Pool participants to understand 
what the community actually did and how they did it – not just what they said 
they did. Undertaking the role of the community manager of ABC Pool 
enabled me to interact both with the whole community and with individual Pool 
participants. Interaction occurred in many ways, including designing project 
“call outs” with broadcast outcomes, commenting on user contributions, 
connecting skills and knowledge of some members with other members, 
initiating and interacting within forum discussions, and co-creatively producing 
content with the users. This ‘hands on’ involvement with the community 
provided me with detailed feedback from the community, which is my 
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research data. Within such interactions, the Pool members were willing to 
share their motivations for producing content in exchange for a facilitated 
environment that may have developed broader online networks with other 
Pool members. 
Participant observation provided data which were recorded in my field dairies. 
I would systematically record every encounter with anyone associated with 
the ABC Pool project in my field dairy, and at the conclusion of each day I 
would analyse that writing to provide an actual account of what was going on. 
For example, I would sit in a meeting with the ABC Pool team and record what 
would appear to be the important comments, body gestures and outcomes at 
that point in time. At the conclusion of the day, I would re-write those field 
notes into a wiki that organised those ‘scattered notes’ into a logical account 
of events in relation to my research questions. I would repeat this process for 
every interaction for the first twelve months of my research. Participant 
observation enabled me to observe and record what was happening, while the 
field note process enabled the research project to develop in relation to the 
research questions. The following section explores the field note process of 
ethnographic research. 
3.1.3 Ethnographic Field Notes 
By actively participating within the audience and technology (platform) of ABC 
Pool, the ethnographic participant observation approach enabled me to 
observe and collect rich data about both the Pool community and the 
professional ABC producers and managers working on the project. According 
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to Strauss (1987), the initial collection of data may resemble “memo writing: at 
first a proportion of them may be operational (what data to collect, where to go 
to do this), or reminder notes (don’t forget to…, or don’t forget this point), or 
scattered ‘bright ideas’ … or just thinking aloud on paper for purposes of 
stimulation in order to see where that thinking will lead” (Strauss 1987: 109). 
However, memo notes that may appear ‘scattered’ are a sophisticated 
method for observing the social interactions of the setting and recording the 
descriptive data. In writing field notes, the ethnographer adheres to four key 
criteria: 
1. Data is inseparable from the observational process. 
2. The field researcher should give special attention to the indigenous 
meanings of the people. 
3. Fieldnotes are for a broader write up of a more coherent account of 
people’s lives. 
4. The fieldnotes should detail social and interactive processes of the 
subjects (Emerson et al. 1995). 
 
After observing the social setting, the ethnographer frames those 
observations separately from their personal experience, to “offer subtle and 
complex understandings of others’ lives, routines, and meanings” (ibid: 13). 
The field note collection process of ethnographic participant observation, 
however, is not objective, (Fine 2003) and does not claim to be (Hammersley 
& Atkinson 1995). By constructing and describing to readers the reality I am 
observing, my activity “represents another culture, develops a particular line of 
analysis or constructs a persuasive argument or engaging tale in the 
published account” (Emerson et al. 1995: 213). The perspective of the 
researcher is required as they “work with what knowledge they have” 
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(Hammersley and Atkinson 1995: 15) to construct the environment they are 
observing. Nonetheless, the perspective of the researcher is crucial in 
describing the research to avoid “constructing theoretical presumptions of the 
research while ignoring a developed sense of the research problem” 
(Hutchinson 2012: 127). The daily synthesis of the field notes into the wiki 
provided me with a process that avoided theoretical presumptions, from my 
perspective, of the research environment by grounding my perspective within 
the research data. 
I am aware of my subjective position within this work as a participant observer 
and indeed as a community manager having worked on the Pool project, and 
managed my reflexivity implications by testing any propositions with the other 
stakeholders. My distinct position as community manager provided first hand 
access to the community and thereby allowed me to undertake fine-grained 
and richly textured descriptive research. This approach allowed me to gain 
access to everyday practices and to participants’ understandings of their 
community (Hammersley & Atkinson 1995; Tacchi et al 2003). My project 
draws on similarities with past research projects (Baym 2000; Bonniface et al. 
2007; Born 2005; Malaby 2009; Wilson et al. 2008) within the media and 
cultural disciplines that have adopted the ethnographic methodology to 
investigate both online communities and media institutions.  
I have constructed a sense of the research environment in the context of my 
research questions and provided a platform to engage the action research 
aspect of my methodology. As noted earlier, using both research methods is a 
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coordinated process, and from my experience action research yields better 
results when engaged post ethnography. Section 3.1.4 explores action 
research in relation to ethnography. 
3.1.4 Action Research 
The specific nature of my engagement with the ABC and the Pool project had 
the implication that it was not simply ethnographic research but, more 
specifically, ethnographic action research. “Action research means integrating 
your research into the development of your project” (Tacchi et al. 2003: 12). 
Unlike the work of Born, for example, who observed the operation of the BBC 
more broadly, my project saw me actively involved in ABC Pool as the 
community manager. The community manager role positioned me within the 
ABC Pool team, a location where I could offer advice and initiate programs 
that developed ABC Pool. I was also positioned between the ABC 
management team and the Pool participants in a mediating role that sought to 
improve Pool’s operations and the ABC’s engagement with Pool’s users. The 
research constitutes ethnographic action research, as my direct interventions 
within the site and relationships sought to inform and potentially improve the 
research participants’ practices (Herr & Anderson 2004), those who were 
engaged in the research indirectly as community editors10 – a group of super-
users engaged in management activities between the Pool participants and 
the Pool team.  
                                            
 
10 The community editors are a group of lead users that have a close relationship with the governance model of ABC 
Pool and are described in detail in Chapter 6. 
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My ethnographic action research methodology aligns with Banks’s (2002) 
approach to examining online communities and the role of the community 
manager within the gaming industry. Banks’s research of the online gamer 
communities, in the context of Auran, a computer games development 
company (2002), provides an example that demonstrates ethnographic long-
term placement in the workplace environment. His research sought to guide 
and improve the company’s online community management strategies, which 
aligns his research with the ‘action’ elements of my research methodology. 
The knowledge of the Auran company Banks generated through his 
ethnographic observations was then useful for his role as a consultative 
employee, a role he often refers to as the community relations officer. As 
Banks’s research was positioned within the workplace, used ethnography to 
understand and describe the users and their environment, and sought to 
improve the research field and project, his research methodology provides a 
similar approach to mine within the ABC.  
Another example of action research within the online environment of 
community research that is worth highlighting here is, again, the HeartNET 
research project. As noted earlier, my project had similarities to the 
ethnographic elements of the HeartNET project undertaken by Bonniface et 
al. (2007), but it also aligns with its approach from an ‘action’ research 
perspective insofar as it aimed to improve the research field by involving the 
participants and sharing the findings. To gain a better understanding of the 
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patients involved with this community, Costello11 became the community 
manager of HeartNET and was responsible for building and engaging with this 
particular group of participants. Through her active participation within the 
community, Costello was able to advise and improve the lives of participants 
within the HeartNET community. 
The position of the researcher within these projects has to be carefully 
managed in relation to discovering new knowledge and the impact that 
knowledge and the researcher has on the research field. “The possibility of 
doing harm, however, was carefully weighed against the likelihood of ‘doing 
good’, as members valued and seemed to benefit from these discussions” 
(Bonniface & Green 2007: 73). Costello is outlining the methodological and 
ethical implications of such active participation within the community that 
needs to be carefully and sensitively managed to ensure the active presence 
of the researcher is improving the research field and not further complicating 
it. Ethnographic action research has the potential to intervene with the 
relationships studied, causing a blurring of the boundaries of the research 
(Hammersley and Atkinson 1995). I performed routine confirmations with the 
ABC Pool team to ensure my role as the community manager was beneficial 
for all of the stakeholders and would adjust my research approach as 
necessary. Most times, my research was beneficial, but occasionally the 
blurring of the boundaries between researcher and participant was 
                                            
 
11 While researching, the author’s professional name was Leesa Boniface. However, several years after the research 
and while the publishing was occurring, Leesa Bonniface changed her name to Leesa Costello.   
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problematic. At such times I applied the ethnographic and action methods of 
the research design, a reflexivity concern. 
3.1.5 Reflexivity 
Before continuing the description of the research design, it is necessary to 
address the concept of reflexivity within ethnography. Ethnography implicitly 
encompasses this problem and has been addressed by many scholars 
historically (Watson 1987; Fine 2003; Madden 2010), where they agree 
objectivity is neither possible nor required to conduct the research and should 
not be seen as the ‘marginalia of ethnography’ (Madden 2010: 23). Watson 
(1987) suggests “reflexivity is a pervasive ineluctable feature of all accounts; it 
is not something to be remedied; it is not a special problem of anthropology at 
home” (Watson 1987: 30). Watson’s observation requires a contextual 
description of reflexivity whereas Marcus (1998) established four distinct 
forms of reflexivity: the basic form, sociological reflexivity, anthropological 
reflexivity and feminist reflexivity. The common element to each of these 
reflexivity forms is the researcher’s ability to reference himself or herself as an 
active participant within the research process. The truth is never an absolute, 
and reflexivity enables the researcher to reject “nostalgic ideas of discovery” 
for “partial truths that help to more faithfully represent the real world” (Madden 
2010: 22). Reflexivity, then, is a way of “managing the influence of ‘me’ on the 
research and the representation of ‘them’” (Madden 2010: 23).  
The blurring of the roles between researcher and participant was a tension 
that became a central problem of my research, as it is with many 
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ethnographies, and that is “how does the researcher both observe objectively 
and be part of the problem they are observing?” (Hutchinson 2012: 112). As I 
have noted in an earlier paper, the role of the researcher and community 
manager is both problematic and complimentary. “The community manager 
position enables greater research possibilities for my doctoral research while 
my ethnographic research provides a better understanding and insight into the 
characteristics of the ABC Pool online community, thus enriching and 
informing my job as manager” (Hutchinson 2012: 113). From this perspective, 
the benefits of the embedded ethnographic researcher outweigh the reflexivity 
problems. The tension of researcher versus participant is managed through 
reflexivity by testing the found truths against the stakeholders using additional 
research methods; for example, surveys and focus groups. 
Before moving on to the following sections, which describe the additional 
methods I used in my methodology, it is worth briefly understanding how 
digital ethnography has become increasingly important for internet research. 
The significance of digital ethnography has developed new thinking and 
approaches toward research within online environments, most times with a 
mixed method approach. Having demonstrated that the research I am 
conducting is multi-faceted, the research design required a mix of traditional 
ethnography to observe and describe the ABC environment I was physically 
embedded within, along with a mix of online ethnography to observe and 
describe the ABC Pool users. Bowler (2010) refers to this blend of traditional 
and online ethnography as ‘netnography’. Bowler notes “all ethnographies of 
online cultures and communities extend the traditional notions of field and 
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ethnographic study, as well as ethnographic cultural analysis and 
representation, from the observation of co-located, face-to-face interactions to 
technologically mediated interactions in online networks and communities, 
and the culture (or cyberculture) shared between and among them” (Bowler 
2010: 1271). The technically mediated environment of ABC Pool is 
appropriate for the blended ethnography model of netnography to enable me 
to not only research the individuals of the environment, but also the 
environment itself. I was then able to construct and understand the online 
ABC Pool environment, along with the physical environment of the ABC, to 
provide an entirely inclusive approach to the research problem. 
The ethnographic action approach of my research design involved me 
researching as the community manager of ABC Pool and includes a large 
proportion of reflexivity. Building on Bowler’s (2010) observations of 
netnography, and by being co-located in both a physical environment of the 
ABC and the online environment of ABC Pool, a mixed method approach was 
the most suitable research design. A mixed method approach provided a 
research process that extracted data from the field that could then be 
analysed and included in additional research methods. For example, the 
socially constructed norms, languages and user patterns I observed while 
conducting participant observation could be incorporated in survey research, 
focus groups and semi-structured interviews. By including the data in these 
research methods, the observations I was constructing could be tested 
amongst the research participants. The following sections describe those 
additional research methods in detail. 
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3.2 Survey research 
Historically, media audience research has been conducted using five 
traditional approaches: cultural studies, media effects, literary criticism, 
reception analysis, and uses and gratifications (Jensen and Rosengren 1990). 
For the purpose of my research, I relied on uses and gratifications as an 
approach to understanding how the audience is using (or producing) the 
media to fulfill their personal desires. “Uses and gratifications can be viewed 
as a psychological communication perspective which focuses on how 
individual use mass media and other forms of communication such as 
interpersonal communication to fulfill their needs and wants” (Urista et al. 
2009: 218). Long and Wall (2009) suggest uses and gratifications can be 
broken into four categories: surveillance suggesting audiences use media to 
find information, personal identity as a means of using media to define 
ourselves, personal relationships which is developing our relationships with 
others through our media choices, and diversion as a means of escapism and 
relaxation through media use. A method for understanding the psychological 
communication perspective of ABC Pool users was survey research, which 
asked participants a series of questions to understand why they use media in 
the way they do.  
Chen (2011) notes that survey research has some weaknesses; however, he 
also suggests “online surveys offer the advantage of reaching people who 
regularly use the Internet” and that “U&G [uses and gratifications] research 
has found that self-reports are an accurate way for people to provide data 
about their media use and communication motives” (Chen 2011: 758). Given 
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this justification, I conducted one research survey during the three years of 
data collection, within the second year of the project. Following on from the 
participant observation phase, the survey questions were constructed on the 
knowledge I had gathered from the research field. The purpose of the survey 
was to double check the observations I was constructing in order to place 
them into research findings aligned with the thoughts of the research 
participants. The core goals of the survey align with the four categories Long 
and Wall (2009) established of uses and gratifications theory (surveillance, 
personal identity, personal relationships, diversion) to understand the 
gratifications of the ABC Pool participants using the platform. The survey 
questions were constructed to understand: 
• What does it mean to be a Poolie? 
• How do Poolies understand Pool to be a Community?  
• How do the Poolies rate the Community Manager?  
• What is your opinion of the Pool Team within the site? 
• Do the Poolies care if Pool is attached to the ABC as Institution? 
• What do projects mean to them?) 
The survey was hosted on Key Survey, a server hosted and maintained by 
QUT. After constructing the survey, I emailed the link to the ABC staff I knew 
were involved in the project, personally contacted the ABC Pool users I 
thought would be interested in participating in the survey and posted a link to 
the survey on the front page of ABC Pool to potentially engage interested 
‘Poolies’. I received 34 responses, which, given the size of the ABC Pool 
member base, is marginal. The survey confirmed most of the understandings I 
had constructed of ABC Pool and also provided useful quotes from the users, 
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which supported my observations. The responses were from, I suspect, users 
already heavily engaged in the research, given the types of responses 
provided and the tone used within those responses. For a full break down of 
the survey questionnaire, please refer to Appendix 1. The results have been 
incorporated into chapters 4 through 6. 
3.3 Focus group research 
A focus group is a small group of participants, usually eight to ten, from the 
same community that is gathered to talk about emerging areas of the 
research project (Tacchi et al. 2003). The purpose of conducting focus groups 
is to gain insights into the benefits of group dynamics –conversations that 
might not emerge in one-on-one interviews, where conversation is directed 
(Breen 2006). Focus groups provide an opportunity for a group to approach a 
series of questions and engage in them collectively, which will hopefully 
provide new insights into the research findings. It is the researcher’s role after 
the focus group to extract data from the proceedings by concentrating on “the 
most important themes, the most noteworthy quotes and any unexpected 
findings” (Breen 2006: 472). These are extrapolated through an axial coding 
process that highlights “the frequency of codes, or themes, both across and 
within groups or individuals” (ibid: 472).  
I fulfilled a significant role in the focus group process; it was my role as the 
researcher to rely on the relationships I had constructed as the community 
manager to stimulate and facilitate the focus group discussion. 
Simultaneously, as the conversation facilitator, I had to maintain focus of the 
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discussion in an attempt to answer the questions of the research project, 
while not inhibiting any interesting developments by the participants. To 
undertake this, I used a set of open-ended questions to prompt the 
discussion, which I would then direct after the participants had provided 
responses. The questions centered on the theoretical frameworks I have 
developed (as noted within Chapter 2) and continued to develop to address 
the research questions.  
I conducted two focus groups as part of the research process. The first focus 
group was a disaster, with only one person, Andrew Davies of the Pool team, 
participating. The second focus group yielded much better results, with 12 
people actively and passionately participating in the discussion. The selection 
criteria for the focus group’s participants was constructed and finalised as the 
fieldwork research concluded. For example, the more vocal and constructive 
members are obvious, along with the more engaged users, suggesting these 
users are ideal for peopled ethnography (Brown-Saracino et al. 2008). Here, 
peopled ethnography refers to “the understanding of the setting and its 
theoretical implications are grounded in a set of detailed vignettes, based on 
field notes, interview extracts, and the texts that group members produce” 
(Fine 2003: 41). Similarly, I included the Pool team in the focus group to gain 
insight into their informed opinions on the emerging research topics.  
The second focus group I conducted included a combination of ABC staff (the 
Pool team) located in Sydney, Poolies that came to the ABC Ultimo 
headquarters and other Poolies who were on the telephone (Melbourne and 
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Perth). I conducted the focus group in a conference meeting room, enabling 
the Sydney-based users to sit around a large table while the teleconference 
users could join in the conversation via the teleconference facilities on the 
table. This provided the opportunity for Poolies in other geographic locations 
to participate in the focus group. I recorded the focus group and later 
transcribed it. Significant quotes are included in chapters 4 through 6, and 
significant themes were continued through to the semi structured interviews. 
The focus group recruitment flyer is included in Appendix 2.  
3.4 Semi structured interviews 
Building on the uses and gratifications approach to media audience research 
outlined in section 3.2, I also incorporated semi structured interviews as 
another method to include post ethnography. Interviews were a useful way of 
exploring significant themes that had emerged during the surveys and focus 
groups. Interviews are a research tool that “…aim to get the other person to 
tell their own story in their own words and in their own way” (Tacchi et al. 
2003: 61). Interviews “are an invaluable method for exploring the feelings and 
reactions that audience members or fans have for their preferred pleasures” 
and “for obtaining oral histories” (Long and Wall 2009: 265). Semi-structured 
interviews specifically “allow for an open discussion that can be guided 
towards appropriate areas. Rather than having a series of prepared 
questions, the researcher may have identified a number of themes or issues 
they wish to cover in the session beforehand” (ibid: 266). In a similar fashion 
as the focus group, my role within the semi-structured interview was to not 
inhibit the discovery of new areas but to also maintain a focus on the 
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discussion topic, as per the research questions and the emerging themes 
from the ethnography, surveys and focus groups.  
The semi-structured interview method as research works on a refined set of 
themes to discuss on a one-on-one basis, in this case with people directly 
involved with ABC Pool. I constructed an interview schedule that 
systematically interviewed ABC Pool participants, ABC Pool team members, 
developers, designers, management, legal and Innovation staff. With each 
interview, discoveries were made that built upon my established 
understandings of the research project. By the conclusion of the interviews, I 
had sufficient data to begin writing this thesis. I recorded each interview, 
transcribed them and included the results in chapters 4 through 6. The 
interview recruitment flyer is located in Appendix 3.  
3.5 Grounded theory 
The techniques and research tools described above outline how I collected 
raw field data that enabled me to understand and address the core research 
questions and topics. In ethnography, time is spent daily in understanding 
emerging issues, developing ideas and interpretations to pursue through 
further investigation, and exploring ideas of the different types of material 
being gathered (Tacchi et al. 2003). I was able to identify and analyse 
relevant themes and issues from the gathered data using grounded theory. 
Grounded theory is the process of allowing the research to combine 
established and emerging sensitising concepts and to construct theoretical 
frameworks from within the research data. Grounded theory also assists in the 
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analysis of the data collected. “By adopting grounded theory methods you can 
direct, manage, and streamline your data collection and, moreover, construct 
an original analysis of your data” (Charmaz 2006: 2). By constructing an 
original analysis of the collected data, the researcher refrains from imposing 
any existing theoretical frameworks or personal prejudices onto the research 
project and allows the framework to be grounded within the research data. 
I have adopted the practical grounded theory method defined by Charmaz 
(2006). Her guide is an iterative process that allows the frameworks to 
emerge but remain fluid to incorporate any new concepts or data. Her guide 
follows several steps: 
1. Research problem and opening research [include sensitising concepts 
and general disciplinary perspectives] 
2. Initial coding and data collection 
3. Initial memos raising codes to tentative categories 
4. Data collection → Focussed coding 
5. Advanced memos refining conceptual categories 
6. Theoretical sampling seeking specific new data 
7. Writing the first draft 
 
Starting with the research problem, the researcher combines the sensitising 
concepts of the research problem with the sensitising concepts to view the 
research project from a disciplinary perspective, i.e., media and culture. 
These concepts guide the data collection in the first instance and are then 
converted into the initial coding using active incidents. Active incidents 
represent an observation as an action and allow the researcher to “think 
analytically about them” (Charmaz 2006: 49). The researcher then writes 
memos to raise these initial codes into tentative categories by grouping and 
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comparing the emerging concepts. Another period of data collection occurs 
that enables the categories to form into focussed codes or conceptual 
categories. This framework is tested against the research problem to gather 
further research data to write the first draft of the findings. I developed 
conceptual categories and then tested these against the participants to either 
confirm or deny these propositions. This is an iterative cycle, where the 
research informs the practice as detailed information is extracted from the 
gathered data (Blessing & Chakrabarti 2009). Grounded theory was the 
process that glued all of the mixed methods together and thus enabled me to 
extract key concepts at each stage and to use them as the basis for the next 
research method. 
The active coding process enables researchers to “create our codes by 
defining what we see in the data. Codes emerge as you scrutinize your data 
and define meanings within it” (Charmaz 2006: 46). The categories are a 
representation of the data only and require clarification and grounding within 
the research project. To test against my reflexive experience as the 
community manager within the space and to compare it against the 
sensitising concepts of the research project, I performed a stream of 
consciousness technique to describe each category. This technique provided 
the opportunity to compare data to data within each category and to 
incorporate my own knowledge, leading to a holistic understanding of the 
data. 
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Chapter 2 has provided the theoretical framework of the research project, and 
has outlined how I have researched the ABC Pool project over the past three 
years. The following three chapters outline the research findings that develop 
the literature, which has been achieved through the applied methodology. 
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Chapter 4 – ABC Pool 
 Pool is a kind of hybrid beast: a digital community sitting within an 
institution. It is quite a unique character; quite a unique beast; and so it 
has quite a definite set of very unique parameters to it.   
Sherre DeLys (2011) 
ABC Pool emerged from a concept originating from two ABC staff members. 
Their concept of providing a space for experimental artists to publish their 
creative work on the national broadcaster gradually evolved into a complex 
online community. The ABC Pool staff maintained the fundamental focus of 
the project during its ten years in existence while routinely transforming the 
façade to align with the auspices of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation. 
The beta website originally stated that ABC Pool is “... a social media space 
that brings together ABC professionals and audiences in an open-ended 
process of participation, co-creation and collaboration” (ABC 2011), an 
objective that met with mixed reactions from both ABC staff (in this instance, 
RN producers) and those who used ABC Pool as a collaborative online space. 
In its most simplistic manifestation, ABC Pool was one of the user-generated 
content (UGC) sites of the ABC that encouraged audience members and 
online users to contribute audio, video, text and photography on a range of 
themes. Viewing the project through a ‘convergent culture’ (Jenkins 2006) 
lens, it was also an opportunity for the ABC to engage in peer production with 
the audience and to collaborate on ABC creative practices. It is also worth 
highlighting that the ABC developed the space and continued to resource the 
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project by providing access to media and cultural expertise, a secure online 
platform and access to some ABC archival material, all of which is under 
Creative Commons licensing. 
Pool member Pry (2012) indicated that the project was an interdisciplinary 
creative platform that enabled artists in geographically disparate locations to 
engage in production and to exchange tacit skills: 
 I think it's a fabulous opportunity for people to try out new ways of 
presenting their artwork. It's a way of collecting an online folio, it's a 
way of connecting with other people and really learning and trying new 
things and sharing. It gives us access to try something different which 
is absolutely fantastic… To be able to access someone else's expertise 
and perhaps collaborate, it's fantastic… I mean we're all coming from 
different areas, from different backgrounds. Some of us might be more 
from the visual side, we've got writers, we've got people that are into 
audio production, we've got fabulous people who are musical, 
musicians and sound artists, and we're all doing stuff in our own areas. 
But it's fantastic to be able to have access to these people that you 
don't normally meet in a situation where you can actually communicate 
and perhaps draw an image together with some audio and create 
something that might be advantageous to both forms of media. That 
would probably not normally be possible. 
Affordances in the structure of Pool gave rise to particular kinds of interaction 
and creativity between the Pool participants and the public broadcaster, 
where the primary focus was on productivity. Existing research (Wilson et al. 
2010) on Pool suggests it was not entirely concerned with broadcast 
outcomes, but with the cultural infrastructure practices managed and, to some 
degree, funded internally by the ABC. ABC Pool supported and, indeed, 
developed new approaches towards the creative industries within Australia 
through complex and richly textured involvement of community, industry and 
policy. By embodying “here comes everybody” (Shirky 2008), ABC Pool was 
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strategically positioned between “the people formerly known as the audience”  
and the public service broadcaster. The unique position of this creative space 
is exemplar of the challenges and opportunities of peer production theorised 
by Bruns (2008), Lessig (2004) and Jenkins (2006), and highlights the 
significance of UGC, that is, innovative practice and online governance 
models. 
As this chapter will outline, each ABC Pool stakeholder constructed ABC Pool 
differently, depending on their interests, thereby changing its purpose under 
each guise. From a critical distance, however, ABC Pool is an experiment 
within the public service broadcaster (PSB) to enact peer production of 
cultural artefacts through the provision of: 
• A managed online space  
• Tools and capacity building 
• An open licensing regime  
• Providing ABC archival material for reuse and remix  
• Access to expert creative practitioners 
• Access to brand value and aggregated audiences. 
A unique Pool username and login provided a secure space for Pool 
participants to publish their work, and enabled Pool users to manage their 
own space. The ability to self-manage allowed users to determine where their 
content was and was not visible within the site, and more broadly its visibility 
across the ABC. Further, this functionality provided members with the 
opportunity to produce content for specific purposes, including producing 
works for the sake of producing works, gathering others’ contributions, 
belonging to a media community and being a part of the ABC (Foley et al. 
2009). 
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The following chapter documents the history of ABC Pool and builds on the 
preliminary work of Foley et al. (2009) and Wilson et al. (2010). The first 
section provides a historical perspective on the development of the site, while 
the second half critically analyses the users and activities of ABC Pool. 
Understanding the triangulation of who used the site highlights the activities 
that each user group undertook, enabling a further examination of their 
perspectives of ABC Pool. Exposing the different stakeholder perspectives 
highlights the power struggles that occurred within the project, both micro and 
macro, shoring up the significance of an intermediary roll; in this instance, the 
community manager. 
4.1 ABC Pool: The rearview mirror 
Based on in-depth interviews with Sherre DeLys, the founding member and 
then Executive Producer of ABC Pool, and her co-founder John Jacobs, this 
section describes the project’s historical emergence from within the ABC. The 
non-ABC status of Pool spanned several years before it was officially 
recognised as an ABC project “in the ABC fold” – a term given to all ABC 
online projects visible within the ABC website’s global navigation12. The quasi 
lack of affiliation timeframe highlights the formalisation process the project 
underwent, the complex priorities of the actors involved in that process and 
how negotiation of those priorities equated to the final ABC Pool platform. 
                                            
 
12 ABC website’s that are considered “in the fold” are visible when you scroll down to the navigation section on the 
homepage of abc.net.au. 
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To identify the many challenges and opportunities the ABC Pool project 
encountered, Figure 4.1 traces the development of the project over the past 
ten years. There are three phases of the project that contain crucial moments 
in its history: the conceptual development, the beta website, and version 1. 
Across these three phases, there are particular events that impacted on the 
development of the ABC Pool; for example, “Pool funded by RN”. These 
events have been highlighted. 
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Figure 4.1 The ABC Pool Timeline 
4.1.1 Developing Pool 
The ethos of the website was for it to be a collaborative, open-ended process 
of media production between online users and ABC staff (content producers). 
The call to action to develop the site initially came from the lack of tools and 
facilities for collaborative production within the Australian media landscape, 
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inclusive of the ABC, thus becoming the impetus to develop the project. As 
DeLys recalls: 
SDL: In late 2003, I first had an idea that it would be wonderful to have 
a space where audio contributors, particularly I was thinking people 
making music who may be emerging artists, could publish their stuff on 
an ABC platform. I found that the outlets for that kind of work were very 
few at Radio National where I was working. 
Jacobs remembers: 
JJ: Pool came about through conversations with me and Sherre. That’s 
my first memories of Pool and she was just kind of scheming up some 
idea to do arts programming in a new way on the ABC. She knew I 
knew some stuff about the Internet and was doing some other stuff in 
community media with direct publishing. We were just talking and from 
those conversations came the idea of ‘let’s try out some direct 
publishing on some kind of ABC platform for artists’. 
The direct publishing angle of the project aligns with the ABC’s role to 
facilitate cultural infrastructure, which has been a long-term focus of the 
national broadcaster (Cunningham 2002). Cultural infrastructure coupled with 
the core ABC value of innovation made the Pool concept highly valuable at a 
national level. Given the culturally supportive role of the ABC and the 
emergence of Web 2.0 technologies, DeLys recalls the contradictory 
difficulties for artists wishing to distribute their eclectic and fringe audio 
creativity through the national broadcaster: 
SDL: The combination of the web coming to form and Web 2.0 almost 
there [I was] starting to see some of the possibilities, along with the 
lack of outlets for young people's, young musicians’ work of a particular 
sort. Interesting work, pop work which may be interesting, was getting 
a hearing through triplej, but Radio National really was in a strong 
gatekeeper role that wasn't allowing that music in.  
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A ‘skunk-works’ process best describes the early stages of Pool during 2003, 
insofar as DeLys’ cobbling resources together to develop the idea with other 
like-minded individuals. It became clear that the project required the 
intellectual and economic support of the academic sector. Partial resourcing 
from the ABC was matched with research, development and monetary 
support from UTS13 to enable the Pool idea to take a physical form. The 
rejection of the beta project from what was the then ABC New Media and 
Development Service, cited by DeLys as a concentration of ABC audience 
research and development in other areas, encouraged DeLys and Jacobs to 
source support from other areas of the ABC: 
 SDL: I started shopping that proposal around and I recall that needed 
 many re-writes and it was mostly a function of bureaucracy. Managers 
would come and go, this one might be interested and think it was the 
bee’s knees but then suddenly he'd be in another job and you'd be 
 starting from scratch. Then at one point, I realised that I needed buy-in 
from a higher level than myself - I was a producer at that time and 
that's when Tony Macgregor quite fortunately, who was the then 
 Executive Producer of Radio Eye, got interested in the project and he 
championed it. So, we then made it a joint proposal and that started to 
get more traction. We also joined in cahoots with RMIT, Marius Foley at 
RMIT in particular, and Marius provided an element to the project that 
was a design element. 
DeLys and Jacobs refined the proposal that had previously failed with the 
New Media and Development Service to align with the focus of Radio National 
(RN). However, the centralised ABC process of developing a new project 
proved difficult to navigate as the idea of the audience uploading their 
creativity to an ABC platform was foreign to most of the employees of that era. 
                                            
 
13 UTS is the University of Technology Sydney and is located directly across the road form the ABC in Ultimo, NSW. 
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Thus the collective efforts of the ABC staff (RN employees), coupled with the 
cutting-edge academic research of social media and convergent cultures, 
increased the value of the project to the ABC. Jacobs confirms the frustrations 
the team experienced when attempting to launch the idea: 
JJ: There was the time where a meeting was called with some of our 
managers and we were asked to sit with them. We had been asking for 
a meeting … and because it had been so long between cycles of 
interest, we kind of went into this meeting and they just sort of sat there 
with blank faces like birds in a nest waiting to be feed or something… 
It’s not straightforward and it requires a lot of things aligning and 
coming into sync. 
As DeLys mentioned, receiving “buy-in” from senior management is crucial for 
grass-roots projects to gain traction within large institutions. This indicates the 
need to adopt a strategic alignment with external stakeholders to promote the 
development of institutional experimental concepts. Aligning new media and 
design research with the media and communication focus of the ABC 
demonstrates a common approach to online communities emerging within 
institutions: they are championed by the institutional staff who coordinate 
them. The host institution will provide support and access to resources in 
exchange for increased engagement with its users. However, Pool blurred its 
motivation for the institution to participate by not providing a specific focus. As 
the development progressed, it became obvious Pool was audience focussed, 
aligning it with emerging digital cultures of the early Web 2.0 era, and it then 
became valuable for the ABC to be present within this space: 
 SDL: Eventually we were successful with this proposal and what that 
 success meant is that Kate Dundas [head of the ABC Radio Division]… 
saw the proposal, liked it and said that she would fund a position for me 
from the beginning of 2006 for six months to develop the idea further. 
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John Jacobs came on 1.5 days a week at the end of that 6 months. 
What I did in that six months was further developed the proposal and 
called together a number of new media researchers at different 
universities. Those being Brogan Bunt from University Of Wollongong, 
a prime mover Ross Gibson from University of Technology Sydney - I 
say a prime mover because Ross was I think at UTS the new media 
research fellow and he ended up bringing money to Pool for our beta 
prototype. Others from UTS include Nonie Newark, also from University 
of Wollongong Tom Ellard. A number of new media researchers came 
together and were interested to help develop the concept. 
DeLys’ Australian Council New Media Fellowship (2001-2003) explored digital 
culture’s impact on broadcasting and shifted the focus away from the one-to-
many broadcast model previously deployed on the internet to a many-to-many 
collaborative experience. DeLys and Jacobs who were accustomed to 
creating sound works for the audio medium only, were challenged by digital 
cultures. DeLys recalls how they approached the project differently, not only 
from the conceptual basis but also across the medium: 
 SDL: I particularly remember the day when Ross Gibson said, "don't 
even think of just audio". We thought, "oh should it just be audio or 
should it be all media?" And Ross said "just get out of that thinking, you 
know you're coming from radio.' His premise was "don't make the 
distinction anymore".  
The broadening of the project’s focus was significant in that it would be both 
the project’s best characteristic and its worst. Having a broad appeal was the 
basis for a non-rigid, highly innovative project that was also responsive to 
shifts within the Web 2.0 media landscape. To align with the characteristics of 
the read/write web, the project’s ethos was to promote a two-way 
conversation with every user across all mediums. The lack of who should use 
the site and what they should use it for would contradict the strength of the 
project over the coming years. It would become obvious that there was little 
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advantage in a broad set of possibilities for users with vast experience if there 
was no direction to connect their creative output with ABC output 
(broadcasts). For example, users with a strong video production focus would 
lose interest if there was no application for their labour, in this case having 
their work broadcast on ABC TV. Pool had a strong support network for audio 
production through Radio National, suggesting it may have been useful to 
align the affordances of Web 2.0 with an audio only audience. 
The read/write web, aligning with the collective intelligence aspect of 
produsage (Bruns 2008), positions the user as the expert within their 
respective interest area. When asked who the experts within Pool were, 
Jacobs hoped the project would broaden the range of voices heard at the 
ABC, including online audience members. Championing the “everyone is an 
expert on their own story” concept was problematic because of the difficulties 
in aligning that thinking with others at the ABC. 
 JJ: To Sherre and I, it was obviously such a good idea, but it was really 
hard to sell it. And so that required the right kind of political timing and, 
you know, getting our ideas in sync with where the corporation’s ideas 
were. So we had a lot of, I guess frustration, ‘cause to us it seemed like 
it was ready to go and that sort of thing was happening on the Internet 
more and more… it was becoming, and we kept thinking our moment 
was slipping away. 
If Pool neglected audio focus, it was worthless to the ABC Radio Division. 
Likewise, if Pool skewed away from the production of the moving image, ABC 
Television was unlikely to value its significance. This dilemma was not merely 
restricted to the ABC and its support of the project; it was also a problem for 
potential users of the site. To address the value of the project to its potential 
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users, interns from the University of Sydney had engaged in focus groups to 
explore what users might like the site to do. Tim Mansfield had also joined the 
collective to begin developing the site. Mansfield was a Drupal designer that, 
by the end of the focus group research phase, had developed a beta site that 
included content from some Australian creatives, which established the 
purpose of Pool. 
 SDL: Tim had put together a beta site, a very crude beta site. We had 
filled it with content that John and I had gathered through a process of 
soliciting if you like the types of users that we imagined who would 
eventually inhabit the Pool community. By soliciting their work, and we 
did that because again I got a little bit of funding from the radio 
development area … with that funding we employed stringers if you 
like, or finders, in each state in Australia to locate I think it was ten 
people, creative content makers who they thought might be interested 
in such a concept and solicit their work from them. 
The seeding content loaded on the platform not only influenced the type of 
material contributed, but it also set the tone of expression between users and 
the Pool team. The prose used by the Pool team on this infant stage was 
supportive, encouraging and educational, a characteristic prominent on the 
final website. Although this learning was coincidental, the Pool team was 
quickly learning the complexities and nuances of online projects. Jacobs 
remembers the exchange between DeLys, himself and the other stakeholders 
involved in this process: 
 JJ: The first [stage] was just working with the developer. It was just me 
and Sherre learning “what is an online project and how you do it”? And 
so, we were learning off all the people around us. We had ideas on 
how to do projects but all the jargon and lingo was all pretty new to us, 
and we were being led by our developer from UTS in that respect. And 
then when the information architecture and the graphic designers came 
on, we started to learn a lot about look and feel, user experience, 
learning about use of the ABC logo and who's got the sign off. And as 
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the project grew there were more and more stakeholders getting 
involved so there's an interesting evolution of a personal project to 
being more a corporate project. 
That corporate evolution Jacobs refers to led Dundas to experiencing the Pool 
prototype and, consequently, to RN funding the project. RN funding at this 
stage equated to DeLys acquiring a full-time position and Jacobs filling a 1.5 
days per week position, which is indicative of the minimal human resource 
available within the ABC. It also suggests why the internal web development 
team of RN was not included in building the platform. The RN web developers 
were ideally suited to building a project emerging from their network; however, 
insufficient human resources prevented support for Pool in addition to their 
existing RN workflow; for example, maintaining and facilitating the existing RN 
websites. Pool received some resources from the ABC, some resources from 
UTS and the remaining development and project management was sourced 
from non-ABC volunteers. Consequently, Peter Jackson, from RN’s web 
development team, negotiated with RN management to take over the project 
management role. DeLys concedes: 
SDL: That was fantastic because I had been trying to project manage 
the web build and with no skills that was a difficult ask … the idea of a 
non-professional web project manager, i.e. me, and volunteer 
developers or developers who didn't actually answer to RN making a 
site, it's not a recipe for great success or speed. But when Peter came 
on, that was the next step up for the website, and so a level of 
professionalism was brought to it and some Radio National quality 
control and process. That's also when you could say it started being 
integrated more into the consciousness of ABC Radio National. At the 
same time a few program makers started using it. Claudia Taranto was 
the very first cab off the rank with her program Street Stories. She 
wanted to do a project called My Street and that was where listeners 
were invited to submit contributions about their street. 
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With RN producers now using the site, the project had momentum, relative 
focus, handpicked creative users and broadcast outcomes. The combination 
of elements was sufficient to launch the pool.org.au beta site and to invite 
more users from the public to participate. 
4.1.2 Pool as beta 
The ABC Pool team developed a peer-production website and coupled it to 
the core values of the ABC; that is, integrity, respect, collegiality and 
innovation. With producers interested in the potential uses of Pool including 
new forms of storytelling, the Pool team had aligned the project with the 
requirements of broadcast media, increasing its value to the ABC. It is 
interesting to note that the website was hosted on an org.au domain and not 
the abc.net.au/ URL. This indicates the toe-dipping precaution of the ABC, 
who has partially funding the idea but not yet completely committed to 
including Pool “into the fold”. It would be another three years before the 
project achieved that inclusive status.  
Jacobs remembers the launch of the first beta site: 
JJ: In August 2008, we had a public beta launch, and that was the old 
Pool if you like, pool.org.au. And so it was then publicised and you 
know, people started to come on board, members started to be there… 
What we had was seeding content, so the idea was to have some stuff 
there to help us make sense of the database, to help test and look at 
the framework and then also have some stuff so that when people 
come to the site, [they] could come and be an audience as well as 
being creators. 
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Figure 4.2 Pool beta site homepage, September 2008 
The final attribute the team needed to build was a community of users that 
would inhabit the online space of ABC Pool. Given the strategy of the build to 
provide seeding content, it was clear that the focus of the project was in 
collaborative media production and remix, which encouraged knowledge 
exchange between its users. This definition of Pool is exemplar of Lave and 
Wenger’s (1991) community of practice, where individuals engage and share 
knowledge to produce objects. It is also similar to Hartley’s (2009) definition of 
redaction, where existing media are manipulated to produce new meanings. In 
order to maintain the focus and to shore up the progression of Pool, DeLys 
realised that the role of a dedicated individual needed to be located between 
the ABC and the collective group of Pool users. She was instigating the first 
community manager to be employed at the ABC. 
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SDL: Once Pool was accepted by Radio National it also had a budget, 
so with that budget I was able to employ one of the interns and that 
was Katie Gauld. She became our first community manager, really 
interacting strongly with the community as well as with Radio National 
producers to get them to understand Pool and how it might benefit 
them. 
The community manager role was to primarily describe the Pool project and to 
exemplify how producers might use the platform for their own purpose. That 
task involved consulting RN producers with various experience levels, from 
those with very established workflow practices to producers with experimental 
storytelling processes. Jacobs reflects on the reaction of the RN staff 
interacting with Pool: 
JJ: Some people really get it, some people understand it and don't 
need it in their current practice and a lot of people don't get it 
immediately but then come in board with it later on. And some people 
do get it and have given valuable critical input in the development of the 
project ... I mean there's many audiences and many publics for public 
broadcasting, some of which don't intersect with the Pool way at all and 
that's good and fine. Not all public media should be social media. 
The community grew to a critical mass during the production cycle of My 
Street, the project Claudia Taranto produced, that asked ABC listeners and 
the emerging ABC Pool community to contribute stories of ‘their street’. The 
contributions were curated, re-recorded using professional actors and 
produced into a 53-minute feature documentary broadcast on Radio 
National’s 360docmentaries during early 2009. Gauld, in her role of 
community manager, was responsible for liaising between the Radio National 
producers and users of the site. It is also worth noting that during February of 
2009, a fourth employed ABC staff member joined the team for two days per 
week. Andrew Davies, like Jacobs was sharing his role with his other RN 
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position, one of the producers on the Future Tense program. The addition of 
Andrews to the Pool team equated to approximately 3.25 full-time positions 
working on Pool, resourced entirely by RN. 
In addition to the project exploring new and innovative formats for radio 
production, Pool was also pushing boundaries in the policy arena of the ABC. 
Given the process was a new method of audience engagement for the ABC, 
there was neither precedent nor guiding policies for inviting the public to 
participate in peer production on an ABC hosted platform. There had been 
ABC Online forums and discussion boards before Pool, but UGC was outside 
existing editorial policies. Pool was, therefore, central to developing new 
policy: 
SDL: Along the way of course we were also always developing policy 
and I think 2009 was a big year. It was the first full year where we were 
really working with the community on site so all sorts of community 
management strategies started to come into place. Understanding user 
motivation, working to those like blog post featuring users work, user 
contributions, community guidelines being developed, help sections 
being developed, all sorts of governance models being developed. 
Integration into the ABC's larger legal and editorial framework being the 
Editorial Polices and the Charter, not so much the Charter but basically 
the legislative regime within which the ABC operates… that year we 
had Pool projects and Pool contributor’s content on all of these 
programs: 360, Bush telegraph, All in the Mind, Sound Quality, The 
Book Show, The Night Air, Future Tense, and maybe others. So it's 
another year of program makers starting to understand how they might 
work with Pool and our team working with those program makers, 
particularly Katie Gauld being a the community manager often working 
between program makers and the community. 
During that period, the beta site limitations became explicit, while the Pool 
team became more aware of the expected experience of users. 
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 SDL: It really was a difficult site to work on, work with, because it was 
developed on the cheap, I mean no other reason than that and we 
didn't have money for ongoing development. But through that process 
frustrating as it was I think for our users and for the team we really got 
to understand what we do want from the website and what our 
community does need. Also, new tools and functionality were always 
coming along out in the wider world so during that period a lot of things 
happened that we were later able to incorporate when we did get our 
proper, ah, the site we now work on. It was also great to see that the 
community, despite their frustrations with the website, was so 
committed to the conceptual framework … they stayed with us for the 
most part despite a lot of technical issues. 
The frustrations displayed by users were addressed when the Australian 
Centre for Interaction Design (ACID) collaborated with Pool to engage in a 
round of participatory design for a new website. The research engaged the 
website users, ABC staff (including the Pool team), RN staff and some senior 
ABC management. The aim of the research was to develop the project by 
understanding who used the website, why they used it and how they 
undertook their activities. After gathering the data, ACID essentially designed 
the final ABC Pool website. The Interim Report published by Foley et al. 
(2009) outlines the findings and is foundational research that provides several 
points of departure for the research of this thesis. 
SDL: In early 2009, we partnered with ACID and Marius Foley was 
project manager of an ACID interaction design group who worked with 
us on an interaction design process to look at, well to create a design, 
for our next version one website as opposed to the beta website that 
we had been working on. Out of that process, which lasted a good 6 
months, came a substantial piece of research, and that's the ACID 
Interim Report on Pool with some very interesting findings that I was 
then able to share with ABC management to further get their buy-in [on] 
the uniqueness and value of Pool. 
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Figure 4.3 Original ACID design after user consultations 
Then there came a process of selling that design to ABC management 
and bidding for funding. When I say bidding for funding, it's not that 
there's any process going on that I could put my hand up for, it was just 
trying to get together funding for a new project within the ABC. And that 
was quite difficult. Radio National didn't have the money so we were 
looking for it from the Head of Radio or from Mark Scott himself, and for 
a good while it was just impossible to achieve. Although we were 
having some big wins around that time: Mark Scott was regularly 
talking about Pool in speeches that he gave. In 2008, Pool won the 
ABC Excellence in Digital Media Awards in the category Best Blue Sky 
Project. We were starting to get some press: Margaret Simons wrote 
about Pool in Crikey saying it was a … "groundbreaking experiment in 
user generated content" (Simons 2009). However, there was a good 
long period there we were in the doldrums at least institutionally 
because I just couldn’t… the money wasn't available. The community 
was still powering on but getting more and more frustrated with the site. 
After the participatory design process was complete, the Pool Team received 
the report and designs from the researchers, and the project entered a hiatus. 
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As Jacobs recalls, this period highlighted the difficulty of defining the project 
as Pool slowly progressed through the PSM formalisation process. The ethos 
of the project was to engage users not only in creative content but also the 
creative process. Engaging the broader Australian audience in the creative 
process was a problematic concept to manage within PSM, as Jacobs recalls: 
JJ: In some ways, Pool is not running in line with the ideas of the public 
service broadcaster, it's running ahead of the ideas of the public 
service broadcaster. It's kind of its a boundary rider, a future scoper, its 
testing the waters out over the horizon… new things can be tested and 
trialed and learned, and interesting mistakes can be made and 
extensions to current modalities can be explored and assumptions can 
be tested and proved or disproved about what is public broadcasting. 
The future of the project was in doubt because the limited funding the project 
was receiving to, primarily, support the existing staff, was about to cease. The 
direct result of the funding cut was the termination of Gauld’s community 
manager position. RN resourced Jacobs and Davies, securing their part-time 
positions on the project for a total of three days per week. Before DeLys took 
long service leave, my role as Researcher in Residence (PhD candidate) 
started, essentially filling the community manager role left by Gauld. During 
late 2009 and early 2010, Pool was operating on a minimal budget, which 
enabled its servers to continue operating and to keep the domain name 
active. It relied heavily on the efforts of the community members to maintain 
the site; for example, moderating content and motivating the community of 
users. 
However, as DeLys points out, the project gained traction externally to the 
ABC through the experimental form of UGC and RN storytelling methods. 
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Again, the academic sector became interested in Pool, and finally the open 
data movement officially recognised the work of ABC Pool.  
SDL: Then in about 2009, the Government 2.0 Task Force launched 
and Nicholas Green and Lindsay Tanner created a video announcing 
the launch of the task force. In that video Nicholas Gruen said that the 
Obama regime had come to power if you like on the wings of Web 2.0 
and in Australia there were several projects taking the lead with Web 
2.0. He nominated those three as a project from the ABS (Australian 
Bureau of Statistics), Powerhouse Institution Powerhouse Museum and 
ABC via its project Pool. That was an extraordinary moment to come 
across on the web, and I thought "Aha, that's going to be very 
important." It did prove to be important, I immediately shared that with 
management here and not long after that, we won the Government 2.0 
Innovator award. 
Creative Commons (CC) Australia was also championing the project for its 
use of Creative Commons licensing on the release of ABC archives. Pool not 
only invited users to have access to the material but also to remix and rework 
the archives to add value to the historical cultural artefacts. Additionally, Pool 
was used as a research and development space to test emerging techniques 
and practices of PSB online media. The ABC has a healthy tension of best 
practice for moderating content contributed to their many online spaces. There 
are three modes of moderation PSM operates within: pre-moderation – all 
content submitted must be moderated by an ABC trained moderator before 
publishing; post-moderation – all content contributed is published, but has to 
be monitored by ABC staff; and reactive moderation – all contributions are 
published online with a ‘flag the moderator’ function. The implementation of 
moderation is a three-tier process at varying levels across the organisation, 
where reactive moderation presents the most risk but requires the least 
amount of human resource. Historically, no ABC platform operated under 
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reactive moderation, due to the risk of associating UGC, inclusive of 
comments and discussion boards, with the ABC brand. Pool was the first to 
engage reactive moderation and to successfully test if it was a rigorous model 
to implement for UGC. 
 SDL: Back in 2006, when we were just looking at what Pool would be, 
there was a decision taken that we would institute a suite of Creative 
Commons licensing combined with the ability for people to license their 
work as All Rights Reserved or Public Domain. That was a trial for the 
ABC, the ABC had not done that before, so it was one of the ways Pool 
broke ground. Another ground break, I think, is we were one of the first 
in the ABC to institute reactive moderation and that was again a risk 
management process that led to a gradual institution of that. 
Parenthesis risk management has been involved in many of the things 
we have developed. So with the Creative Commons licensing suite I 
think we started off with one Creative Commons or maybe two Creative 
Commons licenses available. Then as our team began to understand 
the licensing suite better, as ABC Content Rights also did, as our user 
preferences became clear to us, then we eventually instituted the full 
suite, and we did so always with strong support from Creative 
Commons Australia.  
DeLys acknowledges these experiments attributed to Pool becoming visible to 
more ABC people, particularly those who enacted institutional gatekeeper 
roles. However, while the project’s internal and external activities provided 
ABC value to the project, it was collaborating with other external organisations 
to ultimately secure ABC “buy-in” from significant senior employees. 
SDL: I think all these things got the buy in from the ABC. We started to 
work with many community groups, but in terms of formal partnerships, 
we worked with QUT's faculty of Law and the OAK (Open Access to 
Knowledge) Law Center. They contributed a researcher again an in-
kind contribution to the project, and the researcher was interested in 
the difficulties of releasing archival material under a Creative Commons 
license. So, we formed a project in collaboration with our cousin Library 
Services and ABC Innovation to release some archival material to the 
public. This researcher was able to study that process and write up 
some documentation that we felt also could assist ABC and its policy 
development around this area and also would assist Creative 
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Commons Australia. ACID finished it's interaction design and when that 
interaction design process was finished having created as an outcome 
a set of designs for the next Pool website, information architecture, 
graphic design and everything, we were then able to achieve a 
successful bid for a new website. That was a combination of things 
coming together: partnerships with universities, in-kind contributions 
from them, outside acknowledgement through the awards and internal 
acknowledgement through the awards, community buy-in on many 
levels… So, the buzz was coming back inside the building by this point. 
Internally, the ABC was also changing its corporate structure of the Radio and 
Television divisions by developing the Multiplatform and Content Development 
divisions to address their online activities. The Radio Multiplatform and 
Content Development department houses ABC Open, another ABC UGC 
space that “invites regional communities to produce and publish photos, 
stories, video and sound through the ABC… via websites, radio and TV” 
(ABC, 2012). The project has recently secured Federal funding based on its 
initial $15.3 million. ABC Open is concerned with co-creative production, 
digital literacy and national identity, which made it an ideal partner project for 
Pool.  
SDL: Kate Dundas at some point became head of the Radio Division 
and she, I believe, wanted this new area to come about and that was 
an area that was charged with in a way taking control of or taking 
charge of new media and content and development issues within the 
Radio Division. And so, they had budget whereas the Radio National 
budget was already tied up with existing services and products. There 
was new money in this new area and also there was a strong 
understanding of the need for communities, digital communities and 
there was a strong technical expertise … this new area New Media and 
Content Development was suddenly employing web developers who'd 
studied web development at university level. So there was a 
professionalisation around the whole thing and all that contributed to an 
understanding of Pool. 
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The significance of the Pool formalisation process again highlights the 
strategic process Banks and Potts (2010) suggest in the coordinated effort of 
individuals and organisations to build and maintain online communities within 
institutions. Institutional online communities do not merely emerge; they are a 
coordinated effort by those who are interested in their advantages. 
SDL: I think that the external influences brought expertise and 
knowledge and motivations that are different to what exists inside the 
ABC. On the other hand, the ABC brought well again a particular set of 
expertise, motivations and understandings … it's a unique combination 
of many forces coming together. I mean one thing that I think about 
Pool, even forgetting the internal/external divide, it's just been a highly, 
highly collaborative enterprise. You could never isolate any individuals 
or any few individuals and say well they created Pool because from the 
absolute get go, it's just been a highly collaborative process. 
4.1.3 ABC Pool: Version 1.0 
Pool was officially accepted “into the ABC fold” in late 2010, which 
transformed the ACID designs into the final website, apart from a few late 
appearance alterations during 2012. Internally, the build was overseen by 
Fergus Pitt, project managed by Graham Hill and developed by Monkii, the 
external Drupal developer team based in Melbourne. Again, Pool engaged in 
highly collaborative activities to build the website by facilitating the work of 
ACID, Monkii and ABC employees to build the new website. Pool also went 
through a rebranding process, changing its name to ABC Pool, and received a 
suite of new logo designs. In February 2011, the ABC launched ABC Pool 
Version One: 
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Figure 4.4 ABC Pool Version one, launched February 2011 
The project launched with mixed reactions. The Pool team was pleased to 
provide a more useable site for their users. The Radio Multiplatform and 
Content Development department was pleased to launch the site, although 
hesitant of the success of it, and ABC Pool users were extremely unhappy 
with the new development. Many remarked on the site’s loss of its intimate 
feel, that Pool had “sold out” and that the site was in fact more difficult to use 
than its previous version. 
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David Hua, the then Manager of the Radio Division Multiplatform and Content 
Development, commented on how diverse the ABC audience was and how it 
was difficult to achieve the correct balance that would please such a broad 
group of individuals. In considering the trajectory of the ABC in a collaborative, 
digital media environment, he also highlighted the uniqueness of the ABC 
Pool project: 
DH: I just think that what we’re trying to do in the media space, it would 
be very easy for audiences and cynics to write off the ABC as being 
irrelevant. I think if we were to actually stick with what our core 
businesses have been in the past, then we would just have ABC 1 and 
a few radio stations. The risk of irrelevance would be extraordinarily 
high. We still dance on the edge of irrelevancy with some of the things 
that we do, but I think with the leadership that we've got and the 
motivation of people that work in the organisation, I'm really quite 
confident that we will avoid any criticism of that because we have taken 
the digital media space very seriously. ABC Pool is actually an 
example, it is a shining example, of where talented people within the 
ABC, within RN, have dreamed up a concept and have actually found 
an audience for it. They have actually used it in a way which has 
delivered the ABC prestige audiences and a lot of pride in what we do 
and a level of engagement with the audiences which the ABC's never 
had before. So that's very unique in that space.  
While the ABC celebrated the successes of the new site, so too did the ABC 
Pool team. However, users were increasingly frustrated with the new website 
and its design. Many long-term members felt as though they had lost the 
sense of community within “their” space and consistently confronted the Pool 
Team with their concerns. One member in particular, d., who was known to 
the Pool Team as a highly engaged user, regular contributor and someone 
who offered her opinion freely, was displeased with the new site. On multiple 
occasions she emailed me and the Pool Team and outlined her frustrations 
and her desire to leave ABC Pool: 
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 Jonathon, more and more frustrations. 
When I log on, and there are comments on my posts, there is no notice 
to tell me there are new comments, or that someone has added one of 
my posts to a new project. Yes, I do get emails to tell me this, but the 
emails do not tell me the comments – and (for example) today I got 
emails about several of my posts all at once, and couldn’t necessarily 
remember what one had which comments, and ... well WHY ISN’T 
THERE A COMMENT SAYING THAT THERE ARE COMMENTS? And 
how come someone can move my stuff around and add it to new 
projects without my permission anyway? I WOULD PREFER AN 
EMAIL ASKING MY PERMISSION. Grrrrr 
No wonder I have all-but given up on this stupid site. 
AND I did note at one time there were ‘recent comments’, but when I 
checked just now I couldn’t find them. This would be good, on the home 
page, but it is only useful if it also indicates WHAT POST THE 
COMMENTS WERE POSTED ON. In that way, we may get 
discussions going, and a better community feel, like we had before. 
Then I would log in more often, again, like I did before. (Not that the 
previous site was perfect by any means, but this one is definitely 
another iteration of a site designed for the designers and not for the 
users). 
Wonderboy, an audio producer and an early adopter of the site, provided 
detailed feedback on the design: 
 Having a generic “ABC” website removes the feel and identity of the 
“Pool” site. The old style of site (to me) had a personal feel to it. The 
generic ABC site removes that personal feel. For some reason, the 
new site makes me (as a user) feel a lot more separated from other 
users. The old site had a more group feel to it, or a better community 
feel. 
He also provided his interpretation of how he would like the site to look and 
operate: 
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Figure 4.5 Wonderboy’s interpretation of the ABC Pool redesigned site 
Fergus Pitt, who was then Manager of Design and Development in Radio 
Multiplatform and Content Development, highlighted the limitations of funding 
for the project as a reason for the frustrations for the new site. He noted that 
user frustration with any new site design was normal, although additional 
development usually dispelled user aggravation. The absence of a developer 
on ABC Pool inhibited any additional development work, which was also 
problematic in terms of technological advancements that the Pool site was 
unable to match. 
FP: I think in some ways it was quite a traditional waterfall process - the 
modern way of making websites and online products is what's called an 
agile process where you don't say first we collect the requirements, 
then we do the design then we do the build. The modern way of doing 
things is you say OK, well we know that we want to do something 
around the concept of location, or we want to do something around the 
concept of mapping, or the concept of the user, and your design and 
your development happens at the one time in kind of short deliverable 
sprints. What happened for Pool, was a design process happened and 
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then there was the OK, well then how do we go and get the money to 
resource this, to resource the implementation? The funding was 
sourced for the implementation and we [Multiplatform and Content 
Development] implemented it. There isn't significant ongoing funding 
for the evolution off the design and development and that's a little bit 
problematic because it means that as behaviors evolve and as devices 
evolve, we can only resource it to a small amount: the evolution of the 
product and for what it does for audiences. 
Graham Hill, the Team Leader for Multiplatform Design and Development, 
was the project manager for the ABC Pool rebuild. Hill’s developer 
perspective was to meet regularly with the Pool team to ascertain the major 
issues of the site and its user problems. When asked about how those 
changes were to be implemented, he explained how website development 
varied across the ABC, and how the lack of human resources through a 
developer compounded the development issues of the site: 
 I would say that they vary across different sites but as a rule because 
we have limited resources, there's always something urgent or 
important that needs to be done. A most significant change will happen 
in conjunction with… it will be triggered by something else: a change to 
visual design with a site will be tied in with some overall change to 
branding across a whole network, so not just the online site. So work 
tends to get bundled up. There's Pool specific stuff, that's a process to 
get release cycles which are just a more efficient way of making 
changes because it is so time consuming. A small change can take as 
long as ten medium size changes to actually implement. So it would 
vary across the ABC websites how they would approach that and that's 
down to resources. So if you have a lot of development staff you can 
run much shorter release cycles, so you might bring it down to a new 
release every couple of days. But if you're strapped for resources you 
might push that out to a monthly cycle.  
Given the limited ongoing financial support for ABC Pool, coupled with the 
growing frustrations of Pool users, and the lack of developer resource to 
address those frustrations, the release cycles of development did not meet 
the requirements of many of the users. Ultimately, many of the early adopters 
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left the ABC Pool project, leaving a few core users among a large group of 
intermediate users continuing to work on the site. Sherre DeLys retired from 
the project after nearly ten years and was replaced by Sheila Pham as the 
‘Editor’ of the project. The continuous cyclic problem of user frustration and 
the lack of development crippled the project and its potential advancement 
into new areas. As the project lost its key members and was plagued by 
limited resources, ABC Pool became a fragile platform for its final three years 
of operation. 
The formalisation process outlined by DeLys and Jacobs indicates how many 
individuals within the ABC became interested and attached to the Pool 
project. Section 4.1.3 indicates the level of significance each one of those 
groups of stakeholders then had on the continued success of the project. If 
only one of those stakeholder groups was inhibited in its activities in the 
project, it would have had potentially disastrous effects. This indicates the 
level of reliance each group of stakeholders had on the other stakeholders in 
the operation of an institutional online community platform. The following 
section identifies the types of activities the stakeholder groups performed, a 
precursor to describing those stakeholders in detail. 
4.2 The triangulation of ABC Pool  
In the past, research by Foley et al (2009) found that people came to Pool to 
“produce something, gather interesting stuff, belong to a media community 
[and] be part of the ABC (Foley et al. 2009: 6). During 2011, ABC Pool started 
production on a promotional video, asking for contributions from the 
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community. The Pool video project asked the community two questions: ‘What 
is Pool?’ and ‘Why do you use Pool’? The user responses highlight how the 
participants related to the project and why they used Pool. The feedback 
revealed that Pool was: 
• A place to share and look at interesting stuff 
• One space that represents many groups and individuals 
• A place for timeout 
• A place for photography, performances, poetry and productions 
• Inspirational and encouraging of new ideas 
• A space where members like the people and want to meet others 
Applying grounded theory to the Foley et al. (2009) research with this 
qualitative data indicates that the activities Poolies were interested in were:  
• Communicating 
• Creative Feedback 
• Creative Collaboration 
This section focusses on the activities of the ABC Pool users and highlights 
three case studies that are indicative of the three activities: communicating, 
creative feedback and creative collaboration. The first case study of Susan 
Dirgham exemplifies the communication activity, and supports the argument 
that users relied on the cultural and media expertise of the Pool Team. The 
second example, the My Tribe project, highlights the educational significance 
of ABC Pool, connecting it to the Creative Feedback category. Lastly, the 
Gretchen Miller case study demonstrates the Creative Collaboration category 
through co-creative practice. In each instance, the role of the intermediary is 
present in an ABC staff member, who is facilitating the activity of online users 
and promoting secondary user interactions. 
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4.2.1 Communication  
A Sense of Self  (http://pool.abc.net.au/media/sense-self) is Susan Dirgham’s 
photographic Pool contribution that questions the “equality of women 
regardless of their race, religion, or social status”. She explores this ideology 
through an image of a young Muslim girl casually dressed in a scarf, easily 
mistaken as a hijab, leaning against a painted black and white canvas 
backdrop. Susan titled the image “Lubna in Brunswick St Gallery, Fitzroy”, 
and added a small “SusanD” watermark on the bottom right hand corner. The 
subject, who is presumably Lubna, is positioned to the right hand side of the 
frame. The photograph accompanies a short text piece outlining the artist’s 
goal: 
“I hope that the images I take help reinforce my conviction that the 
majority of women across the globe have a strong sense of self and 
are not easily shut-up or put down, Muslim or non-Muslim, Christian or 
non-Christian, Hindu or non-Hindu etc.” (9 August 2010) 
Susan’s carefully constructed text prevents an online flame war between 
participants by intentionally investigating broader issues not directly related to 
religion, i.e. feminism. In doing so, Susan introduces another Pool member, 
Mountaingirl, whose external blog post influenced A Sense of Self. The blog 
entry “Some People are Idiots” (27th July 2010) refers to a conversation the 
author overheard while in a waiting room. The person Mountaingirl writes 
about warns that “Muslims were out to take over Australia”, the impetus for 
her blog entry: 
“My blood pressure was rising and I could take it no more. In my most 
polite and sweetest manner I turned around and in a voice that was 
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firm pointed out that what she was talking about was complete and 
utter crap…” 
At this point, both Susan and Mountaingirl are arguably evaluating the position 
of women within society through their collaborative online conversation. Susan 
uses her photography skills to express her opinion, while Mountaingirl uses 
text to express her opinion. Susan contextualises her work by acknowledging 
Mountaingirl’s blog as “…it helps to explain my distractions and concerns,” as 
outlined in figure 4.6.  
 
Figure 4.6 the influence of one Pool member on another  
Susan joined Pool in December 2008 after returning from Damascus while 
working as an English Teacher at the British Council. She discovered Pool 
and began publishing her images. 
“When I returned to Melbourne, I discovered Pool and posted some of 
my favourite images, trying to give story or text to most of them.” 
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After some initial suggestions from the Pool team to include text with her 
images, Susan explored how writing could “give story” to her photography. 
“Thanks for the encouragement! I’ve started to work on words to go with the 
images” (12th January 2009) her first comment on Pool stated.  
Susan expanded her skills to include audio and video recordings of her 
subjects and published those creations on Pool. ABC producers have at times 
suggested that Susan has made an interesting subject choice and constructs 
a story well, however her technical ability hinders her productions (Fieldnotes, 
June 20, 2010). Susan admitted that the learning curve was challenging, 
however she enjoyed developing her personal skill set: 
 
Figure 4.7 Pool’s Jacobs encouraging Dirgham through comments 
Susan regularly participated in conversations with other Pool members by 
commenting on their contributions, and participated in forum discussions. 
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Consequently, the ABC Pool users were familiar with Susan and frequently 
interact with her. 
A Sense of Self instigated a conversation among Pool members. 13 
comments occurred: 3 from Susan, 5 from Pool member d., two from “H”, one 
each from Pool members WWW and mundial, and one anonymous comment. 
The Pool team described the participants in this comment thread as “the usual 
suspects”, suggesting that they were regular participants in topical 
discussions. Two particular contributors, d. and WWW, were known as vocal 
participants and debated each other in multiple Pool spaces. Mundial made 
himself known to Pool users through his active participation in discussions 
and media contributions.  
Using contextual analysis to understand this one thread, d.’s first comment 
questions Susan’s political agenda. 
“Don’t get me wrong, I LOVE YOUR PHOTOS – and I love the 
interviews and stories that go with them – but I am concerned by this 
statement of yours that you are trying to make a certain ‘statement’ 
with the photos – and I am particularly worried that this may be 
counterproductive on a number of different fronts.” (14 August 2010) 
The “fronts” d. refers to are Susan not representing all Muslim women equally, 
by sampling a group of young Muslim women. She suggests Susan’s viewers 
might interpret her discourse as “counterproductive”, and refers to a similar 
misrepresentation by mundial to support her argument.  
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Figure 4.8 Content production via Pool member influence and reference through conversation 
Other Poolies challenged the discourse during the conversation. WWW 
suggested that Susan not only creates good work but also invokes substantial 
discussion: “Good discussion of our work is the goal and Susan seems to be 
hitting the mark regularly” (14th August 2010). The last comment by mundial 
offers a revealing insight into the friendliness that existed between Poolies. He 
recalls a story of his full hijab wearing mother. Mundial remembers the first 
year he could vote. He chose not to and his mother reminded him of what the 
right to vote meant. Mundial argued a fresh opinion: 
“This is not the view of a woman that is oppressed and doesn’t 
understand her rights but a strong independent woman that 
understands democracy and relations of power that is exercising her 
freedom to dress the way she chooses” (22nd August 2010).  
I approached Susan via email to discuss the diversity of perspectives: 
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“Positive comments certainly encourage me to keep posting work and 
perhaps impact on me more than I pretend. I certainly value them. As for 
what could be viewed as criticisms, the fact that more negative or critical 
comments come with positive ones must dilute their impact; up to now 
they haven’t discouraged me at all. And I suspect there are a variety of 
reasons for my even welcoming them.” 
Susan’s contribution stimulated several responses, indicating mixed reactions 
to her work. The communication demonstrated within this one thread indicates 
that through commentary, further participation in the site was encouraged and 
a healthy user environment was promoted. Susan suggested that the negative 
and positive commentary was better than no comment; it demonstrated that 
people were engaging with her work and her social commentary. Secondly, it 
opened a channel of discussion to explain why she created the content and 
gave her a chance to discuss her reflexivity of the piece. The communication 
element of ABC Pool indicates users value the interaction with other users, 
enacts feedback to improve and critically reflect a user’s own practice and 
promotes a robust online environment. Susan concluded with a final reflexive 
comment within the thread: “All of the above makes me pretty fearless and 
determined; it means I tend not to take critical comments personally”, it 
strengthens the argument that users were attracted to ABC Pool because of 
the benefits of communication. 
4.2.2 Creative feedback 
Sadness Before Joy [http://pool.abc.net.au/media/sadness-joy] is a two-
minute audio documentary by Anna Baddeley, produced in 2012 for the My 
Tribe project. My Tribe was a popular project on ABC Pool that connected 
media students from Australian universities with ABC RN producers. My Tribe 
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was a learning environment that aimed to introduce emerging media talent 
from within the educational sector to the established media professionals of 
the ABC. Kyla Brettle, the project producer, described the project: 
 My Tribe is a participatory (or UGC) project ecosystem where selected 
cultural and media industry producers and tertiary educators 
collaborate to foster and connect with the next generation of media 
makers. The project develops and promotes a symbiotic relationship 
between its primary stakeholders; it services and delivers users to 
broadcast media, museum and festival producers wanting to expand 
their community reach, engage young user-audiences and develop 
user generated media projects and initiatives; it gives arts and 
humanities educators an enriched social media learning environment 
where they can access work-integrated learning opportunities and 
streamline inter-institutional collaborations; and it provides emerging 
media makers of radio, film, still image and online an efficient and 
supported pathway to creating a name for themselves, getting high 
profile exposure for their work, developing their craft skills and 
networking with industry and peers. 
The project had an annual theme (‘Journeys’ during 2012) and constituted 
part of the curriculum for second and third year media and communication 
programs around the country. Each university interpreted the theme to 
establish a course-specific project for the students to upload their assessable 
productions. Baddeley’s documentary was part of the University of 
Wollongong’s second year Radio Student’s project, Emotional History of the 
Illawarra, produced by Siobhan McHugh. The project said: 
 Emotions colour our interpretation and recall; they add meaning to 
memory. This project will chart the emotional highs and lows of 
people’s lives through (firstly) multimedia narratives, to yield compelling 
insights into individuals, family, community and nation. 
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The project received 28 works from 35 members, with some of the 
contributions remixed for the ABC RN program The Night Air, produced by 
ABC producer Lea Redfern. 
Sadness Before Joy was Baddeley’s only contribution to the My Tribe project, 
however it exemplifies the Creative Feedback category through the exchange 
between the ABC producers and an emerging media professional. The audio 
itself is an interview with a woman who recalls the birth of her first daughter 
and the traumatic experience she encountered during that process. The 
woman recalls her labour experience and the problems associated with 
Meconium Aspiration Syndrome14 of the daughter. She then fears for the 
unborn child’s mental health and remembers a story of her husband not 
wanting a mentally impaired child. Finally, she gives birth to a healthy girl. The 
contribution is arguably great storytelling, however the technical attributes of 
the feature require some development. 
The technical limitations were the basis for an exchange between multiple 
ABC radio producers and Baddeley. One of the first comments was from 
Jesse Cox, freelance radio producer, co-producer on RN’s Long Story Short 
and Executive Producer of All The Best on Sydney’s FBI Radio. He prompts: 
 
 I wonder what it would sound like to have a radio piece that described 
one birth, but was told by multiple mothers about their individual birth. 
Just throwing it out there... Glad to see this pop up in All the Best's 
project too. 
                                            
 
14 Meconium Aspiration Syndrome is “occurs when an infant inhales fecal matter known as meconium before, during, 
or immediately after birth” (http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-meconium-aspiration-syndrome.htm). 
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The most inspiring comment was from Jacobs, of the Pool team, and RN’s 
The Night Air. After suggesting The Night Air had already done a program in a 
similar tone, he continued by offering his audio engineering skills: 
 
 Hey Anna, 
what a great piece! I like how the production and even the tearful 
statements by the mother all lead me to expect a different ending. 
My only criticism would be that I thought you could have swelled the 
music a bit more gradually in the breaks. When mixing music under 
voice I usually make my moves at the same tempo as the music, this 
tends to make the changes more natural, as if they are part of the 
original in a way and not drawing attention to the fact that it is a 
production artifice. 
But that is a small point in what is a great interview production. 
Lastly I am interested to know if this woman is your mother or related to 
you in some way, it would add an extra interesting dimension if you 
were the baby she was talking about. 
Beddeley responded to her approach technically and editorially: 
Thank you for your comments and advice. This is only my second 
attempt at producing an audio interview with background noise and my 
first attempt at layering my interview with music, hopefully I can make it 
sound more natural next time. 
As for your question, yes, the story is regarding my birth and that is my 
mum. It was actually really hard for me to listen to this recording over 
and over as I was editing it because it hurt me to hear how sad she 
was and how much stress this put her through. I was practically in tears 
myself by the end of the interview, but in a way I'm glad it has that 
affect on me and it is my hope that this piece is as emotive for others 
who listen to it. 
Beddeley had composed the story but lacked editorial and technical skills, 
while Jacobs, an experienced radio producer, had no insight into the story. 
Collectively, though, they could produce a feature suitable for ABC branding 
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and broadcast. The following comment demonstrates Jacobs’s professional 
skills in storytelling and production: 
 OMG Anna, that is about you? You SO should make it apparent that 
this is YOUR mother taking about YOUR birth. That is really special.  
As a listener I would LOVE to hear that connection come out in this 
piece! It is a really strong work as it stands but this personal connection 
with the maker would make it even more powerful. 
Professionally speaking the background noise is not a problem, your 
recording is totally fine. 
If you want to take this work further I would consider re-scripting the 
intro and perhaps adding some mid interview scripted moments like 
"Anna is my Mother" or "It was hard listening to Anna talking about my 
birth" etc make the act of interviewing your mother into another aspect 
of the discovery/drama of this piece. 
The exchange of knowledge between the user and professional ABC 
producers within this one contribution indicates how users were willing to 
share insights into their productions. An experienced media producer 
collaborating with a contributor could create extraordinary media by 
capitalising on these insights. This example of a student contributing to ABC 
Pool is indicative of the creative feedback criteria. Users contributed their work 
to ABC Pool and valued the expert feedback of the professional ABC staff 
(content producers). Baddeley received expert feedback on her contribution to 
develop her academic work and her creative audio production skills. This is 
indicative of how one user activity, creative feedback, promotes the third and 
final user activity of creative collaboration. Through online conversation 
between users, it is apparent how the momentum of feedback can manifest 
itself through collaborative media production. 
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4.2.3 Creative collaboration 
Creative Collaboration is the third and final category of Pool user motivation. 
The case study of Gretchen Miller as an ABC collaborative radio producer on 
the Rivers project is useful in demonstrating its application. Miller had been 
using ABC Pool for three years to engage her radio audience in new and 
experimental storytelling methodologies. She has successfully produced five 
co-creative radio documentaries broadcast on ABC RN’s 360documentaries, 
including City Nights, Sea Things, Rivers, Birdland and Ariadne, and one ten 
minute video production exhibited on Melbourne’s Federation Square Big 
Screen. She suggests that the collaborative production process is very time 
consuming, but the results deliver unexpected paths for her artistry. Miller 
adopted ABC Pool as a process for discovering new ways to produce features 
that explore the human subject and the commonality between disparate 
individuals: 
 So, I adopted Pool as a methodology as gathering content. It just 
appealed to me through projects other people were doing and I wanted 
to experience it myself. So I did it first with City Nights, and then the 
process I've taken since then with Birdland, Rivers and the Ariadne 
project have been you know pretty similar in a way. I think of a subject, 
which to me will work with user generated content. Then I start to 
conceive how I think the project might go and therefore what kind of 
content I might want. 
The foresight given to UGC projects is unlike any other media production. 
Producers engage a type of audience engagement strategy to understand not 
only what makes an interesting production, but also to identify a common 
entry point for contributors. Miller defines this as aligning the subject with 
human experience: 
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 What I think might work is something that pertains to human 
experience and the storytelling around particular experience around a 
particular subject. I haven't tried to do a Hindsight15 because not 
everybody has experienced a specific history but most people, not 
everybody, but a large proportion of the population have had some 
experience with birds, for example, and have some kind of creative 
response to that if you ask them for it. A large proportion of the 
population would of had an experience with a city night, a large 
proportion of the population would have had experience with rivers, and 
heaps of people have had an experience with separation and divorce 
[Ariadne]. So, they are subjects around human experience and 
engagement with an emotional experience attached to it. That's what 
works for me when I'm making a Pool program. That’s what I’m 
interested in talking about - new stories of human emotional 
experience. So then, what I do is I design the call out at the same time I 
start to think about who else might be involved in the project. Apart 
from City Nights, these projects have other voices in them as well as 
those garnered from Pool. So, I design a callout and I make it quite 
specific.  
The Birdland project [http://pool.abc.net.au/projects/birdland] is exemplar of 
Miller’s approach. The project launched in 2012 and received 218 
contributions from 61 active members. Miller’s callout for contributions 
demonstrates the audience engagement strategy to produce a suitable radio-
phonic documentary, while providing a common point of entry for potential 
contributors. The original callout read: 
Birdland is calling for celebratory, thoughtful, descriptive, creative 
works that engage with the human/avian relationship. 
Birds are everywhere. Even in the center of the cities, the white 
cockatoos call as they form silhouettes against blue sky; the rosellas 
squabble for fruit. And in the bush, birds are the canaries of the 
environment. They tell us which places are thriving, which are dying.  
Australia’s bird populations are under threat. Even such iconic and 
common birds as the Kookaburra are diminishing in numbers. 
                                            
 
15 Hindsight is an RN program “devoted exclusively to social history” (ABC 2012). 
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This project explores the idea of birds as part of the Australian identity - 
both individual and cultural. And this is where you come in with your 
contributions celebrating Birdland.  
Outcomes: 
The most suitable written and audio works will be selected for 
inclusion in a radio documentary exploring birds and our sense of 
identity as Australians, as well as the science of diminishing bird 
populations. 
So, what do birds mean to you? What is it about birds that you love? 
Does your human community have a relationship with a bird 
community? Are you one who notices the change in seasons by the 
birds which appear, and then vanish? Have you ever dreamed of being 
a bird? What sort of bird would you be? Is a family you know of more 
birdlike than human? Have you written poetry about birds? 
In the pre-production of her projects, Miller imagines the types of textures, 
elements and voices required to tell the story. The combination of these three 
elements has been her participatory project yardstick to promote beyond a 
concept, to a callout and, finally, to a radiophonic production. 
 With City Nights, I specifically said I wanted people’s stories of their 
experience of the city at night. With Rivers, I wanted stories of playing 
by the river, of nostalgia, of word pictures. And with Birdland, I created 
limits. I mean people always go past the limits but if you create limits, 
they don't go too far past them. Otherwise, you end up with novels and 
things that a) don't work on screen and b) don't work on radio. It helps 
guide people while at the same time not narrowing them down in terms 
of what you want them to express. And then, then it's a matter of 
getting some on-air promo, because on air promo works really well. It 
means the audience gets to hear what you are doing and then they get 
to go to the website and upload [their content]. If you don't have that 
on-air promo, you're really going to have a hard time gathering the 
material because I still don't think Pool's got the… it doesn't have the 
critical mass yet. Although with City Nights I had a lot of response by 
hassling other interest groups like writer’s centres and writing courses, 
and I did get a good response from doing that but that was very labour 
intensive. An on-air call out is more scattergun but I think it’s probably 
more effective. And let's face it, your project's got to work as a radio-
phonic idea. If it works as a radio-phonic idea then you'll get the on-air 
callout. It passes two tests really: it means it passes the test of will this 
program be good enough to put to air, therefore you'll get some promo. 
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Miller suggests facilitating a co-creative project has more potential than 
merely ‘getting free stuff’ from the audience. The project was a community 
development exercise that required a higher level of engagement between 
producer and audience members. The producer used additional 
communicative activity: 
 So then in comes the stuff and you've got to create again a kind of 
sense of critical mass of engagement with the subject, with the project, 
by doing the hard yards and responding to the almost everything that 
comes in. Online responding means putting up a comment on 
somebody's work and as more pieces come in you might start to be 
able to draw connections between people's work just in comments. Just 
say ‘oh so and so have you read so and so’s work’. You know little tiny 
things like that, they're only little, they don't take much, but they help to 
generate relationships between the contributors as well. For me what's 
important here is that there's a community. The project on Pool is an 
outcome in and of itself and so in order to have that, in order to build a 
sense of community between contributors so that they are talking with 
one another and they are bouncing off one another and maybe they 
start up projects together, as happened with the Ariadne project and 
the Hai Ku project that came out of a relationship between some of the 
contributors. You want to highlight their work, you want to by putting it 
in the showcase16, you want to blog about the nice works you have 
found, so you just want to talk to your people really. I'm really not 
interested in a project that just has people contribute work and then 
bugger off and not read your comments … you might have critical 
things to say that could be useful. You want people to talk to one 
another. 
Communication within ABC Pool projects between producers and contributors 
supports the creative feedback motivation of users, as outlined in the previous 
section. It also helps develop new and innovative ideas and productions, 
which are demonstrated through creative and collaborative media 
                                            
 
16 The ABC Pool showcase is a dedicated section of a project page where the project producer can highlight work 
they think is of high standard or interesting. 
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productions. Aligning with Bonniface et al. (2006), Miller suggests increased 
affect is experienced between users who contribute to co-creative projects: 
 Relationships develop around that ongoing communication throughout 
the life of the project. People are very supportive of one another so its 
not a dog eat dog competitive vibe online. It's beautiful, its very special, 
and I think very unique when the people engage with one another over 
the quality of the work. And sure, they're delighted if they get up 
[broadcast on RN] but I've also seen people being incredibly generous 
when their beautiful work doesn't fit in the end with the other works and 
the overall mission of the project. [In that case] I do feel very 
responsible. Often the work is writing. What will get up on radio 
obviously is written word and spoken word. It so happens I will gravitate 
to the written work because then I can do what I need to do as a 
producer. If somebody has contributed an already beautifully produced 
sound piece it can be put to air, and it sometimes is a separate piece 
as a teaser say for the main program. But as I’m a creative person too, 
I find that I can exercise my creativity and blend things together. If it’s 
just text, I can use sound and other words and interview to help blend 
very disparate content. Whereas once it’s a whole item in and of itself 
as an audio piece, it’s much harder for me to blend it into the aural 
aesthetic of the overall radio program that comes out.  
 
Figure 4.9 Miller offering Creative Feedback on Pool user contributions 
When curating contributions, Miller often embodies a community relations 
officer, which Banks (2002) outlined in his earlier work. Her role is not simply 
selecting the best contributions for the radio documentary and producing the 
media. Miller also consoles contributors who have laboured over their 
creations but which have not been included in the final edit. 
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 Writers are sensitive souls so I've had some very intense people 
contributing to the projects. Beautiful writing that works fantastically on 
the page but it’s not so great for radio. So while it is delightful to have 
that work as part of the project, and those people are often very 
involved in communicating with other people and feeding back and so 
on, if they don't make it in, their egos just hurt and I feel it personally. 
They have contributed a lot of their heart and soul and therefore I need 
to write them specifically and say, “I'm just about to let everybody know 
which material has been chosen and unfortunately your beautiful piece 
didn't make it”. Sometimes I'll acknowledge those people in the blog as 
well to make them feel that their efforts haven't been wasted. 
 
Figure 4.10 Birdland blog update for contributors 
Furthermore, heavily invested users can be difficult to manage:  
 No it’s not smooth sailing, there's lots of negotiation. Sometimes you 
can get contributors who go nuts and put up really crazy ranting and 
heaps and heaps and heaps of it. I had that happen a couple of times 
and you have to handle that really carefully because sometimes people 
are bit unhinged basically. Often creative people are a bit bonkers and 
sometimes bonkers people are quite creative. So you know no 
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disrespect at all, it’s wonderful, it’s part of the great variation, but it can 
be intimidating if you've got 35 contributions from somebody who writes 
in capital letters. It’s a bit off-putting for other contributors. So you then 
have to handle those people carefully. 
The curation process is complex, involving “exchanges of up 100 emails” 
(Miller, 2012) between contributor and producer. Often the material 
contributed is suitable for the theme, but it requires the skill of the producer to 
align the content with the overall production. Miller selects material on its 
potential, and is happy to collaborate with the contributor to create material 
that works for both the radio production and the author. 
 When you are working up material, I have to do a fair bit of editing and 
reshaping and a little bit of re-writing. Lots and lots and lots of back and 
forth with the writers. Communication all the time and I don't just take it, 
re-work it and say this is the way it is. So I consult with them on the 
changes I’d like to make, or if I find there are holes in the narrative that 
I think need another sentence or something to fill it out, I’ll ask for that. 
I’ll make suggestions. Sometimes they say no. A couple of poets have 
said, ‘no I've got that there for this reason’, and that’s OK. 
Selection and curation is only part of the collaborative creative process. Once 
the material aligns with the aesthetic of the overarching project, the production 
process begins. 
 In Adriane, I got contributors to actually ring up and leave their stories: 
their sixty word pieces on my phone which we then pulled off and used. 
Otherwise, I have got actors in to read the work. So then I’ve got it and 
then what I’ll do is start the audio design around it. I do my interviews 
and edit those and I start to construct everything on paper first. Then I 
start to cut it and add sound and music. I’ve written music for some of 
these shows Birdland and Ariadne and City Nights I wrote music for, 
and also in the studio we work with the engineers. There is a lot of 
sound design that goes on there as well. The engineer contributes to 
that but once I've recorded it then that’s it, the text doesn't change. 
Then the sound design starts to come in. 
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For contributors negotiation concludes at the sound design stage, and that is 
when Miller’s expertise as a RN producer commences. As she outlines, this is 
why most people contribute to the project – to have their work professionally 
produced by an ABC expert – and, as such, Miller maintains a clear 
delineation between user generated content, the user’s input and the 
expertise of the professional. 
 I don't then get people in and say what do you think of this sound with 
that, no way. Nah. That's my world. That’s where I take over totally and 
no holds barred about that because that’s my expertise and that’s what 
people sign up for really: is to get their work produced to a professional 
level. I have had a poet not like the design for their piece but that’s OK. 
They weren't like ‘I hate it, remove it’, they were just like ‘oh that’s not 
what I was thinking of. It’s too intense or it’s too moody’. [Miller recalls 
the Birdland audio design] God it was beautiful. Russell [Stapleton – 
RN Audio Engineer] did it actually, that beautiful piece. So it doesn't 
matter because essentially you've got two items. You've got the original 
item which exists on the page as the person contributed it and then 
you've got a version of it for radio. So it’s not like one negates the other 
and destroys it and that’s the end of it. They’ve still got their text piece; 
we've just got an audio version of it. 
Miller’s comments suggest that the co-creative project engaging in creative 
collaboration is a labour intensive process that is at times frustrating. The 
return on the effort of facilitating a participatory project may not be 
sustainable; however, the methodology highlights the value of discovering 
fresh and exciting perspectives.  
 I’m so grateful for people sharing their unique worlds that I won't find in 
a book or anywhere else because maybe they're not publishable, 
maybe they've only got one poem in them, or maybe they don't have 
the contacts but they have something gorgeous and they're sharing it. 
What a luxury. It’s so exciting. It’s like the cat’s brought in the flower or 
dead beautiful bird and just laid it on your door step every morning. 
Every morning there's something there laying on your doorstep, it’s 
special. And a gift - even if it’s a bit bloody and mangled it’s still a gift, 
you know. So it’s a lot of work but the rewards are many. I could 
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contact this artist and that artist and the other artist for their impression 
and their feelings about birds, and I would get things that are terribly 
fine or very crafted. But you know it’s more of the same. We have a 
limited pool in this country of creatives who are well known and you just 
hear them over and over again. I like the freshness of this very much 
and I like the scattergun way of drawing in human experience from all 
around the country. 
This chapter has so far outlined the historical development of the ABC Pool 
project and has demonstrated three case studies of typical uses of ABC Pool: 
Creative Feedback, Creative Collaboration and Communication. The following 
section addresses who was involved on the project, their relationship to each 
other and, finally, the types of activities those users engaged in. 
4.3 ABC Pool stakeholders 
There was a broad range of individuals associated with the ABC Pool project, 
and each group of individuals had a concept of what the project was and how 
it should operate. Each stakeholder group was connected by the ABC Pool 
project and shared a common focus of collaborative media production under 
the auspices of the ABC. Jacobs defined a broad group of ABC Pool 
stakeholders and their connectedness: 
 Well there's the team who are making Pool what it is and trying to 
develop it and take it further. There's the people who are interested in it 
editorially, and who see the stuff in it and see conversations. There's 
people who see it as a framework to develop and who might have 
ideas of what the next iterations might have, who look at it and think ‘oh 
boy this could be so much more if we could do this or that or the other’. 
There's the community who are using it, who are coming from the 
outside and have no understanding of the internals of the project, so 
they are quite often frustrated, confused, and have different ideas about 
the funding. People who look at our development or who try and use it 
and can't. There's people who are interested in it but don't really get 
what they could do with it, can't imagine how to use it. University 
lecturers who go "Oh I'd like some of that action in my course but how 
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can I plug into it?" There's people starting projects and not knowing 
how to take them further. 
Developing on Jacobs’s observations, I observed three groups of 
stakeholders interacting within ABC Pool. The users, who are diverse, 
consisting of professional and non-professional creatives, remix artists, 
university students (primarily from the media and communication disciplines), 
retirees and those aspiring to be ABC employees; the ABC Pool team, 
consisting of community facilitators, ABC producers, researchers, community 
representatives; and the ABC as an institution, which includes other ABC staff 
not directly associated with the project itself, such as radio and television 
producers, managers, editorial specialists, archivists, executive producers and 
legal staff. Each of these stakeholder groups were connected through their 
activities on ABC Pool. This section examines those stakeholder groups, how 
they connected and interacted with one another and the types of activities 
they engaged in through their connectedness. 
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4.3.1 Pool participants: An online community? 
 
Figure 4.11 The Intersection of the ABC Pool Stakeholders 
There were approximately 8000 users registered on the ABC Pool website, 
with half of those being confirmed spam users. Of the remaining 4000 users, 
there were an eclectic mix of creatives, professional and non-professional 
media producers, students, university media lecturers, arts and cultural 
institution representatives, voyeurs and collectors. Their professions varied 
greatly, as did their age range. The survey I conducted of ABC Pool users 
provided an indicative snapshot of Pool participants. One finding, the age 
demographic, indicates the two highest age ranges align with two co-creative 
case studies outlined earlier, My Tribe and Birdland. The 18 – 29 year old 
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group is representative of the My Tribe university students and the 40 – 49 
year old group is representative of the Birdland RN listeners. 
 
Figure 4.12 Pool user age group 
The self-designated Poolie title was used within the site, often by members 
when addressing other members or when corresponding with the Pool Team. 
Broadly, a Poolie was considered to be a dedicated Pool member that was 
highly engaged with other members, assisted others with their problematic 
issues, helped new members orient themselves within the project, engaged in 
forum discussions and co-created with producers. The Pool members defined 
the term, which had vastly different user interpretations. These included a 
positive definition: 
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 I used to just use a pool as somewhere to dump a few of my songs so 
that I could link to them... here. Didn't consider myself a Poolie then. 
Now that I have started to create some artwork, comment on others 
work, participate in collaborations, and to create my own and 
participate in others projects I consider myself a Poolie. I personally 
think that the most important elements to being a Poolie are to license 
your work so that it can be used by others (no more all rights reserved 
photos please!!!) and to attempt to collaborate with others (also 
cheering on others collaborations!!!).  
A simplified interpretation: 
 To be a follower of Pool; Use Pool a lot.  
An idealistic definition: 
 To be part of the ongoing process, to enrich pool to the point were it is 
a valued part of Australian Media, to mourn the passing of the old 
format and watch the new format crash and burn because it has 
favored an unacceptable level of control over the free flowing exchange 
of ideas.  
A critical perspective: 
 Originally it meant being part of an online community, where we could 
easily see discussion and comments of others and the Pool Attendants. 
Alas, all this is now lost with the new website, and now it just means 
having somewhere to archive my stuff, and occasionally to join a 
project if there is one that interests me, and even more occasionally to 
comment or receive comments on my work or others. There is 
absolutely NO SENSE OF COMMUNITY now, and nowhere to start 
one - e.g. no open forum where we can see notices or comments or 
ideas or clues as how to do things better in a general way, and no 
notification of one's own personal 'inbox'. It has just become a 
behemoth of 'stuff'. 
Sixty per cent of ABC Pool users considered themselves to be Poolies, 
indicating a core of frequent users that represent an online community. To 
support this finding, a contextual analysis of 250 users was performed to 
investigate where users congregated, what activities they engaged in, how 
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connected they were with other users, how much media they contributed and 
to understand their activity within the site. These data prove useful in locating 
the Poolie as a central online community figure, where the top ten users are 
considered Poolies.  
 
Figure 4.13 Pool User Proficiency Table 
The top ten Poolie users: contributed 51% of the total number of works of the 
entire project, indicating they were very active in contributing their own 
content, collectively owning half of the content on the site; had one third of the 
total number of followers, indicating their popular among their peers; only liked 
16% of other works on the site, suggesting a type of elitism; followed one 
quarter of the members, suggesting they were active in communication with a 
large proportion of the 4000 Pool members; and collectively totalled one 
quarter of the membership of the total membership time, suggesting they 
were long-term members. In other words, the top ten users were long-time 
members of ABC Pool and were very active in both contributing works and 
interacting with other members.  
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The following table is a breakdown of the above snapshot of the top ten users 
to highlight their individual activity: 
Top Ten 
Users 
Number of 
works 
Number of 
followers 
Likes How 
Many Works 
Follows Member 
(months) 
Total 51% 30% 16% 28% 22% 
Rossco 12% 6% 2% 5% 8% 
Mahalia 8% 3% 2% 6% 0% 
mcscraic 7% 0% 2% 1% 0% 
Pool Team 5% 8% 2% 1% 3% 
mountaingirl 4% 2% 2% 0% 0% 
Gnangarra 3% 1% 1% 3% 2% 
dwerombi 3% 2% 2% 0% 1% 
pry 3% 3% 0% 5% 4% 
Sound 
Quality 2% 2% 2% 0% 0% 
satusuro 2% 2% 1% 5% 5% 
Figure 4.14 The Top Ten Most Proficient Users on ABC Pool 
Individually, the top ten Pool users imitate the broader observations of the top 
ten noted above. Although drilling into these data indicate that it is actually 
four members, Rossco, Pool Team, pry and satusuro, who collectively hold 
the longest amount of membership of the entire ABC Pool user base. Those 
users had a similar amount of followers. This indicates an alignment with 
online community definitions in that they had a similar focus: the contribution, 
sharing and interaction of media and its collaborative production. Although, it 
could be argued there is an attention economy present as the data represents 
the emergence of elitism among the top ten users of the site. Therefore, the 
ABC Pool users could be constituted as an online community consisting of 
users pursuing both collective and individual goals. 
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With a snapshot of the ABC Pool users, it is indicative of the types of activities 
the users undertook while participating in the site. However, this is only one 
third of the stakeholders interacting on the ABC Pool site. There were two 
other stakeholders engaging in ABC Pool: the ABC as an institution and the 
ABC Pool team. The ABC Pool team facilitated the Pool participants and were 
intrinsic to the operation of the website, highlighted within section 4.2.2. 
4.3.2 The ABC Pool Team: co-creative facilitators 
 
Figure 4.15 The Pool Team intersection 
The ABC Pool team was, and for the most part had always been, a small 
group of individuals who worked very closely with each other. As outlined 
earlier, ABC Pool was the idea of Sherre DeLys and John Jacobs. DeLys 
became the Executive Producer for five years and was replaced by Sheila 
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Pham in late 2011, while John Jacobs continued to work on the project until 
its completion. There were several other employees during the project’s 
existence: Andrew Davies of RN Future Tense, who was on the project for two 
years between 2009 and 2011 as a Social Media Producer; Katie Gauld, who 
was employed as the first ABC Community Manager between 2008 and 2010; 
and me, the Community Manager between 2010 and 2012. There were also 
project specific employees from internships: Eliza Murray, Anna Bolton, 
Pierce Hartigan and Edwina Hart, amongst others. A significant amount of 
interns, approximately 30, from universities around Australia worked on the 
project to fulfill their internship placements, undertaking roles from general 
administration to facilitating augmented reality projects. Each individual 
contribution was significant and helped develop the project.  
The most appropriate period to focus on is during 2009, 2010 and early 2011, 
when the team consisted of the three core ABC staff members: DeLys, 
Jacobs and Davies. DeLys was the full time Executive Producer for five days 
per week, while Jacobs and Davies would interweave their Pool duties with 
their radio producer roles. DeLys has a history in program making in the RN 
Music Unit. She has also created radio features and documentaries for the 
Science Unit and the Social History Unit. DeLys has been with the ABC since 
1999. Andrew Davies was employed for two days on Pool and three days as 
the co-producer of the RN program Future Tense. Davies has been employed 
at the ABC since 2003 and joined Pool in March 2009. Davies has 
“helped to produce such diverse Radio National programs as the Media 
Report, the Sports Factor and Australia Talks Back. Together with 
Antony Funnell he won the best radio prize – for a program about 
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media in Zimbabwe - at the 2007 United Nations Association of 
Australia Media Peace Awards.” (Davies 2009) 
Jacobs worked on Pool for 1.5 days per week and produced RN’s The Night 
Air program for 2.5 days. He was one of the founding members of Pool, and 
has been employed at the ABC since 1985. During that time, Jacobs has 
worked in many ABC departments, including RN, the News Department and 
the Youth Radio Network, triplej. Jacobs …  
“joined the ABC in 1985. Since then he has engineered, produced and 
created many radio programs, winning international awards and 
establishing leading ABC innovations such as The Night Air and 
pool.org.au.” (Jacobs 2009) 
The Pool team’s position within the ABC indicates an understanding of the 
inner workings of PSM, demonstrated by working alongside existing projects 
and departments. While observing this team operate, especially within the 
Pool weekly editorial meetings, it was obvious that most decisions were made 
to leverage the project within the ABC, to achieve “buy-in” from other 
departments or individuals, to create hype around ABC Pool and to secure the 
future of the project. The role of the Pool team was two-sided. In the first 
instance, it ensured the successful operation of the website within the ABC. 
Secondly, the Pool team supported and engaged the online community. 
Successfully operating within the ABC includes sourcing:  
• Funds for development and ongoing costs related to the project; 
• Resources such as server space, media and cultural expertise, 
inspiration for contributions; 
• Contributions from users; 
• Platforms to publish user contributions, for example broadcast 
outcomes or public exhibitions; 
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• Adequate resources to provide allowances of the editorial and legal 
frameworks of the ABC 
As DeLys has highlighted, engaging the community, or community 
management, was a secondary development of the project. The Pool team 
sought to operate as facilitators of projects that delivered cultural artefacts by 
situating themselves between ABC staff (content producers) members and 
community members. They also fulfilled roles, including: 
• Communicating with members; 
• Interacting with external institutions and exhibition hosts; 
• General administrative tasks such as emails, facilitating online 
conversations and monitoring activity of the members; 
• Moderating contributed content including comments and forum 
threads; 
• Remixing and producing media; 
• Producing user contributions that are useable by the ABC. 
The ABC Pool team was the central stakeholder that enabled co-creation 
between ABC media professionals and users engaging in ABC Pool. 
However, within their intermediary role, the ABC Pool team distinguished 
themselves from other ABC employees and embodied a unique position as a 
special type of ABC employee. That is to say: an ABC employee that 
operated within the ABC framework but also had a direct and personal 
relationship with its audience. The following section defines how other ABC 
staff interacted on the project, the types of activities they engaged in and how 
they were distinguished from the ABC Pool team. 
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4.3.3 ABC as Institution: cultural facilitator 
 
Figure 4.16 The intersection of the ABC as an institution 
To understand ABC employees more broadly, it is worth highlighting some of 
the organisational and cultural traits of them. An overarching distinction exists 
between three kinds of ABC employees, reflected in their work practice. 
Long-term employees are those employed at the ABC for greater than 15 
years and who have relatively secure contracts, routines, techniques and 
resources that enable them to competently and professionally complete their 
workload. Mid-term employees have been at the ABC for between five and 10 
years, are on different employment contracts and have different work habits. 
In most cases, they are more likely to try new production methods, are most 
times experienced in digital media, have an understanding, if not a solid 
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grasp on, social media practice and are more likely to engage read/write web 
audiences. There are also short-term contractors who are employed for 
specific tasks and are usually engaged for between 12 months and five 
years. A platform like ABC Pool is more likely to appeal to short and mid-term 
ABC employees, given the shift of production techniques and skills required 
to engage the audience with Web 2.0 tools and practices. 
Senior levels of management, who most times are classified as mid-term 
employees, were eager to engage with ABC Pool. The “community” element 
is crucial for the future development of the corporation and coincides with the 
rhetoric of the future of media and public service broadcasting (Debrett 2010, 
Enli 2008, Flew et al. 2008, Moe 2010, Rosen 2006). Senior Management 
may not understand the day-to-day operation of something like ABC Pool, but 
they align such entities with a shifting media landscape that incorporates 
community media. As such, there was support for the project from multiple 
ABC senior levels, particularly within the redesign of ABC Pool. David Hua 
recalls how the decision to fund Pool evolved, indicating the level of support 
from senior management for the project: 
 DH: That decision was made prior to me taking on this job, so I 
inherited ABC Pool as part of the portfolio. But I appreciate the thinking 
and that is ABC Pool was born out of a content development activity 
and it was pitched to the content development fund within ABC radio. 
That fund works this way: There’s about half a million dollars that's 
available every year for content makers within the radio division to 
conceive and pitch an idea, a content idea, and money is available to 
back fill their position while they produce or work on a particular 
program. And that program could be a radio program it could be a 
documentary it could be a website. ABC Pool in 2008 was pitched and 
it was commissioned for production. It was launched and it met with a 
degree of success, but the issue was that now that it had found 
success how do we actually maintain it? Because the content 
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development fund as such is project by project and it’s limited. So there 
is no ongoing money. So the decision was made at that point in time 
because the department that actually pitched the idea to content 
development was RN, and RN management decided this is a 
worthwhile activity. It's very unique in what it does, it has a lot of value 
and the network decided to take on the ongoing cost and maintenance 
of ABC Pool.  
Hua also suggests the support for ABC Pool was dependent on its ability to 
shift and be flexible with audience requirements: 
DH: ABC Pool is a brand that while it’s managed by Radio Division out 
of Radio Multiplatform, it’s actually an ABC wide brand. So we’ve been 
really keen particularly because it reached a point with the original 
website, there was a certain look to it. A certain branding, a creation 
URL as well that gave a very kind of distant association with the ABC. 
When we decided to make it over, redevelop it in 2010, we brought 
ABC Pool into the ABC fold as we describe it. So we changed the URL 
from pool.org.au to abc.net.au/pool, created a logo for it and put it 
within the framework of ABC Online. Also we've been keen with the 
editor position to actually work with departments outside of RN to 
produce more projects of a more diverse nature and therefore really 
give pool an opportunity to stretch its wings a bit more given that the 
technology has improved, even though we know there are bits and 
pieces that can always improve with technology. So what is the 
ongoing nature of Pool? There are ongoing positions attached to ABC 
Pool, so it’s not something that we’re not committed to, but the very 
nature of Pool is that it has to be very, very flexible. It's an idea that 
was extraordinarily new in its time and to maintain relevance it does 
need to have a lot of flexibility. One of the things that I reflect on with 
ABC Pool is that its primary opportunity, and its primary challenge, is 
the same thing, and that is that it is amorphous and that it could be 
anything and at the same time it could very well be nothing. It’s very 
difficult for audiences in particular to go to ABC Pool and work out if it’s 
for them or not and to determine what the level of their participation is.  
Other ABC staff (in this case producers from the radio division) not associated 
with ABC Pool engaged in the project for its strategic positioning within the 
ABC or as a space to experiment with new production techniques. ABC Pool 
was useful for testing editorial and legal frameworks and examining the 
practices of new media practitioners. ABC Pool was used to understand how 
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the ABC might engage with its audience in new and exciting ways. The 
project was primarily engaged with producers from RN, specifically producers 
who had worked on long form feature and documentary production. 
Considering the time required to conduct a collaborative UGC project, the 
format did not suit all RN producers. For example, a producer on a daily show 
like Life Matters has limited time in a daily production cycle to engage users 
through comments about how they might improve their contribution, or to 
collect and curate the contributions into a broadcast program. 
There was interest from other networks, such as Local Radio and Classic FM, 
along with Television producers, but the amount of work involved in producing 
a Pool project inhibited these collaborations. Online media producers, 
however, were interested in working on Pool, and on multiple occasions 
producers from ABC Rural, ABC Open, Heywire, Behind the News and others 
collaborated on productions. The Schaffas17 project is an example from the 
Behind the News (BTN) children’s program. The project called for Australian 
school children to create a Schaffa, construct a short story to accompany it 
and contribute their Schaffa image and story to ABC Pool. 
ABC Pool relied on multiple departments, networks and individuals to 
maintain the project. Legal advice was a valuable resource to the project, 
especially when pioneering copyright in relation to UGC and remix creativity. 
In conjunction with the ABC legal team, ABC Pool built, tested and employed 
                                            
 
17 A Schaffa is a character that is created out of recycled elements, built by primary school children and then 
exhibited at public exhibitions. The concept emerged through UNICEF to raise awareness around global child 
slavery. 
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non-restrictive copyright policies while protecting intellectual property. ABC 
Pool also explored contentious areas that were in breach of ABC Editorial 
Policy and Guidelines. During 2009, the ABC enacted Section 9 of the 
Editorial Policy to accommodate UGC practice at the ABC. The challenge for 
the ABC was to risk-manage offensive UGC publication to promote innovative 
creative freedom, yet remain within the classification guidelines. The ABC 
editorial staff have shown how progressive they were by allowing certain 
published content that others deemed to be risqué. 
On 17 February 2009, ABC Pool was the first project to release archival 
material for creative reuse by the public under Creative Commons licensing. 
ABC Pool was also the first platform to release ABC News and Current Affairs 
under Creative Commons. ABC Pool and ABC Archives developed a strong 
relationship in releasing archive material, a difficult process involving the 
coordination of multiple departments, including ABC Commercial, Legal and 
Rights Management. The project continued to release ABC archives under 
Creative Commons licensing in conjunction with the ABC Archives department 
until Pool’s completion.  
The combination of other ABC parties engaging in activities with ABC Pool 
highlights how the ABC approached the project as a form of cultural 
facilitation. This is indicative of the PSM organisation moving beyond the 
operation of only conducting broadcast as its core business, to actively 
engaging in the facilitation of cultural production with the Australian audience. 
The ABC is providing the space, the legal framework and the editorial 
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auspices to encourage cultural production with the Australian creative sector 
and then provides a means of publication to a large audience. 
This section has detailed who were engaged with ABC Pool: the ABC Pool 
participants, the Pool team and the ABC as institution. Each stakeholder had 
a distinct purpose in interacting with the project and thereby creating an 
understanding of what the project was and how they could use it. This is 
indicated by the types of activities they conducted within the project. These 
activities have been explored from the perspective of both internal 
(departments and individuals) and external (online users and other cultural 
institutions) aspects of the ABC. 
4.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined how ABC Pool developed from an idea by two RN 
staff to a successfully active UGC website constituted as an online 
community. Using the definition of an online community established in 
Chapter 2, the online community embodiment ranges from being a “personal 
relationship in cyberspace” (Rheingold 1994: 5) to an increased affect through 
inter-connectedness (Bonniface and Green 2007) and, further, to an 
understanding of user communicative patterns (Baym 2000). ABC Pool 
developed the definition of an online community in that users constituted a 
temporal network, defined as an ad hoc arrangement of individuals engaging 
other like-minded individuals for a defined period on media production, where 
intermediary stakeholders designed and facilitated the project. An ABC Pool 
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user enacting a temporal network best describes the majority of users, their 
activities and how they engaged those activities.  
It is clear that the project developed not only through the constraints of ABC 
requirements, but also because it adapted user behavior and technological 
developments. As such, the community members evolved with the project, 
with long-term members dispersing and new members integrating with the 
remaining members. The chapter has also broadly outlined three core 
activities that users engaged in while interacting on ABC Pool, which 
highlighted the three core user groups that engaged the platform. By 
describing who they are and their interests, it is clear an intermediary was 
required to successfully enable these stakeholders to interact with each other 
on some activities. The community manager, a role I filled for nearly three 
years on ABC Pool, generally embodies this intermediary role.  
Chapter 5 is dedicated to exploring the role of the community manager. 
However, as initially highlighted by Miller in describing her role as the 
producer of a participatory project on ABC Pool, one person never entirely fills 
the role of the community manager. Rather it is the combination of many 
individuals simultaneously coordinating cultural artefact production. The 
intermediary role within ABC Pool developed into a cultural intermediary with 
the role of community manager migrating across multiple individuals operating 
in facilitating roles.
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5. Cultural Intermediation – from community manager to cultural 
intermediaries 
 Yes, I’m the guy that in the end is responsible for the feature to a 99% 
degree. You can't put a piece on the radio because ordinary people 
have submitted stories to the Pool and it’s all, nice. It’s not like, ‘Hey 
everyone, just so you know these are all normal people. They're not 
actually professionals so before you say it’s shit, just think about that’. 
I’m the person that makes sure that’s off the table. From my 
perspective, the piece that we end up with has to be good. It has to tick 
all the boxes, but it has to be a red-hot piece and I have to work with 
Pool to make that happen. 
Mike Williams (2011)  
The core of this thesis investigates the role of the community manager and 
how this role translates to that of the cultural intermediary. Existing research 
suggests that the community manager role seeks to support and encourage 
community members as they engage in site activities (Bacon 2009). Banks 
(2009) refers to the community manager as a representative of the online 
community to the hosting institution. Within the media industry, the community 
manager, as an intermediary, not only encourages the production of content 
but also edits and produces that content for other audiences, a concept 
Wilson et al. (2009) refer to as the ‘Preditor’. In this thesis, I use the definitions 
of community manager and cultural intermediary, and extend them by tracking 
their development within the context of one PSM institution – the ABC. To 
understand how an intermediary role operates within the PSM environment, 
this chapter examines the community manager of ABC Pool, a position I 
occupied for nearly three years, from late 2009 until early 2012.   
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While exploring how the community manager role operated over the course of 
my residency, I observed a shift in its aim from a peripherally supportive, 
representative and productive role, to that which had a central role in 
negotiation, translation and mediation. Moreover, the changes I observed and 
experienced contributed to a broader shift of the role within the media 
industry, from community manager to a cultural intermediary18. Within this 
progression, the cultural intermediary role extends the initial parameters of the 
community manager role by encompassing representation of one stakeholder 
to another, negotiation of the different interests of the stakeholders and 
translation of tacit norms between stakeholders, while facilitating cultural 
production. This is the basis for cultural intermediation, defined as the 
combination of human and non-human actors to negotiate cultural artifact 
production processes. The new parameters of the cultural intermediary role 
emerged while I investigated ABC Pool and observed that multiple individuals 
embody the cultural intermediary role. The New Beginnings example given in 
this chapter maps the similarities and differences between the management 
and production techniques of a Pool team member and an RN producer 
facilitating a participatory UGC project. Within this one situation, people other 
than the community manager serve as cultural intermediaries, redefining 
cultural intermediation.  
                                            
 
18 The definition I am using in this thesis is different from the original concept by Bourdieu (1984), in that the cultural 
intermediary exists for the purpose of cultural production. The term does not refer to a distinctive societal class 
system, nor is it reflective of the intermediary’s social and educational status. 
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In the chapter that follows, I outline the role of the community manager from 
my perspective as the ABC Pool community manager. The community 
manager role for ABC Pool fundamentally involves mediating the relationships 
between the key stakeholders: ABC Pool team, ABC as institution and the 
Pool participants. The first section of the chapter demonstrates how the 
community manager operated within the intersection of the ABC Pool 
stakeholders (Figure 5.1). This is exemplified by three case studies of the 
ABC Pool community manager: a copyright and obscenity case of the artist 
Main$treaM (significant to the intersection between the Pool team and the 
ABC as institution); a political attack on an ABC journalist, Jess Hill, by an 
ABC Poolie (significant to the interaction between Pool participants and the 
Pool team); and, finally, a heated public debate on the difference between 
ABC Open and ABC Pool (significant to the interaction between the Pool 
Participants and ABC as institution). Chapter 5 also defines the cultural 
intermediary, and highlights the shift from one singular community manager to 
multiple cultural intermediaries by focussing on the role of an RN producer 
who broadened the idea of a participatory project on ABC Pool by facilitating 
the production of cultural artefacts closely with the Poolies. 
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Figure 5.1 Communication Interaction Case Studies 
5.1 My experience in this role 
Entering ABC Pool as the community manager was my first experience of 
filling such a role. I had insufficient understanding of the requirements and 
engagement strategies necessary to interact with a community of established 
users of an increasingly popular website. I observed how the participants 
engaged in the site, while acknowledging the language and tone they used 
when interacting with each other and the site. What I observed was typical of 
what other scholars have observed of other online communities (Rheingold 
1994; Baym 2000; Papadakis 2003; Bonniface et al. 2007; Malaby 2010). The 
types of users and user interactions I observed include sarcastic member 
conversation, highly skilled and knowledgeable members, members that were 
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very familiar with the site’s functionality, and long-term members with high 
expectations of new members entering the site. During observations as the 
new community manager, Katie Gauld, who was the then community 
manager, provided me with useful information on what the role was and how 
to function within ABC Pool. 
One of Gauld’s last tasks before she left ABC Pool was to compile a 
document to introduce me to the role of the community manager. Many of the 
tasks outlined are day-to-day functional activities, which tended to neglect the 
community manager role is a supportive and enabling persona. The following 
list demonstrates the day-to-day functional tasks I began undertaking: 
• How to check the user list, the comment list, the content list and the 
abuse moderation list in the back-end of Drupal 
• How to block a user 
• How to remove a piece of content 
• How to insert an html link into a comment 
• How to publish a blog post, and the editorial process attached to the 
activity 
• How to create a call out 
• How to create a group 
• How to go through the extra admin functions in any upload such as 
weight, authoring, publishing info, again specific Drupal functionality for 
publishing content 
Gauld was the first community manager for Pool, suggesting the role was fluid 
in its development and how those around her understood the role. Another in-
house document was being developed as I commenced the role, which 
expanded on the day-to-day tasks of the community manager. Its opening 
paragraphs define the community manager from the ABC Pool perspective: 
 On one level, a community manager is someone who will regularly 
interact with the Pool community, post comments, write and maintain 
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the current features, post to Twitter and maintain the Pool Facebook 
page. 
  
It’s also something a little more intangible. Facilitating discussion, 
coming up with call-out ideas, ‘nurturing’ groups and seeing who you 
(and Pool) can connect with in the wider world – both online and off – 
are all things you’ll be engaging with. 
  
Finally we encourage you to come up with your own ideas and projects 
and to work independently on making them happen. 
There was one other community manager document, which explained the 
operation of the site and how the community manager aligns with Pool’s 
operation more broadly. This document described the site tasks that had been 
assigned to each Pool team member. The tasks had been categorised into 
several sections, including community, blog, communications; external, 
communications; ABC internal, open archive/rights management, legal, ABC 
policy; social media research, training; site development and sys admin; 
document Pool learning; production and producing. From the broad list of 
categories this document outlined, there were specific tasks my name was 
assigned to, including “moderating”, “content managing”, 
“mentor/feedback/foster/converse”, “devise and write blog posts and 
graphics”, “stay abreast of and implement social media trends”, and “train 
ABC staff in social media best practice”. The Pool team established the 
community manager role early and located it between the ABC staff (RN 
producers) and the Pool participants to personally communicate with 
individuals. As I progressed in the community manager role of ABC Pool, my 
tasks and responsibilities expanded and changed; I was eventually 
responsible for the entire ABC Pool member base. 
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The Pool participants accepted me as their new community manager after the 
initial introductory phase. One particular incident demonstrates the high 
barrier the Poolies maintained in preventing outsiders from entering the site 
without some form of initiation. A discussion emerged within the forums of my 
arrival to the site, and it contained one targeted comment from one vocal, 
senior member. WWW had been a member since the early stages of ABC 
Pool and used the space to write political commentary, employing an 
authoritative and sarcastic tone. His perception of me as the new ‘leader’ 
within his space provided the impetus for his following comment: 
 So let’s just give the new highly paid and qualified Jonathon a warm 
welcome and sit back and watch how professionals go about their 
business of isolating dissenters and those who would criticise. 
In the coming months I would develop a strong relationship with WWW, as he 
realised I was performing my role as community manager with the Pool user 
interests central to my actions. WWW’s support for my community manager 
role is demonstrated in other sections of this chapter through our exchange of 
correspondence. His comment indicates the high level of ownership and pride 
in ABC Pool among users. The users had helped in establishing a unique 
space within the ABC where they could interact with its professional staff and 
did not readily accept a newcomer acting on their behalf. The informal 
initiation phase was not an acknowledged process that each incoming 
community manager undertook. Rather, this period was my initiation with the 
users who would often demand laborious requests of me, to monitor my 
reaction – a test to ascertain if I had their best interests at heart. 
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During this same period, it became apparent that ABC Pool required the ABC 
RN producers to provide broadcast support for its project outcomes. I 
identified the core RN producers involved in the ABC Pool project and 
organised face-to-face meetings with them. The purpose of these meetings 
was two-fold: to introduce myself as the new community manager and to 
understand their requirements as RN producers working with ABC Pool. 
Interestingly, the majority of RN producers showed a vague interest in working 
with me, with four or five committed to future collaborative projects. I was also 
asked to perform extraordinary activities by the RN producers, who were also 
monitoring my reaction; for example, publishing unrelated information on the 
front page of Pool. These ‘tests’ aligned with the Pool user initiation tasks to 
ascertain if I was empathetic to both stakeholder group interests as I 
conducted my activities as the community manager. It is worth pointing out 
here that the ABC Pool team would also test my ability at given stages of my 
community manager role through the allocation of specific tasks. The ABC 
Pool tests were more to understand my ability as a community manager, 
rather than testing my alliance with them as a stakeholder group. 
After successfully proving my alliance with each of the stakeholder groups, I 
entered into a second phase of trust from the ABC Pool members and RN 
producers. The second phase saw the ABC Pool members pitch ideas on how 
they envisaged the site could be improved and how the members could 
benefit from such improvements. When I engaged in discussion with them, it 
became clear that they were attempting to encourage my exploration of areas 
where the previous community manager had been unsuccessful. By 
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crosschecking with ABC staff (RN producers) why certain requests had not 
been resolved, I uncovered a problematic dynamic between Pool users and 
ABC staff. For example, I could not successfully broadcast ABC Pool video 
contributions on ABC TV because I did not know who to contact in the 
Television department, nor did I understand their interests in content. I would 
then have to explain my shortcomings to the community members. I 
embodied the qualities of what Banks (2009) refers to as the community 
relations manager by becoming the organisation’s spokesperson with the Pool 
community. Antipathy emerged from some members as they publically voiced 
their disappointment in my inability to perform tasks similar to the previous 
community manager. 
After meeting, as I saw it, the core stakeholders, I developed my own 
approach towards the community management role by compiling a weekly 
timetable of tasks that built upon the initial community manager documents. 
Additionally, I organised a follow-up meeting with Gauld, who, after I had had 
some experience in the role, suggested my role was to “look at the bigger 
picture” and “understand the frustrations” of the users. By “looking at the 
bigger picture”, Gauld was suggesting that I understand how Pool might align 
with collaborative and participatory projects and activities beyond the ABC. 
Similarly, to “understand the frustrations” of the users was a task that required 
thinking beyond the rules and processes outlined by the current ABC 
strategies and regulations. Gauld’s advice focussed my role to include the 
personal tasks of leaving comments on people’s contributions, engaging in 
discussions within the forums and contributing my creative content to ABC 
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Pool. Additionally, my role was to initiate interaction with other cultural 
institutions for similar participatory projects or publishing outcomes; for 
example, the Powerhouse Museum, Victorian State Library and the Australian 
Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI). These activities enabled a deeper 
understanding of user interaction with the site, while demonstrating how these 
behaviours connected to the “bigger picture” of audience engagement with 
PSM.  
To complement my expanding suite of specific community management skills, 
I was becoming aware of the underlying tasks that interweaved within the 
position. Long working hours are another aspect of the position which is 
necessary to align with the continual activity of the online user base. A 
community manager for a group that interacts twenty-four hours a day, seven 
days a week requires strategic time management skills. The community 
manager must appear to be dedicated and active within the site at the most 
unusual hours of the day. For example, people are active on the site when 
they have finished their working day, i.e., late at night. If the community 
manager’s shift is usually 9am to 5pm, interacting and moderating content 
contributed late at night is usually beyond the scope of the working day. The 
role then becomes one of short bursts of dedicated labour at unusual times to 
remain active within the site alongside the user base. The significance of 
aligning the community manager’s role with the pulse of the community, the 
reciprocity inherent in this approach and the necessary lack of structure to the 
day-to-day activities extends the role beyond its functional purpose.  
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Furthermore, establishing a specific language, voice and tone is important to 
engage with members. For example, I use a professional tone with an ABC 
producer interacting with ABC Pool, whereas the voice of the community 
manager toward users contains encouragement and endearment, often 
through colloquial language. Likewise, if a situation emerges between Pool 
users and ABC staff (mostly in this instance RN producers) that requires a 
diplomatic explanation, a clear, concise and authoritative voice is required. 
The screenshot below exemplifies how an adopted colloquialism within a 
conversation between a community member and myself built rapport. It also 
demonstrates the type of language I would not use with ABC professional 
staff. Without developing knowledge of each stakeholder’s language and 
shifting between the informal and formal frames of reference, it becomes 
almost impossible to effectively communicate to each stakeholder, rendering 
inter-stakeholder communication unachievable. 
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Figure 5.2 Some colloquialisms adopted by the community manager to build rapport 
To demonstrate my experience as the community manager, the following 
three case studies outline the tactics I employed while negotiating different 
perspectives between ABC Pool stakeholders. Each case study relates to the 
interaction outlined in figure 5.1, where the stakeholder groups overlap with 
each other and each instance requires a set of different community 
management techniques. The case studies highlight how the community 
manager understands the unique dynamic of each user category in order to 
successfully, or not, negotiate consensus between them.  
5.1.1 Main$treaM 
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, ABC Pool attracts a variety of users, including 
artists using the space to publish their creations to a broader ABC audience. 
Main$treaM is an artist who inhabits that category on ABC Pool and uses the 
platform to publish his creations and aid his political expression. Main$treaM’s 
case presents a key example of how communication and interaction unfolded 
between the Pool team and the ABC as institution.  
Main$treaM’s profile on ABC Pool says: 
 Making animations, music & loads of max prophet$ 
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However, his profile on Discogs19 reveals the artist’s creative and political 
perspectives: 
 Main$treaM started off wanting to piss people off. He loathed the studio 
recording industry professionals & Sound Production Mass Media 
Culture in general. How could it be that a TV Camera can record what 
you say in the street, then edit it into something YOU DID NOT SAY but 
take a little news sample off the TV & bam: "WE WILL SUE YOU" 
These days it makes me sick that hard breaks & media cut ups are 
trendy. Not sick enough to actually stop. 
Main$treaM’s online profile aligns well with ABC Pool’s ethos that both DeLys 
and Jacobs described as a space to publish creative material from fringe 
artists. Main$treaM has a large online presence with his work published on 
multiple social media networking sites including MySpace, Discogs, YouTube 
and many others. During late 2009, Main$treaM published his material on 
ABC Pool to broaden his reach to new audiences. Interestingly, his material 
received minimal interaction with the other ABC Poolies. However, one 
anonymous user flagged some of his contributions as inappropriate, 
prompting the Pool team to initiate a process of reactive moderation. At that 
stage, Main$treaM had contributed several social commentary works on the 
Australian media industry, specifically concentrating on one ‘shock jock’, John 
Laws. 
Main$treaM had taken comments that Laws had made, placed them out of 
context and remixed them to deliberately misrepresent Laws’s opinion. One 
track in particular, Max Prophet$, is a reaction to the controversial Cash for 
                                            
 
19 Discogs is one of the largest online music databases, where users can contribute music information and data while 
locating collectables within the global marketplace 
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Comments scandal (Johnson 2000). Laws was accused of receiving monetary 
benefits from Toyota to endorse their products on his radio program without 
acknowledging this process as advertising. Main$treaM, through Max 
Prophet$, took the comments of Laws and remixed them to suggest he was 
receiving large amounts of money from Toyota for his endorsement. In 
addition to the Max Prophet$ contribution, Main$treaM had other controversial 
social commentary works, including Cock Cheek parts One and Two, 
Prickseye Picture of You and I, and Ca$h for Comment$. Main$treaM’s 
contemporary material contained confronting concepts, language and 
techniques, which was flagged as inappropriate by an anonymous Pool user. 
The material Main$treaM published on Pool went through a collective decision 
process made by the Pool team to temporarily unpublish Main$treaM’s work 
until further advice had been sought from the ABC Editorial Policies 
department. I contacted Main$treaM to notify him of what had happened to his 
contributions. The ABC Editorial Policies representatives referenced the 
material in Section 9 of the Editorial Policies, which relates to UGC. After the 
consultation process, they could see no breach of the guidelines; however, 
given the obscene constitution of the material, they suggested the Pool team 
refer the material to ABC Legal, a process in the ABC known as ‘referring 
up20’. ABC Legal had a team of media lawyers interrogate the material from a 
criminal law perspective. It is worth noting, in both departments, Legal and 
                                            
 
20 Referring up is a risk mitigation process within the ABC to protect individual staff members form legal prosecution 
of irresponsible publishing. If a staff member notices a contribution that is in breach of the Editorial Policies, they are 
required to solve the issue. If they cannot solve the issue, they refer it up to the next person more senior to them in 
the chain of command; for example, their supervisor or executive producer.   
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Editorial Policies, there was support for Main$treaM’s creative expression. 
However, both parties were approaching the material and acting in a risk 
management capacity to protect the integrity of the ABC brand. 
I consistently contacted Main$treaM to inform him of each stage of the 
process. He was disappointed the Pool team had to unpublish his work, but 
was encouraged to hear we, the Editorial Policies team and the ABC Legal 
team, were supportive of his material. After two weeks of investigation, ABC 
Legal returned the following recommendations for the Pool team: 
 Ultimately, risk management is the deciding factor to determine if the 
material should be published or not, supported by a solid defense 
should the case go to court.  
 There are three areas to be considered with Main$treaM’s content: 
• Copyright 
• Defamatory 
• Obscenity 
In regards to copyright, it is OK to publish in this case because the 
works are covered by parody or satire as the pieces have a focussed 
angle, or subject (John Laws).  
Defamation is more complicated. Firstly, we have to establish if the 
usual person could identify the defamed person. If yes, we need to 
establish what imputations there are, i.e. homophobic tendencies, 
pedophilia, etc. For each imputation, we need to establish if there is a 
defense. Typical defenses are honest opinion, expressed as one’s 
view, or truth. Honest Opinion needs to have a base to relate it to and 
not just a rant – i.e. John Laws was caught in the Cash for Comments 
scandal but there is no evidence to suggest he is a pedophile (unless 
the artists knows a truth – which becomes complicated again).  
Obscenity comes under classification, and since Pool does not have a 
rating system in place, we cannot offer this as a way to avoid 
publishing. A standard example of this relates to a younger audience 
member having the same access to an obscene piece of content (as 
guided by Pool’s Guidelines Section 4.1 a and b).  
These rules are premised by how do I read it/hear it. This is how a jury 
of citizens will approach the same piece of content. Risk management 
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is also present when we ask how will John Laws hear about it, and 
what will the community think about it. 
(Fieldnotes, 2011) 
I contacted Main$treaM with the outcome of his case, to which we received no 
response, and the artist ceased using the ABC Pool website. The outcome 
was disappointing in light of the effort exerted on his case from the Pool, 
Editorial Policies and ABC Legal Teams, along with my efforts as the 
community manager. This case demonstrates how I as the community 
manager was engaging cultural intermediation to gain consensus between all 
stakeholders. However, my mediating actions were unsuccessful in achieving 
a consensus for the user of ABC Pool through the negotiations between the 
Pool team and the ABC as institution. The case also demonstrates that the 
regulations in place at the ABC are final for activities performed on an online 
platform hosted by the ABC – an institutional online community. The final 
observation from the Main$treaM case highlights the consistent personality 
shifting that is required from the community manager. The community 
manager cannot be an ABC representative towards the Pool participant, nor 
can they be a Pool participant representative towards the ABC. In this 
situation, the community manager has to be a guiding intermediary to 
communicate with both stakeholders, a key characteristic of cultural 
intermediation. 
5.1.2 Susan Dirgham vs. Jess Hill 
The case involving Susan Dirgham and Jess Hill formed the central part of the 
most contentious issue of ABC Pool and represents an example of how the 
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interaction unfolded between the Pool team and Pool participants (Figure 5.1). 
Dirgham is an advocate for democracy within Syria and published numerous 
works on ABC Pool to demonstrate her political agenda. During the civil 
unrest in Syria towards the end of 2011, Dirgham published citizen journalism 
about individuals affected by the Arab Spring, both in Australia and in Syria. 
Some of her contributions included “Getting out of the trench work for peace”, 
“Covering and Uncovering Syria” and an open letter to Mark Scott, managing 
director of the ABC, titled “Letter to the ABC”. In the “Letter to the ABC”, she 
expressed her concern “about the lack of balance presented on the ABC 
about current events in Syria” (Dirgham 2011). This was the beginning of her 
public criticism of the ABC’s coverage of Syrian civil unrest events. 
Jess Hill, also a part of this case study, was a journalist for ABC News who 
covered the Syrian uprising. The Syrian government had banned foreign 
journalists from entering the country, leaving foreign broadcasters to rely on 
internal Syrian blog posts, tweets and videos from people within the country to 
compile their reports. Hill employed this practice and has a history of doing so, 
as demonstrated in her journalistic piece “Libyan journalist killed in Benghazi” 
(Hill 2012). Hill was active on Twitter to source investigative material and 
publish her own journalistic work. During the period of Syrian civil unrest, she 
was cited posting on Twitter to @nouralhidaya “Don’t worry, I’m studiously 
ignoring them”. This tweet formed the basis for Dirgham to compose a Pool 
contribution that removed Hill’s tweet from its conversational context and 
suggested ABC journalists were ignoring the plight of Syrians. 
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Jacobs was the first to notice Dirgham’s post and made the decision to 
immediately unpublish her work and alert the Pool team. As the community 
manager, I engaged in an exchange with senior Editorial Policies staff for 
advice on how to proceed. Dirgham, as explained in Chapter 4, is a highly 
valued member of ABC Pool. She is also an example of a user who 
developed her production techniques from the expertise the RN producers 
shared with her. The initial reaction among the Pool team was to support 
Dirgham and her efforts; however, we also felt she had crossed a line by 
falsely slandering an ABC colleague. At the same time, I received visits in my 
office from other ABC journalists demanding we ban Dirgham from the site 
and immediately delete all her material. In ABC Pool’s challenging history of 
support from the broader ABC, Hill’s case was reason enough to have the 
negative spotlight thrust upon the project. This case quickly became a high 
priority issue for the ABC, as a senior staff member in the News Division had 
asked a corresponding senior staff member in the Radio Division to remedy 
the problem. 
As the community manager, I was in an extremely difficult situation between 
the conflicting needs of two key stakeholders. On the one hand, I was faced 
with the loyalty towards a long-term user that the Pool team had nurtured, 
while on the other hand I had to respond to the overarching institutional needs 
articulated in response to the incident by senior staff from ABC News, ABC 
Radio and ABC Editorial. Additionally, ABC colleagues were indicating that 
there was an unofficial requirement to support the work efforts of an ABC 
employee. The situation I found myself in demonstrates the requirement of an 
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intermediary who was neither wholly a representative of ABC Pool users, nor 
entirely a representative of the ABC. I emailed all parties involved to ascertain 
key issues at stake to enter into a mediation process between Jess Hill and 
Susan Dirgham. Hill’s reply suggested that all her work was correct and the 
Pool user was in error. The situation quickly progressed from negotiations to 
immediate action. Following discussion with senior ABC management, I 
contacted Dirgham to explain that her accusations were serious and she had 
not only jeopardised her own account, but also the future of Pool.  
In the meantime, Hill published a Storify article titled “Response to Susan 
Dirgham” (Hill 2011), chronologically positioning her “I’m studiously ignoring 
them” tweet within a broader conversation with another Twitter user:  
 
Figure 5.3 Jess Hill’s Storify response to Susan Dirgham 
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Hill also outlined how an ABC journalist selects their sources: 
 The situation in Syria is extremely complex. We have to be extremely 
careful about who we use as sources. The Twitter 
user @syriancommando does not meet the criteria, because his tweets 
are often aggressive, vile and defamatory 
Finally, Hill commented: 
If Syrian-Australians like Susan Dignam [sic] would like to see more 
balanced reporting of the situation, they should lobby their government 
to allow foreign journalists to see the situation first-hand.  
While Hill was publishing her Storify, the Editorial Policies staff forwarded their 
recommendations to me. They suggested I delete the contribution and write to 
Dirgham to cease her criticism of ABC journalist activities on an ABC hosted 
platform. This was the first in a series of three possible warnings that would 
terminate her membership in ABC Pool.  
The Dirgham and Hill case study raised important questions about how user-
driven online platforms such as ABC Pool operate within an institutional 
setting and how they can test existing regulations and policies. Within this 
case study, senior staff were anxious for immediate results, while the editorial 
team worked collaboratively with other policy experts to understand all 
aspects of the case. The Pool team was willing to support their users despite 
confusion and disappointment. The case study is indicative of how the Pool 
team closely interacted with the Pool participants to manage user 
expectations and maintain an open dialogue between the core individuals 
involved in this case. The case study concluded with an apology from 
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Dirgham for compromising the project through her efforts to maintain her 
political position on the Syrian uprising.  
 
Figure 5.4 Twitter conversation between Dirgham and Hill 
This case also points toward a broader research finding of the community 
manager role as a nexus between each stakeholder. By engaging in cultural 
intermediation, the community manager must develop an understanding of the 
interests of each stakeholder and mediate between them. However, it is 
important that the community manager does not favour any individual 
stakeholder over the other, as this will compromise their integrity as a 
balanced intermediary. Ironically, the institutional online community manager, 
and the community, is ultimately governed by the institution’s rules, in this 
case editorial policies. Although acting as the community manager, I 
attempted to represent the Pool user to the ABC more broadly. The final 
decision, however, was guided by a governance system I had no control over, 
thereby constituting my role as a representative of the institution to the 
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community user. The next section explores the inherently problematic location 
of the community manager among the stakeholders. The following and final 
case study of ABC Open and ABC Pool demonstrates the equidistant 
positioning of the community manager within cultural intermediation, and is 
representative of the communication interaction between the Pool participants 
and the ABC as institution (Figure 5.1).  
5.1.3 ABC Open debate 
On 3 November 2010 a discussion commenced on an ABC Pool forum to 
question why the new ABC Open project would receive development while 
Pool lacked any investment to develop its existing site: 
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Figure 5.5 Pool user Veronique discussing her disapproval of ABC Open in the defense of ABC Pool 
The conversation continued for several days with regular users asking similar 
questions to that prompted by Veronique. The comment thread was the 
impetus for the ABC Pool team to write a blog post titled “What’s the 
Difference? Pool and ABC Open”, which was an attempt to explain to the 
passionate members of ABC Pool the difference between the two projects. 
However, the blog post created an avenue for dissent and backlash from the 
ABC Pool community, who erupted with harsh criticism of the Open project. 
The reaction from the community prompted the Pool team to seek input from 
the ABC Open team. Cath Dwyer, project co-Director of ABC Open, 
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responded, and the following week the Pool team published a second blog 
post: “What’s the Difference? Pool and ABC Open part 2”: 
 Over the last week Pool has hosted some passionate and, at times, 
heated debates around the upcoming version of Pool, and Pool's 
relationship with ABC Open. It all started in the comments under last 
Wednesday's blog post. More than anything, the constructive, lively 
debate has reinforced how important this space is to the Pool 
community. 
On Monday, a blog post went up to help define the differences between 
Pool and ABC Open. Today, ABC Open Project Director, Cath Dwyer 
has answered some of the burning questions that arose out of last 
week's Community Editors meeting about the relationship between 
Pool and Open. 
1. What are the differences/similarities between Pool and Open? 
I'd like to start with a bit of background about ABC Open. In the ABC's 
last round of funding, the federal government committed additional 
money (new and specifically targeted funds) to help build capacity in 
regional communities to tell their own stories through digital media. 
This initiative was initially called the Regional Broadband Hubs 
Initiative, and the majority of the funding was specifically directed 
towards employing producers to stimulate and facilitate community 
participation in regional Australia. 
Both Pool and ABC Open are about connecting people to create and 
collaborate. But the first difference I'd see between ABC Open and 
Pool is that ABC Open is really a more facilitated space. We want 
everyone in regional Australia to get involved, but we're particularly 
concerned with helping people gain the skills to get involved, and to 
help people feel comfortable and familiar with using digital media and 
contributing to ABC platforms. So a large part of our role is offline, 
actively going out into communities to find people who might like to 
contribute and helping them to do that. 
The second difference is our regional focus. When you visit ABC Open 
you'll notice that one of the ways to navigate the site is by Region. As 
we develop we'll be looking to organise people, content and events 
around these regions. So we've got a really local focus, looking to 
connect people in regional areas with each other, as well as more 
broadly - nationally and globally. 
Another difference, right now at least, is that ABC Open is really quite 
structured. Because it's such a large endeavour, we have started with 
projects. We're still very new and so we haven't built all the features, 
like member or user profiles, that we'd like. So that's the main way 
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people can get involved right now. Our first two projects have had a 
fairly specific brief, and that's really about giving people some 
parameters to work with - for a lot of people, that makes it easier to get 
involved. 
So how are we the same? We're both operating in similar spaces, 
we're both interested in connecting people to create and share through 
the ABC. So we're bound to overlap at times and at other times seem 
less similar, depending on what's going on at the time. And as both 
communities develop further it'll be something we'll keep talking about. 
2. Are Pool members better off going to Open? 
I don't think I have the answer to this - it's really up to you, but I don't 
see the two projects as being mutually exclusive. Pool members are 
very welcome at ABC Open and there's no reason you can't be 
involved with both. At the moment Pool offers quite a lot of features that 
ABC Open doesn't, eg the capacity to self publish text, audio, and 
video. If you want to blog or upload poetry or videos or music, you can't 
do that yet at ABC Open, so Pool is really the best place to do all of 
that. Different ABC Open projects might get you inspired, so please join 
in if you'd like to. 
3. How can Pool members get involved in Open and meet the Open 
Producers? 
If you go to the ABC Open site and navigate by region you'll be able to 
find a contact email for your local ABC Open producer. Our producers 
are based in ABC Local Radio offices, but we're still filling positions, so 
you might not find a local producer in your region just yet. By the middle 
of next year nearly every Local office will have an Open producer, so 
keep checking back as more regions open up over the next nine 
months. 
As the community manager, I engaged in cultural intermediation and was 
active in the conversation that emerged after the blog post and intermediated 
between loyal and long-term Poolies – Rossco, Veronique, WWW, and d. – 
and my colleagues at the ABC. I engaged in public discussions, which meant 
that they were visible to everyone and required considered responses that 
supported both the Poolies and my colleagues at the ABC. The first comment 
in the thread was from WWW, who was critical of the management of both 
projects: 
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Too many chiefs and not enough Indians. 
It seems to me that the major problem here is most people on both 
sites seem to be mainly concerned with being an administrator- 
producer- mod bod- community editor, project manager- researcher- 
assistant to the assistant. OPEN is a lost cause before it starts by 
going for fifty-six paid meddlers in community affairs before it even has 
one community member to administrate. It doesn't have any direction 
or reason to become involved (as a contributor) other than adding to 
the already oversubscribed, politically correct, send in you picture 
projects. POOL, on the other hand, still has a chance of becoming a 
great site for the public to visit, and become involved in, because it has 
retained the function of a User Generated Content site were ordinary 
people can post stuff and practice there skill at be coming a producer of 
quality content without having to submit it to some ego inflated 
graduate of the old school Manipulative Media 101. 
I know I'm probably (PiTW) banging the old tin can but a bit of 
democracy on this site would not go astray and I think if it is ever going 
to be wildly successful, every contributor should be considered equal 
with some say in the running of their site. 
To which I responded: 
I think the key issue that everyone is working on here is facilitation. By 
involving and including people with all types of skills into the process, 
we are starting to learn "how" to do things collectively. The ABC is 
starting to listen and incorporate everyone's voice in this process - 
which is highly commendable I think. And in that regard, Pool has a lot 
to offer Open as they start down this process. 
No, Open doesn't allow you to contribute freely just yet, but if you recall 
Pool has had its issues in the past as it has matured to the current 
format of reactive moderation. And contributors such as you have had 
massive input achieving this. 
As Cath pointed out, Open are really concerned with educating people 
in a physical sense with digital literacy. So I also see this as the key 
difference between Open and Pool. 
I reckon Wayne, you are tricked-up when it comes to digital literacy and 
you have a spectacular presence on Pool. That to me suggests you are 
one of the key people that should be helping us and Open move 
forward with the models we are, well, experimenting with. Sometimes 
demonstrating how is a very powerful way of educating. 
d. joined the discussion by criticising my argument: 
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Jonathon, you are obviously thinking deeply about the issues people 
are bringing up and explaining the way things are (hopefully) going to 
proceed. 
However, I take issues about internet literacy. The Country Viewpoint 
group already on POOL (and the reason I joined POOL to start with) 
has HUNDREDS of contributors - all of whom presumably have enough 
internet literacy to join up and post a story and/or picture. 
But where are their stories being told, or listened to, or read by the very 
ABC people who are saying that the regional viewpoint needs more 
fostering? Why not start here, fostering those who have already shown 
an interest and been ignored and probably now are cynical? Why not 
start with these people and ask them what they need to help them, and 
whether they have friends and acquaintances who would be interested 
in doing more and different things? 
One of the issues that was being discussed at the time I joined 
(because of my involvement with Country Viewpoint) was that the 
listeners were not submitting the type of articles the ABC staff were 
wanting to hear. 
If, as you say, these last two paras are rubbish, and the ABC really 
does want to know what regional/rural people want, and how to get 
them online, then I say to you they are already there - hundreds of 
them - on POOL - and they have been totally ignored for 2 yrs now. It 
may be appropriate to introduce them to OPEN - under a new name, 
but many of them ARE internet-literate, and many of them are there 
champing at the bit waiting for someone to notice them.  
d. 
I attempted to steer d.’s energy toward developing the projects through 
constructive criticism: 
I agree there are many people who are Internet literate in this fortunate 
country of Australia, but there are many who are not. These are the 
people Open are targeting. 
You could also say that Open are the project continuing to build the 
discourse between creative practitioners and the broadcaster. It is as 
much a learning curve for the practitioner as it is for the broadcaster! 
So with all this learning going on, it is difficult to rely on one small group 
to be doing all the teaching. Instead, I feel we should be adapting a 
social learning type of approach where we are all sharing our strengths 
to benefit all of those around us. In fact, it is already happening! 
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Wonderboy conducted an Audio recording 101 for Poolies last month 
via Skype! 
Finally, WWW responded with: 
Thanks Jonathon for your considered reply to my harsh criticism. 
If I come across as a bit heavy handed it's because I see the 
importance of the work we are involved in and only want the best for 
all. 
I am a bit of a lone wolf and have trouble with the whole collective 
thing, but I am making progress. After further study of the OPEN site I 
came across this http://open.abc.net.au/posts/3664/ballarat-s-bunch-
bring-the-goods-for-1... and would like to praise Marc Eden’s efforts 
here because it opened up my eyes a little more to what Cath is on 
about. 
If I can be of any help it's probably in the area of how the average 
person can become involved with this amazing technology, learn how 
to use it to express themselves and my long-term hope is, that IT can 
become a tool for better Democracy not just for entertainment. 
You have my support and I'm looking forward to witnessing your mega 
efforts mature. 
In listening to the comments of each user and addressing them sequentially, I 
gained respect from the community members, as the community manager, by 
displaying my concern for ABC Pool along with ABC Open. The ABC Open 
employees indicated they too were confident in my ability to represent them to 
the users, considering I had defended them appropriately to an irate group of 
individuals. The fundamental finding of this case study supports the necessity 
of the community manager to understand the communication patterns of 
different stakeholders by using their language and tone, another key aspect of 
cultural intermediation. Ultimately, the ABC had employed me, so any 
response I made had to support the ABC to ensure my future employment. In 
this instance, and because of my employment, I had to favour one 
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stakeholder over another. However, in favouring the ABC I was able to explain 
the direction of the institution to the Pool community using the community’s 
language and my diplomatic expressions. 
The following section further explores the community manager’s location 
between the stakeholder groups by examining how the role operates during 
the interaction process between the stakeholders. As highlighted above, the 
position is ideally located within the centre of the three stakeholder groups; 
however, realistically, this location shifts depending on the community 
manager’s activity. Within the ABC Open debate, the location of the 
community manager was between the Pool participants and the ABC as 
institution; however, my actions were dominated by the employment 
constraints of the ABC, shifting my location closer to the ABC stakeholder 
group. So far, this thesis has highlighted who the stakeholders are, what their 
interests are and how they relate to each other. It has also emerged within 
this chapter that the community manager serves as a nexus to stakeholders 
and often mediates the communication and activity between them.    
5.2 The community manager as nexus 
Section 5.1 highlighted three case studies that demonstrate the interactions 
between the three ABC Pool stakeholders, as indicated in Figure 5.1. Within 
each of these case studies, the role of the community manager as an 
intermediary is most apparent as a communicator and translator. The 
communication and translation activities carried out by the community 
manager involve understanding the tacit norms and rhetoric tropes of the 
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stakeholders. By understanding the stakeholder’s expected norms and by 
using their language and tone, the community manager is able to bridge the 
differences between the multiple participants engaging in cultural production. 
The ability to span production disciplines suggests that the community 
manager’s core skill is to understand the language and norms of the individual 
actors. Secondary to this is the ability to translate those norms between 
stakeholder groups when engaging in any interaction. 
Developing the interaction and communication diagram of Figure 5.1 and 
including the findings from section 5.1 results in an updated representation of 
the ABC Pool stakeholders that position the community manager as nexus: 
 
Figure 5.6 The ABC Pool communication and interaction with community manager as nexus 
Figure 5.6, however, represents an ideal situation, where the community 
manager can maintain an equidistant position between the stakeholders. In 
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reality, the day-to-day tasks of the community manager positions him/her 
closer to one of the three stakeholder groups, depending on the type of 
activity. For example, in Main$treaM’s case, as the community manager I 
interacted with the ABC as institution to understand the ABC’s reaction to the 
contemporary artistic material. Then I exhibited the concerns and interests of 
the Pool participant during the consultation and consequently engaged the 
Pool participant to explain the outcome of the ABC’s recommendations. My 
role represented the concerns and interests of the ABC as institution toward 
the Pool participant. This shifts the orange circle in Figure 5.6 toward the 
upper right side, between the ABC as institution and the Pool participants. 
The location of the community manager perspective shifts, as the role 
interacts with different stakeholder groups and individuals, depending on the 
activity. 
By establishing how the community manager’s focus shifts in relation to the 
activities of key stakeholders, the following section further unpacks the 
functions of the role. By highlighting the community manager functions, it 
becomes possible to map them onto the interaction and communication 
spheres to extract the community manager’s focus within any given activity. 
The following section also highlights how the community manager within ABC 
Pool differed from a single point of connection between all of these groups. 
Rather, the community manager role is highlighted as one of the cultural 
intermediary roles responsible for cultural intermediation within institutional 
online communities. That is, there are multiple intermediary roles that manage 
how a group of individuals engage in cultural production and the community 
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manager is one of those intermediaries. However, to adequately understand 
the role of the cultural intermediary as an extended group of intermediaries 
operating alongside the community manager, it is necessary to highlight the 
functions of the community manager.   
5.3 The functions of the community manager 
This chapter describes the community manager role at ABC Pool 
theoretically, provides three examples of the community manager in action 
and locates the community manager as a nexus between key stakeholders. 
This section will provide an analysis of the day-to-day activities of the 
community manager role. The data is from the ethnographical field notes I 
made as Pool community manager over the last three years. 
Analysing the qualitative data from my journals and field notes has produced 
a list of 12 categories. To establish a category, the researcher must group 
together active incidents (Charmaz 2006) from each section of observational 
notes to avoid incorporating pre-established categories. An incident-by-
incident analysis of my field notes produced 12 codes that enabled me to 
compare different sets of data. The active incidents, or more frequently 
occurring codes and categories, become the foundation for focussed coding 
that explicitly outlines the understanding of community management within 
ABC Pool. Hebdige (1979) suggests understandings are a “normally hidden 
set of rules, codes and conventions through which meanings particular to 
specific social groups… are rendered universal and ‘given’ for the whole of 
society” (Hebdige 1979: 9). The 12 focussed codes are presented in Table 5.7 
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along with the active incidents that are most common to each of those codes 
and represent 12 forms of cultural intermediation. The data from my research 
demonstrates evidence for understanding community management that 
extends the established community management theories.  
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Category Title Active Incidents 
Interaction with the ABC 
• Work with Radio National producers – Design projects and 
distribute contributions to Radio National producers 
• Prepare material for broadcast – Polish contributions to 
broadcast standard 
• Integrate Pool with ABC programs – Develop new ways 
Pool can operate with existing ABC programs 
• Manage internal perceptions of Pool within the ABC – 
Advise ABC staff on its use 
Policy Implementation 
• Understand ABC policy – Reflect on ABC Editorial Policies 
and the ABC Charter 
• Implement ABC policy – Ensure activity remains within 
these guidelines 
• Implement Pool’s Terms and Conditions – Ensure all 
activity complies with the established Terms and Conditions 
• Develop policy – Refine and develop new policy when the 
existing guidelines are inappropriate 
Community Engagement 
• Engage with ABC Pool participants – Talk, encourage, 
educate and interact with the Pool participants 
• Understand individual participants – Communicate in a 
one-on-one basis with participants to build rapport 
• Feature/highlight/critique contributions – Display 
participant contributions as exemplary 
• Listen to participants – listen to participant commentary and 
action their suggestions 
User Communication 
• Personal communication – respond to emails or talk over 
the phone with participants 
• Welcome new participants – Send new members a 
welcoming note from the Pool team 
• Write blog posts – on the old Pool blog 
• Introduce my own personality – Approach participants as 
myself and not a community manager or ABC employee 
Education 
• Knowledge transfer between Pool and participants – 
share skills and knowledge of media production and practice 
• External education – Share Pool team’s project knowledge 
with non-ABC individuals and institutions 
• Social media training – Share UGC knowledge with other 
ABC staff and divisions 
• Collaborate with the education sector – collaborate with 
Australian education institutions 
Community Development 
• Develop community editors – Train super-user participants 
to highly engage with other Pool participants 
• Negotiate relationships between participants – 
Understand interactions between participants and facilitate 
discussions 
• Meet with Pool team participants – Physically meet Pool 
participants in an offline environment to build personal 
relationships 
• Engage open management – Develop management 
strategies with the Pool participants to involve them 
Content Moderation 
• Comment on work – Offer feedback, critique, or general 
comments on contributions 
• Moderate forums – Maintain discussion and engagement 
• Abuse moderation – Police and delete abusive contributions 
• Community moderation – Provide the community with the 
tools to perform moderation activities 
Administration 
• Technical assistance – help participants with technical 
issues 
• Site maintenance – housekeeping and minor technical 
modifications 
• Respond to emails – talk with participants who email Pool 
• Internal ABC administration for Pool – perform formal ABC 
administration (e.g. budgets, sign documents) 
Profile Building 
• Expand Pool’s connections – Meet other individuals and 
groups that work in related areas 
• Present Pool to peers – Introduce Pool to educators, media 
professionals, or social media experts 
• Disseminate productions – Completed collaborative 
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productions are ‘shopped’ around for publishing outcomes 
• Connecting cultural institution – connecting with other 
cultural institutions to collaborate on projects 
Analysis 
• User analysis – Investigate the Pool users, why they are 
there and what they do 
• Compare Pool to other social media websites – 
comparatively research other social media spaces 
• Compare community manager strategy – comparatively 
understand Pool community manager strategy 
• Analyse other ABC spaces – Research other UGC spaces 
operating within the ABC 
Project Management 
• Designing a project – Understand project design by 
including participant interest 
• Build project space – Physically building a project space 
• Invite participants – Invite target producers and audience to 
the project for participation 
• Produce seeding content – Provide content to spark 
creativity 
• Analyse and refine project – Analyse a project on 
completion for improvement 
Design/Tech 
• Designing site functionality – listen to user complaints, 
translate into developer language and inform designers 
• Develop ideas – Listen to participants and develop their 
ideas to enhance the user experience 
• Limit scope – bring user ideas into scope of the Pool project 
• Experiment with 3rd party platforms – disseminate Pool 
over other platforms to integrate new process and techniques 
Table 5.7 The 12 active incidents of the ABC Pool community manager 
The percentage of time spent on each activity emerged by comparing the 
frequency of the 12 focussed codes against the entire time spent as a 
community manager. The breakdown is shown in Figure 5.8: 
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Figure 5.8 Frequency of active incidents of the community manager on ABC Pool 
The 12 active incident categories ignore the sensitising concepts of 
communication, collaborative feedback and collaborative creativity 
established earlier in Chapter 4. The sensitising concepts ground the active 
incident categories within this research. By aligning the 12 active incident 
categories with the three sensitising concepts, I was able to construct four 
categories that concisely describe the primary activities of the ABC Pool 
community manager and provide the basis for understanding cultural 
intermediation. The four active incident categories of the ABC Pool community 
manager are demonstrated in Figure 5.9. 
Administration,!3%! Communication,!9%! Project!Management,!10%!
Interaction!with!the!ABC,!13%!
Policy!Activity,!9%!Management!Techniques,!15%!
Moderation!Techniques,!4%!
Community!Engagement,!18%!
Education,!4%!Analysis,!5%!
ProGile!Building,!7%!
Design/Tech,!3%!Incidents)Within)Pool)
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Figure 5.9 The four refined active incident categories of the ABC Pool community manager 
Presenting the data in this format indicates how the four activities map onto 
the communication interaction diagram (Diagram 5.1) to outline the types of 
activities the community manager performed when interacting with the three 
ABC Pool stakeholder groups. However, it is worth exploring the categories in 
greater depth before aligning the categories with the stakeholders in order to 
understand the characteristics of the four active incident categories and how 
they align with the stakeholder groups. 
5.3.1 Interaction with the ABC 
Interaction with the ABC was defined as engaging ABC producers and 
managers to strategically position Pool within the ABC more broadly. 
Typically, activities included collaborating on broadcast outcomes with 
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producers, marketing the platform to other ABC content producers to use ABC 
Pool within other divisions of the corporation and editorial policy issues. 
Additionally, Interaction with the ABC incorporated the sub category of Policy 
Implementation, which was to align ABC Pool with the governance of the ABC 
more broadly. Editorial Policies governed any activity on ABC Pool and are a 
policy tool to enact the ABC Charter (1983). However, these policies are not 
always suitable and often require amendments for digital media activities, for 
instance ABC Pool’s engagement with experimental media publishing 
techniques. When an ABC policy is inappropriate for ABC Pool, in this case 
the community manager engages in “interaction with the ABC” with “the ABC 
as institution” to develop and implement policy amendments. 
5.3.2 Community engagement 
Community Engagement was defined as interacting with the participants of 
ABC Pool through day-to-day activities by commenting, analysing or offering 
feedback on contributions and discussing ideas in forum spaces. Community 
Engagement also refers to welcoming new participants to the platform. Often 
users returned to ABC Pool or contributed additional creative works after 
receiving comments or feedback (Foley et al. 2009). The Community 
Engagement technique utilised the established ABC Pool language and tone 
to communicate and collaborate with other participants on site. There are 
several guiding rules that assisted communication within ABC Pool. For 
example, a positive tone while communicating built on a technique that 
ignored negative, ‘baiting’ comments meant to provoke arguments between 
ABC Pool participants. Positive community facilitation may assist community 
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management in resolving challenging situations where the users themselves 
attempt to resolve these issues without any community manager intervention 
(Field notes, April 2010). 
Community Engagement incorporates the smaller community focussed 
categories of User Communication, Education and Community Development. 
Education refers to knowledge transferred between the community manager 
and the Pool participants. As the community manager I discovered and 
shared new techniques or better practice, and this was reciprocated by the 
Pool participants. User Communication defined all forms of communication 
between the community manager and the Pool participants. Community 
Development is the largest sub category included within Community 
Engagement, and refers to community building. Community building was not 
only about developing rapport with individual Pool participants but was also 
about developing external relationships with other cultural production projects. 
Community Engagement enabled me to communicate, educate and build 
relationships with the Pool participants.  
5.3.3 Community administration 
Community Administration within ABC Pool was defined as resolving 
contentious issues and maintaining the day-to-day operational tasks. This 
included activities like listening to participant requests (internal and external of 
the ABC), remaining transparent with management strategies and improving 
the online environment where possible. The Community Administration 
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category was also inclusive of administrative type activities that maintained 
the site and ensured its continued operation. 
The Community Administration category incorporates Content Moderation, 
Administration, Profile Building and Analysis. Content Moderation is 
concerned with copyright infringement, publishing obscene content and 
material in breach of editorial policies. Community Administration also 
absorbs Profile Building, which was defined in the Pool context as the process 
of connecting ABC Pool with other external institutions and organisations; 
public relations related to profile building but not to the marketing of ABC Pool. 
The final categories within Community Administration are Administration and 
Analysis. An example of an Administration activity was to complete paperwork 
for ABC Unit Coordinators, whereas Analysis was the comparison of the ABC 
Pool web statistics to other similar sites to provide an understanding of the 
project’s strengths and weaknesses. Community Administration was an 
activity the community manager primarily conducted with the Pool team. 
5.3.4 Project design 
Project Design was defined as designing, implementing and managing 
participatory projects within ABC Pool, and emerged as one of the most 
significant activities of the community manager. As opposed to Community 
Administration, Community Engagement and Interaction with the ABC, this 
newer and relatively unexplored category required the most attention. It drew 
on skills and knowledge to interact with all three stakeholders, while also 
requiring the maintenance of an awareness of the other activities outlined 
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above. The Project Design category represented the community manager as 
the nexus between stakeholders.  
The Project Design category includes Project Management and the Design 
and Tech category. During the developing stages of participatory projects, 
functionality requirements for the creative process will arise that require 
technical development. Technical development primarily refers, in the ABC 
Pool context, to the code generation for the Drupal content management 
system. The community manager in this role is required to understand the 
project’s scope from both design and technological perspectives. They are 
responsible for effectively managing the project’s construction and delivering 
to the website. An additional task of project management was to communicate 
the process between all stakeholders, namely the ABC producers of the 
participatory project and the Pool participants, to ensure all the requirements 
of these individuals were facilitated. 
5.3.5 Mapping the community manager activities across the ABC Pool 
stakeholder interaction model 
With an understanding of which activities the community manager did with 
whom, it is possible to map those activities against the ABC Pool stakeholders 
outlined in Figure 5.1. Table 5.7 demonstrates the types of activities the ABC 
Pool community manager performed, while the four sections above (5.3.1 – 
5.3.4) synthesises the categories that align with specific stakeholder groups. It 
is worth noting that the community manager was not the only individual 
responsible for facilitating these interactions, as Figure 5.10 indicates via the 
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overlapping areas of the stakeholders. Although the community manager was 
centrally located, each stakeholder was likely to interact through other 
activities, for example the Pool team emailing individual Pool participants or 
the Pool participants interacting with ABC producers. This indicates that there 
were multiple intermediaries operating at multiple times, a concept explored 
further in the next section. However, by adding the activity categories to the 
communication interaction model, the rationale becomes explicit for how the 
community manager engages in cultural intermediation with each stakeholder 
group. 
 
Figure 5.10 The relationship between activies and stakeholders within ABC Pool 
As outlined earlier, the community manager was the single role equipped to 
effectively conduct the activities associated with Project Design. The role had 
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a detailed understanding of the requirements, characteristics, behaviours and 
different languages of each stakeholder and could therefore mediate 
appropriately between them. This is of particular significance concerning 
Project Design. For example, the interaction and communication process, 
while designing a project directly, relates to the negotiation between the three 
ABC Pool stakeholders. The negotiation process assisted the Pool team in 
deciding on appropriate projects to endorse (Pool team), explained the 
project’s feasibility to other ABC staff (RN producers) who engaged with the 
Poolies by highlighting which projects they would participate in (ABC as 
institution) and communicated the aims of the project to those participating 
(Pool participants). This process, to satisfy all three stakeholders in one 
activity, suggests that the community manager was the nexus of interaction 
between the stakeholders while engaging in Project Design. 
However, as we have seen in Chapter 4, it was not necessarily the ABC Pool 
community manager that facilitated participatory projects. Indeed, RN’s Miller 
and others successfully conducted participatory projects without the entire 
knowledge and skill set of the community manager. These other 
complementary roles used the skills and knowledge that was extracted from 
the community manager role, but were not operating as the community 
manager within collaborative production arrangements. It is therefore 
apparent that there are other forms of cultural intermediation which exist 
between the different stakeholders in ABC Pool as an institutional online 
community, beyond the cultural intermediation activities of the community 
manager as such. Cultural intermediation takes place when any negotiation 
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occurs between the stakeholders that are engaging in cultural production in an 
institutional online community environment. The following section defines 
cultural intermediation as the process that is performed by multiple cultural 
intermediaries operating alongside the community manager of ABC Pool. 
5.4 Cultural intermediation 
Section 5.2 outlined the community manager as nexus between the 
stakeholders of ABC Pool by highlighting which activities the role performed 
and how those activities related to each stakeholder. So far, the 
communication and activity relationship between the stakeholders within ABC 
Pool has been explored from the perspective of the community manager only. 
During the research, I observed that aspects of the role extended to other 
individuals who were performing elements of cultural intermediation. 
Furthermore, I observed this role operating in multiple areas of the ABC more 
broadly, where interactions exist between online audiences and ABC 
production staff. The community manager role was embodied by a number of 
other job descriptions across the corporation, which more or less performed 
similar duties outlined in this chapter. The existing definition of the community 
manager within the literature and in practice varies from being a moderator 
through to the role described in the previous section. This variation of the 
community manager role makes it difficult to develop that definition further. 
What I have observed, which is more interesting, is that the Pool community 
manager, as one aspect of a larger group of intermediaries, operated among 
the ABC more broadly, among other PSBs and in other commercial industries. 
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Multiple departments used the community manager role across the ABC to 
facilitate audience engagement and co-creative practices. Some examples 
include online moderators for the popular ABC Science forums, the 
moderation team for the Twitter stream on the live broadcast of the Q&A 
program, journalists sourcing stories via social media networks, and the many 
online producers who maintain multiple Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Storify 
and other third party platforms where ABC content is published. These roles 
implement aspects of community management, both directly and indirectly. 
Additionally, there is an institutional approach towards the organisation and 
the coordination of the online presence of ABC programs and projects. A 
social media coordinator role oversees the cultural intermediation of what the 
ABC terms the social media producer within the Television, Radio and News 
divisions. The social media producers then develop and implement practices 
and policies to assist individual online producers to align their respective 
online spaces with that of the ABC. Rod McGuinness is the Social Media 
Producer for the Radio division. He defines his role: 
 My position at the ABC is Social Media Producer for ABC Radio, ABC 
Open and ABC Pool projects. I'm within the Radio division with 
Multiplatform and Content Development and it is a role that was 
created just over a year ago [2011]. It’s a new role as social media 
producer to oversee the social media strategy and day-to-day 
management of social media accounts across all those networks and 
different projects. I do a lot of workshops and training, a lot of over the 
phone and email help with ABC staff in using social media, but I also 
work closely with the other social media reps in other divisions, such as 
television and news online looking at strategy: what are the other 
platforms that the ABC should be using or could be considering to use 
as part of their activities? The rest of my role is facilitating other people 
and getting them to use social media tools in a better way. To 
understand how their audience engages and how their audience use 
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social media on an ongoing basis, so the ABC's better at broadcasting 
and communicating to people what we are doing, but also to listen.  
As McGuinness outlines, other staff within the ABC approach audiences and 
work with them to engage in content production over social media platforms. 
These ABC staff members perform their various roles of engaging with the 
audience across specific projects by collaborating on activities that fall under 
the general ambit of the community manager role as I experienced it in ABC 
Pool. They may not be formally labelled community managers, but they act in 
this role at least part of the time. This means that beyond the formal 
community manager role, as it existed in ABC Pool and in other institutional 
online communities, there is a wider range of informal community 
management roles. Common to all such roles is that staff work as cultural 
intermediaries, negotiating the divergent interests of a range of stakeholder 
groups. This means that the community manager as I have defined and 
described this role is only one alongside a much greater range of cultural 
intermediaries. Common to all of them is that they engage in forms of cultural 
intermediation, but how they are positioned in relation to the institution and the 
community varies from case to case. 
Figure 5.11 demonstrates how the community manager is one representative 
of cultural intermediation. Where the diagram has until this point shown the 
community manager as the nexus between the stakeholder groups, the 
broader observations of cultural intermediation within the ABC suggests it is 
not only the community manager within this position but many ABC cultural 
intermediaries. The cultural intermediaries facilitate the production of cultural 
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artefacts within the ABC, however this model may well also be suitable for 
other institutions engaging in cultural production: 
 
Figure 5.11 The community manager is one representation of cultural intermediation 
The stakeholder activities remain in Figure 5.11; however, the approach to 
cultural production from a broader ABC perspective indicates that the 
stakeholder titles are labelled as new groups of individuals. The cultural 
intermediary model may well work for other institutions engaging in cultural 
production, indicated by the shift of title from Pool participants to user led 
content creation. The cultural intermediary title replaces the community 
manager title to demonstrate the multiple positions within the ABC performing 
aspects of audience engagement activities. Professional media production 
replaces ABC as institution to represent ABC producers and producers not 
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employed by the ABC that facilitate co-productions of content; for example, 
external independent production houses. Finally, site administration 
represents the Pool team, indicating that all types of online cultural production 
require the support and development of a dedicated team who are employed 
by the institution. The rationale for the label change is to extend my 
observations of cultural intermediation from within ABC Pool to the broader 
participatory culture of the ABC. It is also indicative of cultural intermediation 
not only being performed by the community manager, but rather by a 
collection of cultural intermediaries across the institution. 
Cultural intermediaries operate between multiple stakeholders concerned with 
cultural production in an online environment. They are primarily in a 
supportive and encouraging role to engage in the production of cultural 
artefacts. Cultural intermediaries undertake translation and facilitation 
activities to ensure all stakeholders understand the interests of the other 
stakeholders. They use appropriate rhetoric tropes to identify with any given 
stakeholder and act accordingly by using the established norms and 
understandings of the stakeholder group. There is, however, a constraint on 
institutional cultural intermediaries in relation to how they govern the space 
and how they are themselves governed by the rules of the institution. Cultural 
intermediaries operate within the constraints identified in the community 
manager role; within the ABC this is represented by Editorial Policies. They 
understand the technical and creative scope of participatory projects, the user 
interests, motivation techniques, and can communicate accordingly with all 
interacting individuals. Cultural intermediaries are also aware of how the 
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participatory project connects with other projects within the creative space 
while maintaining awareness of the operational tasks.  
Section 5.5 demonstrates that there are other cultural intermediaries in 
conjunction to the community manager by focussing on one RN producer, 
Mike Williams, who facilitated a participatory project for the RN program 
360documentaries on ABC Pool. The New Beginnings case study highlights 
the cultural intermediation characteristics outlined above while the cultural 
intermediaries engaged in a participatory production project with an Australian 
ABC radio audience. 
5.5 The additional, complementary roles within cultural intermediation: 
A case study of New Beginnings 
Across many projects at the ABC there are intermediaries operating who 
engage in cultural intermediation without the official title of community 
manager. This has been the case, for example, with any RN producer 
engaging participatory projects with the ABC Pool community, and the 
process was developed and became more sophisticated with each 
production. During the production of New Beginnings, a participatory project 
with a broadcast outcome on RN’s 360documentaries, the actions of one 
producer, Mike Williams, made explicit the essential community engagement 
strategies necessary to successfully manage and motivate the contributors. 
This case study exemplifies how the community manager is not replaced, but 
how other intermediaries working on the co-creative productions embody 
cultural intermediation. 
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During 2011, Williams was an in-house producer in the Features department 
of RN. He had previously produced 53-minute features for Into the Music and 
360documentaries, and had maintained an active presence on ABC Pool for 
two years. Over those two years, Williams had observed the participatory 
projects Miller had facilitated, and was interested in designing and facilitating 
his own. Both Williams and I had previously experimented in different forms of 
remixed sound projects with the Poolies, where Williams received a reputation 
as a progressive RN producer within the ABC Pool member base. Williams 
and I both had experience of facilitating participatory projects on ABC Pool 
and started pre-producing ideas and strategies for the project during 2011. 
It is worth noting Williams’s background to demonstrate how he became a 
participatory project facilitator at ABC Pool: 
 I started at university doing a degree in psychology. Then I did this 
radio elective with a lecturer, Virginia Madsen and thought this is what I 
want to do, radio. I started volunteering at 2SER radio, quit my job at 
Lowes, quit my job cooking sausages on the BBQ and just went full on 
in my final year of uni. I had this assignment that was worth 10%. We 
had to make a postcard, a four-minute piece from somewhere and I 
made a postcard from the womb, from my own womb. I narrated my 
own birth, put all these sounds in and then I sent it to Claudia [Taranto] 
of 360documentaries and said ‘Hey I've made this piece. Do you want 
to play it?’ Somebody from the 360 team, Kirsti Melville happened to be 
making a Night Air about birth. She said ‘we can't give you any money 
but can we do something else?’ I said ‘can I come and watch it get 
mixed?’  
Coincidentally, John Jacobs was up from Melbourne. So then I met 
him, had an hour-long discussion and he showed me the Night Air mix. 
I asked Claudia for an internship and received one, which lasted 6 
months where I made a couple of programs. I did a music feature 
towards the end of that where I went around Australia on tour. There 
was no job at this point and there’s no talk of continuing, but I 
volunteered to work on the Night Air Live. While I was doing that, I got 
to know Cathy Peters who was the EP of the music doco I was making. 
A casual gig came up with Into the Music for two days a week. It wasn't 
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long before a maternity gig came up with 360 for Lea Redfern for six 
months. I was here full time for the last six months of 2011 and was 
making features. I made a couple of Into the Musics, a couple of 360s 
and one of the 360s I was working on was New Beginnings. But at the 
end of November, there was still no offer of full time employment, so it 
was back to the BBQ at Hillside Hotel. However, a gig came up with the 
new RN Drive show, a junior position, and I moved to Melbourne.  
Those last six months of 2011 was the pre-production phase for New 
Beginnings. The early stages of development addressed the engagement 
issues outlined by Miller (2011), such as designing a project that was 
accessible for people of all skill levels in media production – low barrier 
combined with high barrier entry points; a subject to suit production across 
audio, text, video and photography; and a subject choice familiar to all 
potential contributors. At the same time as these pre-production meetings 
were in progress, Williams was producing a feature called The Shearing 
Game for 360documentaries. At first, the ABC Pool project was designed to 
accompany this production; however, it was later commissioned by 
360documentaries as a stand-alone project with ABC Pool. One developed 
idea which would later become the theme of New Beginnings was the 
connection between shearing sheep and a fresh start. The fresh start theme 
satisfied all the engagement criteria developed by Miller.  
Williams now had a central theme to design the project; however, he wanted 
to attempt a more collaborative production method. He was familiar with the 
process Miller had employed, but was interested in developing her method by 
including the audience within the entire production process; that is, utilising 
the same engagement strategy Miller had successfully implemented in her 
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past participatory projects while further incorporating the contributors in the 
recording, sound design and mixing processes. The approach Williams was 
proposing was not only to experiment with the participatory cultural production 
process, but to also develop his production methodology and aesthetic: 
 So I knew Gretchen [Miller] had done it and Kyla [Brettle] had done My 
Tribe in the past. I wanted to do it and do it my way because the 
features medium is ridiculously subjective where people have their own 
style. I'll hear a piece on the radio and go that's a Jane Ulman piece 
because you know the sound design and you know what she likes to 
do. Or you hear a Night Air and go I bet Di's [Dean] done that because 
it’s about fashion and she loves fashion and photography. Gretchen 
has done it her way with her aesthetic and you know it’s a Gretchen 
Miller piece. So I came into it with that kind of production model and 
what I realised while doing that is maybe we’re doing this the wrong 
way. Maybe the production model isn't the right way and maybe if we 
change that production model we could be getting a better result. On 
the other hand, we could be getting a more collaborative piece. 
The process Williams was designing and attempting to implement was 
different to the established methods Miller and, to some extent, Taranto had 
previously used. Miller would engage the contributors online, but was clear 
that the studio space where the sound design, recording and editing took 
place were her space to contribute her expertise to the project. Williams 
wanted to develop the collaborative process further and invite contributors into 
the recording, editing and sound design phases. He outlines the process thus: 
So I put the call out together: anyone can contribute, anyone can 
comment on anything, that's a normal standard Pool thing. The next 
phase is recording the people who write the contributions themselves, 
which hasn't happened in a Pool project to my knowledge. What’s the 
difference between getting my next door neighbour to read a line of a 
piece of poetry for me and getting the person who wrote the story to 
read their own story? They are worlds apart, especially for a 50-minute 
feature. That’s a challenge, making it harder for myself because you 
have to make it hit that bar, but you have to work with someone who's 
never talked into a microphone before - to make him or her hit that bar. 
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So how do you do that? So the next thing is to record all these people 
reading their own stories and edit it with them. The next phase is to 
throw it back on to Pool and get anyone to comment and give ideas on 
the sound design. So at this stage, anyone can say anything about any 
piece and it can be changed, no guarantee it will be changed but the 
idea will be taken on board and we will talk about why that should or 
shouldn't happen. The next phase is the final mix and the idea is to 
uStream it. Have a feed of the mix down and enable people with a 
rolling commentary through Twitter or Facebook to get involved and 
comment during the live mix. That's the idea. 
The design of the production process for the participatory project was 
completed and it was now time to publically launch New Beginnings. The call 
out that Williams wrote for New Beginnings was published on ABC Pool: 
ABC Pool wants to hear your New Beginnings story! 
Starting something new can be exciting, refreshing and stimulating but 
also very daunting and scary. Whether it’s a new job, new family 
member, new home, or maybe even a new love interest, we’re often 
faced with the challenge of having to start afresh in a new situation. 
This project is about expressing your stories, your experiences and 
your emotions when you’ve gone through a new beginning. 
And your stories don’t have to be real! You can interpret this project 
fictionally - get creative and think up something brand new! 
Stories can be told from all perspectives using all forms of media: text 
(please keep to a 600 word limit), video, audio, pictures... or any 
combination of these. 
Some of your written and audio contributions may be selected and 
produced into an upcoming 360documentaries feature. Images and 
video may find their way into an upcoming ‘In The Dark’ listening event 
taking place in Sydney early next year! 
The project received 86 contributions from the 44 members of the project. The 
majority of the contributions consisted of writing and short audio pieces, along 
with a few photographs and songs. Williams selected particular pieces to 
develop the New Beginnings program and invited the contributors, who were 
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from around Australia, to their nearest ABC studio to begin the recording 
process. With the contributors in the professional ABC studio environment, 
Williams was able to direct them and their performance to a standard that 
complimented the author’s original work while also aligning them with the New 
Beginnings concept. However, New Beginnings was not merely a one-way 
training exercise where ABC ‘experts’ would share their knowledge with the 
contributors. The process developed a two-way communication model. As 
much as Williams was sharing the behind the scenes knowledge of radio 
production with the contributors, the contributors were clearly defining what 
their contributions meant and how they might fit within the New Beginnings 
production. Williams would often have in-depth conversations with the 
contributors before recording them, to understand their representation: 
If you can guide people, if you can share with people how it happens 
and this is how we’re doing it, they're encouraged to produce 
something and the next time they produce something they're going to 
make it better. If you empower them with knowledge and share the 
process of how it happens, then in the future you’re going to get better 
approaches, and more engagement and a lot cooler things. So an 
example of that is there’s a line in the story that I was interpreting 
wrong. There’s a thing called a ‘pillion’ and I thought that was the brand 
of a bike, but it’s actually a motorbike passenger. I didn't know what 
that was so I was interpreting that as something else and that was way 
off. In this story by Scuzzi somebody had actually died. We'd done this 
thing where Scuzzi had driven a couple of hours into the city to record 
in Melbourne and we didn’t get that meaning through his performance. 
There’s a feeling through a couple of comments on the draft edit on 
Pool that people aren't going to understand it. I didn't understand it. 
Most people are going to miss that point that someone died. We 
needed to come up with a creative solution to get that into the story. 
You have to think if I hadn’t thrown that up there I would have been 
interpreting it in the wrong way. So coming back to the authenticity 
thing you are representing the story in a more true way. It’s not my 
interpretation; it’s everybody's interpretation. 
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The feature aired on RN’s 360documentaries on Sunday 8 April 2012. Due to 
time restrictions, the New Beginnings production process completed three of 
its five objectives; it extended the collaborative production process by 
involving the contributors in the editing stage and provided a rigorous, 
collaborative production, but it did not involve the contributors in the sound 
design and mixing processes. New Beginnings received a positive response 
from the audience: 
what marvellous listening...true story telling. A most enjoyable hour that 
I will want to hear again and again. thanks to all ... tremendous 
contributions & production. (360documentaries website, 2012) 
The most significant feedback received from one contributor indicates that the 
collaborative process initiated by Miller and developed by Williams had been 
successful: 
Of all my writing achievements, I have to say hearing my words float 
out on Radio National, in City Nights and New Beginnings, is by FAR 
what I'm proudest of. Thank you so much for allowing me to be part of 
this; it's really something to put on my resume, and make me feel better 
whenever I get a rejection from a publisher. (Name withheld, email, 10 
April 2012)  
Williams continually remarked on the standards required for a contribution 
broadcast under the ABC brand. During the production, Williams was 
responsible for maintaining and honing the technical and editorial standards of 
the contributions to coincide with the focus of the New Beginning project.  
My original vision of the project was I was completely open to whatever 
people threw at it and I believe that the vision of the producer should be 
open because you have no idea what sort of content is going to come 
in. You need to be. This is not just for any collaborative project like 
Pool. A feature producer should be malleable to the content they collect 
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and the structure and style and all those facets of the picture should be 
changed depending on the interview and the stories that you gather. 
The elements will come through and then you have your colours you 
apply to the canvas to bring your creativity and whatever style you think 
should align with what you have. 
To assist Williams in achieving this goal, the New Beginnings Conditions and 
Guidelines established the project:  
By contributing you agree to licence the ABC the non-exclusive, non-
commercial right to 
(i) broadcast your work on free-to-air radio through ABC Radio 
National’s 360 documentaries program; 
(ii) communicate the work to the public online by the Pool website or 
any other part of the ABC website; and 
(iii) do moderate editing of your text work to adapt it for style and length 
to radiophonic performance if necessary. 
In the spirit of Pool we encourage you to license your work so that it 
can be (re) used non-commercially (with author attribution) under a 
Creative Commons licence, by others. 
These guidelines are project specific and are meant to operate alongside the 
overarching Editorial Policies. While facilitating the New Beginnings project, 
Williams noted that a sufficient amount of time and effort ensured that the 
contributions aligned with the standards of the ABC. He suggested that, at 
times, the decision-making process was automatic, as an ABC employee is 
guided subconsciously by editorial policies. When asked about the processes 
and activities Williams had to perform, it closely aligned with the activities of 
the community manager role. Furthermore, the stakeholders Williams 
engaged were the same as those that the community manager interacted 
with: Pool participants, ABC as institution and the Pool team. The community 
manager addressed the interests of the user groups, whereas Williams 
referred to this as a process of fulfilling standard requirements. Fulfilling the 
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standards represents the curation process of the contributions for New 
Beginnings. Not all 86 contributions were included in the final program, 
suggesting an editorial process. Williams describes that process in the 
following: 
 If a contributor does want a piece to go on air and it doesn't, there is 
multitude of reasons why. There are technical levels that we have to 
reach to broadcast something. The content might be great, but if the 
interview’s in a car, or you don’t have an atmos21 track, or it hasn't 
been edited, then we're not going to play that. If you have edited it and 
the mix is bad, we’re not going to play that, or we might if we can mix it 
and get the levels right. So if it’s technically wrong, we can't play it. 
Maybe it’s technically right but the piece isn't interesting. So there’s a 
level of standards. It’s all standards I guess. Is it a good piece? Does 
the piece engage? There's a certain saying that come up, does the 
piece withstand its duration? That question is asked at every feedback 
session for every Radio National producer that has a feedback session 
on their feature. Is the talent good? Is the talent interesting? Does the 
talent speak clearly? Is it an idea that's been done before? Next is 
probably the most important thing, which is the Editorial Policies. Are 
you defaming someone? That’s' probably the biggest thing. Are we 
going to get in to legal shit here and will we have to pay a fine if we 
play this piece? We’re not going to play it if that’s the case. So there 
are editorial policies but you know they become… after you've worked 
at the ABC for a while they become a part of what you do and your 
thinking. Everyone starts to know you don't do that because it doesn't 
tick any of those boxes: it’s not engaging, technically it’s not good, the 
talents not engaging. In a split second you say no/yes and if someone 
asks you why you can explain which one of those standards it doesn't 
tick. I would say for a 50-minute feature literally 1000s of decision are 
made and they are tiny decisions, and these are what make a 
broadcastable piece. You have the Charter, standards for technical 
production and editorial policies. That’s how you decide whether 
something goes into the feature, that's how you decide if it goes on air.  
The observation Williams is detailing is the same as the tensions that the 
community manager oversees when operating within a cultural production. 
                                            
 
21 The term “atmos” is industry jargon for an atmospheric track that usually is embedded below the main audio 
recording to hide edits and position the recording in a particular environment. 
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Both the participatory project producer (cultural intermediary) and the 
community manager locate themselves between several stakeholders who 
are engaging in the collaborative production of cultural artefacts. In this 
scenario, the participatory project producer draws on elements of cultural 
intermediation to perform similar activities for the duration of the project. 
5.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined in detail the role of the community manager within 
co-creative cultural production at ABC Pool. It is a three-part process of 
identifying the stakeholders, understanding the core activities of the role and 
operating equally among the stakeholders. The three stakeholders within ABC 
Pool are: the Pool participants, the ABC as institution and the Pool team. The 
four activities that have emerged can be categorised as project design, 
interaction with the ABC, community engagement and community 
administration. When interacting with stakeholders, I would, as the community 
manager of ABC Pool, conduct one of those activities more with one 
stakeholder group than with others. Therefore, the activities the ABC Pool 
community manager performs align with specific stakeholder groups while the 
other two stakeholders intermittently engage in that same activity. The ABC 
Pool model is demonstrated in figure 5.10 where the community manager 
uses specific activities to interact with the stakeholders of ABC Pool. Project 
design aligns with the community manager, interaction within the ABC’s target 
stakeholder is seen as the ABC as institution, community engagement’s 
primary stakeholder is the Pool participants and, finally, community 
administration aligns with the Pool team.  
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To broaden this observation beyond ABC Pool to other ABC programs and 
projects engaging in audience participation problematises the community 
manager definition. The activities remain similar; however, the stakeholder 
groups change depending on the type of program or project and where that 
project or program is located within the organisation. All of these activities are 
part of a wider range of engagement between institutions and communities 
that can be described as cultural intermediation. Cultural intermediaries 
facilitate the production of cultural artefacts within an institution in an online 
environment. Identifying cultural intermediaries also suggests that this type of 
role is present in multiple departments and projects to assist in engaging the 
audience in new and innovative ways. 
By revealing that there are multiple cultural intermediaries operating in 
different capacities throughout the ABC also suggests that there are multiple 
forms of institutional online community management. The following chapter 
explores three models that build on the functional observations of the 
community manager and other cultural intermediaries. The first is an early 
approach that employs the community manager as the only point of 
communication between the institution and the participants. The second 
aligns with the ABC Pool experience through multiple points of communication 
between a broad range of cultural intermediaries. The third model is the most 
open yet problematic for the institution as it empowers the internal members 
of the community to become cultural intermediaries.
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 I think the ABC with technology and with a bit of a cultural shift will 
have those people here. They could be presenters or could be ABC 
staff or they could be people of note or they could also be Joe Public 
who happens to know his stuff on economics or on the arts or sport. 
They sort of blossom in those spaces but we need those community 
managers to facilitate that. 
Rod McGuinness (2012) 
This thesis has moved beyond the early online community governance 
models to acknowledge the necessity for an intermediary role to govern a 
space that engages multiple stakeholders. The focus of the thesis has been 
institutional online communities and not the broader gamut of online 
communities. The definition of an institutional online community is that which 
falls within the overarching governance models of the commercial and non-
commercial institutions that host them. They are not self-governing spaces 
and, as we have seen, rely on the efforts of the cultural intermediaries that 
facilitates them. In that regard, cultural intermediaries are the people 
responsible for identifying the key stakeholders, understanding their interests, 
recognising their tacit norms and languages and translating one group’s 
interests to the others.  
Cultural intermediaries must have an equidistant position between each 
stakeholder to maintain the integrity of his or her role among all the 
stakeholder groups. The inherent challenge for cultural intermediaries 
operating within an institutional online community is maintaining that equality 
within an environment that is ruled by an overarching institutional governance 
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model. Aligning with an institution’s online regulatory policies, however, 
pressures the cultural intermediary to favour one stakeholder, the institution, 
over the others. To avoid losing the integrity of their role among the non-
institutional stakeholders, cultural intermediaries require a unique 
management approach that aligns them with the auspices of the hosting 
institution, yet provides enough flexibility to openly engage the other 
stakeholders. This governance conundrum can be seen as an opportunity for 
cultural intermediaries to engage in one of three institutional online community 
governance models, explored further in this chapter. 
When the ABC made the transition to ABC Online during the 1990s, the PSB 
was in a state of flux “where broadcasting is unified, stable and secure… and 
the internet is fragmented, dynamic and unstable” (Burns 2003: 356). ICT 
tools have developed since the PSB first adapted Web 1.0, yet recent Web 
2.0 activities have presented a set of problems similar to that first wave of 
information and communication technologies. As Burns (2003) outlines in her 
dissertation on ABC Online, the ABC was more or less facing a dilemma of 
brand control, with online users engaging in unexpected ways on the 
developing ABC platforms. As Chapter 4 outlined, the contemporary 
technological environment presents the designers and developers with a 
similar brand control problem, a problem they refer to as maintaining the ABC 
brand integrity. In such instances, the developers and designers are guided 
by ABC Editorial Policies to design and develop functionality that maintains 
veracity. Through the case studies presented in Chapter 5, this thesis has 
demonstrated how such questions could arise when predetermined 
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functionality of the platform does not align with the interests of the users who 
engage in collaborative cultural production, resulting in user frustration and 
resentment towards the hosting institution. This thesis proposes that the roles 
of cultural intermediaries within an institutional online community are one 
possible functional solution to navigate the discrepancies between institutional 
function and user expectations. 
At the ABC and other media institutions where I have worked, I have 
observed three approaches to institutional online community governance. The 
first model has one single point of contact for the entire user base of 
members, where the single cultural intermediary is responsible for all 
interactions and communication between the online users and the institutional 
employees. The second model is similar to the operation of ABC Pool, in that 
there are multiple cultural intermediaries interacting with the online users from 
a combination of institutional departments. The third model is an institutional 
experiment that is relatively unexplored and involves the online community 
facilitators promoting the lead users to the status of cultural intermediary. The 
third model is the least used, most decentralised and most problematic 
incarnation of institutional online community governance. In the third model’s 
capacity, the users themselves embody elements of the community manager 
role that is committed to maintaining the integrity of the institutional brand by 
negotiating the tensions between the participants and the institution. 
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Figure 6.1 The level of openness for the three models of institutional online community governance 
The first section of this chapter describes the three modes of governance from 
differing scales of openness: a single point of contact (centralised), multiple 
cultural intermediaries (intermediate openness) and community editors 
(decentralised). Through the three levels of decentralisation, each model 
demonstrates scaled transparency between the institution and its users. For 
example, a centralised model with a single point of contact is not transparent 
and is tightly managed to align with the institutional focus and goals. Whereas 
an open, transparent model that engages community editors is problematic for 
the institutional stakeholders and the online user base; the users are unsure 
of the status of the community editors and the institution is uncomfortable with 
releasing editorial control to non-institutional employees. All three models 
present advantages and challenges when implemented, and as this chapter 
will highlight, the type of institutional online governance model that the 
institution will engage in is dependent on a variety of factors ranging from the 
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individual ability of the community members to the types of activities the 
community engages in. Therefore, within the three governance models, a 
cultural intermediary’s role is often ambiguous and inconspicuous, and 
oscillates from a clearly established community management role to 
incorporate other roles, such as moderator, producer and/or curator.  
The second section of the chapter analyses how the ABC has adopted and 
implemented iterations of the three models to engage audiences in new and 
innovative ways, as legislated within PSM’s Charter. As such, the variations of 
institutional online community governance that have been instigated at the 
ABC have consequently questioned the cultural intermediary’s ability to 
maintain the ABC’s brand integrity. The ABC currently control the functional 
and structural integrity of the platforms it designs and implements; however, it 
remains to be seen how this will evolve as the audience shifts from purpose-
built platforms to third party platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter 
and Tumblr. 
6.1 Institutional online community governance: Single point of contact 
model 
I define the first model of institutional online community governance as a 
single point of contact arrangement comprised of one cultural intermediary 
responsible for all communication and interaction between the online user 
group and the institutional staff. The single point of contact method is 
contextualised by Benkler’s (2006) observation of a centralised, restrictive 
model. There is also a temporal consideration to this arrangement in that any 
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establishing online community requires a starting point, where a single point 
of contact is an institution’s default origin. As an institution engages an online 
community space, it requires the efforts and coordination of one singular 
intermediary to facilitate its operation. As the online community grows and the 
intermediary is satisfactorily performing their role, the need for multiple 
interactions between multiple individuals will emerge. It is at this stage that the 
online governance model would shift to the next level of multiple cultural 
intermediaries. Finally, depending on the type of online community and the 
activities that community engages, it may also be feasible to engage the third 
online governance model. The multiple cultural intermediary and community 
editor models are explored in more detail in the following sections. 
As the name suggests, the single point of contact model draws in a large 
array of interaction and communication from one stakeholder and gatekeeps 
an abridged version of that to the other stakeholder group. This model is the 
most centralised adaptation that enables institutional control over the user 
activities conducted on the institution’s platform. The single point of contact 
model slows the amount of communication between stakeholders, limiting the 
amount of knowledge transferred between the groups. It is also the most 
inhibitive arrangement for user-led innovation to develop and occur across 
multiple disciplines. However, this model also aligns with what Weber (1998) 
observed as stability within bureaucracy that enables constant societal 
function and discourse. By providing a hierarchical system of individuals, the 
stability of the group is strengthened by a system against would-be 
overpowering individuals. More specifically, this model exemplifies a simple 
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and consistent interactive and communication process instigated and 
maintained to enable conversation for all users, where conventions are not 
disrupted by the culture of many, sometimes described as the ‘cult of the 
amateur’ (Keen 2007). 
The ABC recently launched ABC Open as a nation-wide endeavour to engage 
regional Australians, develop their digital literacy and storytelling skills and 
source new and local stories from around the country. To facilitate this, ABC 
Open has employed over 50 Open producers who are located within the 54 
ABC Local radio stations around Australia. Their role is to develop 
communities around the ABC Open project in each of the regions they are 
based, engage in activities with those regional individuals through new 
storytelling skills and produce and publish those stories through the online 
portal of ABC Open. The project is coordinated from Sydney through the two 
project directors, Cath Dwyer and Ann Chesterman. They, in conjunction with 
other ABC Open staff, design projects that will mobilise contributors at all 
digital literacy levels and will most times provide an interesting outcome for 
the ABC audience members. Their approach is similar to that of Miller and 
Williams, who had designed and produced participatory projects on ABC Pool. 
Dwyer and Chesterman then distribute the content to other spaces within the 
ABC, including ABC News, Australian Story and recently triplej through its 
Roadtrip Relay project.  
The ABC Open model of community engagement is a complex network of 
single points of contact that represents cultural intermediation, demonstrated 
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through the network of ABC Open producers. The projects are designed 
within the senior levels of ABC Open, distributed to the Open producers 
around Australia who then facilitate the projects with their local communities. 
ABC Open is as much a media production exercise as it is a community 
development exercise, insofar as the Open producers are interacting in a one-
to-one method with their potential contributors. This is indeed the first phase 
of online community governance as they are responsible for developing and 
growing their community groups. If the Open producers are performing well in 
their position, there will be more users engaging and producing more content, 
a phenomenon that is positive for the community growth yet negative in 
relation to the workload the Open producers have to manage. The sheer 
amount of activity within these cultural production exercises necessitates the 
need for more than one cultural intermediary, suggesting the ABC Open 
project is likely to shift to the next level of online community governance, 
multiple cultural intermediaries. 
A demonstration of the single point of governance model in operation that 
highlights the opportunities and challenges of a centralised model is the ABC 
Open Facebook page. As mentioned, ABC Open has more than 50 Open 
producers located around Australia, along with approximately 100 support and 
management staff. Enabling each of these voices to communicate and publish 
content on the one platform simultaneously would result in an inconsistent 
and incoherent message for their audience. Couple the inconsistency of a 
national audience’s activity with the challenge of 50 ABC Open producers also 
communicating simultaneously over the Facebook page and it would further 
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obscure any overarching publishing method. Rod McGuinness, the Social 
Media Coordinator for the ABC Open project, noted that this was problematic 
and implemented a centralised structure where he became the sole 
administrator of the ABC Open Facebook page. In this capacity, McGuinness 
is the curator of all of the content produced by the Open producers, and 
selects the most appropriate piece of content to publish daily. By having one 
consistent publishing method, he can editorially control language, tone, 
themes and style. Likewise, McGuinness moderates content on the Facebook 
page, where he is responsible for not only moderating user comments but 
also feeding any thematic conversations back to the Open producers. For 
example, if the Facebook users are consistently conversing about the shifting 
colours of the Australian outback, it would be useful for McGuinness to alert 
the Open producers within these areas to engage in some production activity 
to address those potentially active audience members.  
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Figure 6.2 A governed ABC Open Facebook page with high user participation 
The cultural intermediary role on Facebook appears to be highly complicated 
when unpacked process by process. However, as the Williams case study in 
Chapter 5 highlighted, the editorial style of thinking and operating becomes 
mechanical to an ABC employee after performing their role for a reasonable 
amount of time. In a centralised model, the Editorial Policies guide the 
decision process for appropriate content. As an employee becomes more 
familiar with these guidelines, it hastens the speed of editorial application in 
the context of user-generated content. While McGuinness’s moderation 
activities on the Facebook page appear time consuming, in reality this 
process is manageable. From this perspective, the single point of contact 
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model promotes time efficiency instead of slowing the communication 
process. 
In describing his approach to the Facebook page, McGuinness notes: 
 For the past four or five months I’ve been managing the ABC Open 
Facebook page, and that's really been the only account, or if you like 
the only platform, where I've had a day-to-day contact with a 
community or with an audience on an ongoing basis. The reason for 
that, is the ABC Open project has almost 50 producers, so a lot of 
people are involved on a day-to-day basis. So in managing that 
Facebook page we have a lot of people driving content or pushing 
content through it - it was a bit unwieldy; a bit difficult to get the balance 
right. So I said, I think we need to have a little bit more editorial, not 
control so much, but give it a bit better sense of direction. And so I’m 
doing that. 
In this example, McGuinness becomes the cultural intermediary between two 
stakeholders and has a tighter control on the flow of conversation between the 
producers and the users as a common sense communication strategy. As 
indicated earlier, the single point of contact method is a centralised and 
restrictive model. However, the ABC Open Facebook page is minimally 
restrictive, certainly on activity and marginally on content, and is, instead, 
efficient in initiating and facilitating the content and conversations. To enable 
increased efficiency in content publication, McGuinness is using a subjective 
selection process to curate suitable material for the Facebook page out of a 
larger collection of potentially publishable content from the Open producers. 
Engaging a curation process also enables McGuinness to publish a consistent 
‘house style’ for ABC Open in the context of visual aesthetic, language, tone 
and message. Therefore, in terms of efficiency and clarity, having one cultural 
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intermediary to facilitate the publication process exemplifies how the single 
point of contact model, particularly within an institution, can be advantageous.  
The ABC Facebook page demonstrates the positive attributes of a single point 
of contact governance model. Although this is not always true as the case 
study for the ABC Pool/ABC Open public debate in Chapter 5, section 5.1.3, 
demonstrates. In that case study, the community manager utilised specific 
stylistic speech to translate the different interests of the ABC Pool users and 
those of the ABC Open staff to achieve a successful outcome. Although 
strategic community management tactics were employed to engage each 
stakeholder, realistically the success may not have occurred if the cultural 
intermediary approach had been overshadowed by a centralised management 
approach. That is to say, failure may have been the result had the ABC Open 
management employed a scheduled bottleneck tactic. After Dwyer had 
published the second blog post, the manager of Radio Multiplatform and 
Content Development sent an email to all staff involved in the incident in 
which all staff were requested to refrain from interacting with the Poolies until 
a formal response was drafted from its team. During this time, I was working 
from home and was unable to access the emails from my ABC account. I was, 
however, highly engaged in the ABC Pool website, monitoring the responses 
and responding live to the users in this conversation. When I returned to the 
ABC office, I was informed of the email that had been sent and was 
congratulated on my initiative to engage the Poolies and solve what may have 
become a more difficult situation.  
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It is difficult to assess how the situation would have differed if the official 
response to the Poolies had been published. However, given the Poolies 
rejection of centralised hierarchies in favour of decentralised heterarchical 
models, it is plausible to suppose the response would have attracted a 
negative reaction and the situation would have worsened. In this respect, a 
centralised governance model that promotes all communication through one 
intermediary would have proven ineffective in engaging Pool users. Firstly, the 
lack of immediacy in responding to Pool user concerns could potentially have 
led to failed negotiations, because the official response would have been sent 
outside of the usual one-two hour conversation timeframe. A delayed 
response in this instance was due to the bureaucracy and the use of multiple 
drafting and approval stages. Secondly, had the official response been 
posted, the language and tone it used would not have aligned with the 
established norms of the community (and cultural intermediary), which would 
have had the potential to either unnecessarily provoke the community further 
or cause a sudden halt in conversation.  
A single point of contact is unavoidable when launching and developing a new 
institutional online community, where it is the default model for any institution 
engaging a group of online users. As an institution engages users, the action 
initially requires one employee to take responsibility for facilitating the online 
activities. A single point of contact is, however, a bottleneck when in 
operation, as it engulfs many simultaneous ad hoc activities and 
systematically processes them through a singular point of standardisation to 
align with the focus of the institution. The single point of contact model can 
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display differing levels of openness and transparency. From one perspective, 
it inhibits potential innovative processes and techniques by limiting 
experimental approaches towards online governance, demonstrated by the 
ABC Pool/ABC Open public debate. If the official response had been 
published from the management of Multiplatform and Content Development, 
the intermediary strategic techniques of the community manager may never 
have been realised. Similarly, demonstrated within the ABC Open Facebook 
page, the single point of contact model places limitations on content 
publishing where the potential for new contributions to appear on the platform 
is minimal because of an individual’s curation process. Alternatively, the same 
example of the single point of contact model has the potential to increase 
efficiency, because a closed model enables clear and concise conversation 
through pre-institutional filters that edit inappropriate input in favour of 
consistent contributions. It creates considered, uniformed responses that are 
consistent with a predetermined approach, a characteristic familiar to the 
bureaucracy of an institution. 
The single point of contact governance model for institutional online 
communities is the starting point for any institution. If the cultural intermediary 
is performing their role well, the community size and the amount of interaction 
will increase. The project would need to progress past this point to 
accommodate the increased workload and less time dilemma of the facilitating 
intermediary. In this state, the following stage for the institutional online 
community involves the progression towards the multiple cultural 
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intermediaries model to facilitate many conversations and interactions 
simultaneously.  
6.2 Institutional online community governance: Multiple cultural 
intermediaries model 
The multiple cultural intermediaries model for institutional online communities 
is based on the findings of Chapter 5 and outlines how ABC Pool has 
approached interaction with its stakeholders. As indicated within Chapter 5, 
there are often multiple cultural intermediaries operating across the 
participatory spaces of the ABC engaging in cultural intermediation. To avoid 
the single point of contact model, which may slow down the communication 
process and is also subjective to one person’s interpretation of the platform’s 
creative direction, ABC Pool maintained multiple points of contact with its 
stakeholders during its operation. As an addition to the single point of contact 
model, the multiple cultural intermediaries governance model demonstrates 
speed within the communication process, has a decision process by 
committee and is somewhat decentralised in the context of platform’s creative 
direction. However, as Chapter 5 outlined, the skills, tasks and activities the 
cultural intermediaries engage in during cultural intermediation differ 
depending on the project they facilitate. Successful cultural intermediation at 
the ABC suggests projects that once required a single point of contact 
facilitation of the cultural artefact production process expand to those that 
require multiple cultural intermediaries. This section explores and describes 
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the multiple cultural intermediary model, how it has been implemented within 
ABC Pool and how it is operationalised at the ABC more broadly. 
The cultural intermediation at ABC Pool saw multiple intermediaries 
interacting with the online users for a number of reasons. The project was not 
initially designed to operate this way; rather, it evolved to enable the entire 
ABC Pool team to interact with the user base. Field notes from my time within 
the project reveal that each team member had a specific purpose and method 
when interacting with the Poolies. DeLys was very active in the early stages of 
Pool, but retracted from the one-to-one communication as her time became 
increasingly restricted to the Executive Producer role of ABC Pool. In her early 
interactions, it can be seen that she was supportive and genuinely interested 
in the conversations with the contributors. Jacobs remained an extremely 
passionate communicator with the Poolies until its closure and was 
responsible for establishing the supportive and educational tone among users. 
His usual approach was to thank contributors for their work, share his 
knowledge on how something might be improved or flag his genuine interest 
in a user’s contribution. Davies was also primarily supportive of new 
contributors and was responsible for featuring users and their work on the 
ABC Pool website and across other ABC networks. His tone was sincerely 
grateful and he would often comment on how a contribution had been 
repurposed in another area of the ABC. These communication examples with 
the ABC Pool user base demonstrate that within the Pool team there were 
three consistent points of contact. The three points of contact were also used 
to interact with other stakeholder groups that engaged in the project. 
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User interaction was one portion of the Pool team role, while interacting with 
the ABC more broadly was similarly significant. All three Pool team members 
were, primarily, radio producers, therefore their skill in identifying technically 
strong, interesting and engaging content was their connective strength. 
Individually, however, they had specific ABC expertise that could be used to 
manage the ABC tasks of the project. DeLys was the diplomat who was able 
to work with other ABC producers and managers to incorporate the ABC Pool 
project into other ABC areas, for example, RN and Innovation. This task 
involved high-level strategic meetings with other ABC executive producers to 
identify common interest points and future collaborative ventures. Jacobs was 
especially strong in sound design and production and was generally 
responsible for producing material for other RN programs. His other strength 
was identifying technical problems of the site. For this task, Jacobs was the 
intermediary between the Pool team and the project manager of the 
developers. Jacobs developed the ability to effectively communicate with 
developers and could logically translate the website’s issues into a systematic 
series of problem solving potentials. Davies’s strength when he was 
facilitating ABC Pool was policy and regulation involving policies that require 
development. He would reference the existing policies, identify the 
discrepancies within the case, draft a possible solution and interact with the 
appropriate ABC staff to resolve and develop the guidelines of mediating 
UGC. He was also skilled in social media practice and procedures and 
administered all the third party platforms of ABC Pool, for example, Second 
Life, Twitter and Facebook. Each team member could perform elements of 
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each other’s role, but there were clear areas of strength for each individual, 
demonstrated through the day-to-day operation of the project. Collectively, the 
Pool team, as cultural intermediaries, had an unwieldy knowledge to 
accomplish tasks within the ABC, strategically position the project for 
maximum exposure and push the existing boundaries of the PSM remit. The 
three cultural intermediaries utilised all of their skills when performing cultural 
intermediation. 
In this scenario, each Pool team member was interacting with both the Pool 
users and the ABC more broadly, increasing the total communication and 
interaction between those hosting the project and those contributing to it. This 
supports the observation of multiple cultural intermediaries as an addition to 
the single point of contact model; that is, enabling non-subjective, fast 
communication and interaction. When engaging in these interactions, the Pool 
team employed elements of cultural intermediation. The team often debated 
the official title that was given to them, often shifting between community 
manager, social media producer, media designer and multiplatform content 
producer. The continuous oscillation between varied job titles supports the 
additional, complementary base of expertise between multiple roles engaging 
in institutional cultural intermediation. Each member, although having their 
area of expertise, was able to adapt and embody the skills and tasks of the 
other Pool team members, depending on the activity they were engaging in. 
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Figure 6.3 Multiple RN producers employing cultural intermediation 
As Chapter 5 highlighted, the complementary skills between institutional staff 
engaging in online cultural production occurred within the Pool team, but also 
across other ABC areas by cultural intermediaries not attached to the ABC 
Pool project. An example of other ABC staff engaging in cultural 
intermediation is the ABC RN producers facilitating participatory projects with 
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online users. The RN producers used the management skills and techniques 
of the cultural intermediaries outlined above, but aligned those skills with their 
own pursuits of producing a broadcastable RN feature. In this example, the 
RN producer also becomes a cultural intermediary by interacting with the 
users while employing a multiple intermediary governance model. In this 
instance, the cultural intermediation of the RN producer is a combination of 
those activities demonstrated by the Pool team above, in conjunction with 
their own skills in mobilising and facilitating a cultural artefact participatory 
project.  
Aligning Benkler’s (2006) decentralised institutional theory with cultural 
intermediation would suggest that as the number of cultural intermediaries 
increases across a project, so too should the expected benefits. However, as 
McGuinness pointed out earlier, the direction of the project can become 
unclear if there are too many voices engaging in an un-directed manner over 
the platform. Likewise, the cult of the amateur (Kent 2007) can disrupt the 
trajectory of the project negatively. This is a problem that was recognised by 
the ABC during the latter part of the 2000s, where new positions and 
strategies emerged to coordinate the social media management process. This 
is the purpose of McGuinness’s position, but in undertaking his role he also 
becomes crucial in developing social media practices across the ABC. He 
notes: 
RM: There's a social media coordinator who works through the division 
called Innovation and that role is the overarching position for all the 
ABC. The person in that role looks at strategy and a lot of policy and 
develops many guidelines for the ABC's social media approach. With 
the other ABC social media reps [Television, Radio, News Online], 
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we're actually really good I think at working together, identifying 
common issues, common problems, troubleshooting and sharing many 
of our experiences. I suppose sharing insight but also getting a lot of 
advice in terms of… if there's a television program that's going to go to 
air in a couple of months, the TV social media rep might say ‘Not sure 
what will work best for this, shall they just have a Facebook page or 
should we do stuff through YouTube?’ So its been really good working 
with these people and navigating things like what does the audience 
want, what resources do the ABC staff have to manage platforms and 
what would be the most effective process. 
In describing how his role is more about engaging the ABC staff (content 
producers) to interact with its audience, McGuinness highlights how this 
approach is opening up the ABC to listen to its audience:  
RM: The rest of my position is facilitating other people, getting them to 
use social media tools in a better way, to understand how their 
audience engage and how their audience use social media on an 
ongoing basis so the ABC's better at broadcasting and communicating 
to people what we are doing, but also to listen. So, using social media 
is a way of connecting with that audience and that's the huge 
opportunity for the ABC. It's something that the ABC sometimes does 
really well and sometimes I think falls down a little bit. It’s looking at not 
being afraid of the audience if you like when they open it up to say ‘And 
we'd like to hear what you think’ and then the audience tell us what 
they think and we suddenly go ‘Oh, actually no, we don't want to hear 
that’. I say that half jokingly because I think there is that anxiety of ‘do 
we really want to know what the audience thinks of this’ because it’s 
not always complimentary. 
I questioned McGuinness on the difference between a community manager 
and a social media producer, to understand how the existing ABC staff 
employ cultural intermediation with or without realising they do. There are 
areas where cultural intermediation is occurring beyond day-to-day 
administration tasks or moderation, yet the identification of the role is not 
broadly accepted within the organisation. He described the discrepancy: 
RM: It’s a really interesting situation where I think in the ABC culture… 
we haven't as yet, across the organisation, acknowledged that sense of 
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being community managers or having community managers really isn't 
communicated. And I think there’s this sort of obstacle in a way. The 
social media producer and people who produce social media are seen 
as those who push content through social media and say ‘here’s our 
content, here’s a link, what do you think of these?’ You’re starting 
conversations, going on to the next thing and not thinking about where 
those conversations are going or thinking about how we can leverage 
those conversions and how we can leverage the community to lead 
back to new content. Or to say from that discussion we’re interested in 
producing a program and talking about this or doing an interview. There 
really seems to be a block actually in these online spaces which aren’t 
ABC sites. You know these third party sites like Facebook and Twitter 
and others. People are more personal, they're more candid, they’re 
much more likely to say what they think than when they are on an ABC 
site. This is a great opportunity to connect with the community at a 
deeper, stronger level. And there are some people who do see 
themselves as community managers and not just moderators, that’s the 
other thing. They see it as social media people see it as ‘yep we post 
stuff and then we have to moderate it’ and that’s about ‘is there 
anything defamatory, are people being nasty to each other, who do we 
have to block?’ But not seeing it as people who can facilitate these 
discussions and then expand in those spaces. I think we've got a long 
way to go as an organisation in understating that: getting a sense of 
this is what happens everyday on ABC accounts in social media where 
there are these discussions and these threads that could go places, or 
do kind of go somewhere but there’s no one at the ABC 
communicating. It’s a really interesting time particularly for the ABC 
because the scale of our online spaces is huge! We have some pretty 
big communities that we facilitate but there’s not necessarily a great 
understanding of the potential as seeing with the community manager 
hat on. 
McGuinness outlined that intimate knowledge of online communities builds 
momentum among the user interaction and can ultimately benefit all 
stakeholders, strengthening the benefits of the multiple cultural intermediary 
model. Not only is the model efficient for communication, better for multiple 
perspectives, and timely, but it also completes a two-way communication 
cycle. At present, the ABC hosts vast numbers of online spaces, both within 
its domain and also on third party platforms. The challenge for the ABC, as 
McGuinness has outlined, is to listen to the discussion within those 
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conversational spaces by the audience. By listening to the discussions and 
expertise of the online users, content can be closely aligned with the 
audience’s interests and tastes. Taking a similar approach as the cultural 
intermediary of New Beginnings, which incorporates the characteristics of 
cultural intermediation, and applying it to the Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation as a whole would potentially enable the production of specific 
content for, and by, the audience. I asked McGuinness why he thinks this has 
not happened at the ABC yet: 
RM: I think it’s a couple of things. One is the way that this has 
happened in social media where we have gone from creating an ABC 
website which you could then comment on, then saying ‘ok well we’re 
going to move into these platforms such as Facebook’. And then it 
became ‘all right we have this ABC content; it’s on an ABC site and 
now its on Facebook. So that transition across into social media has 
largely only got to the point of delivering content into social media but 
not fostering it. The other thing, and I hope this isn't entirely the case, I 
think one of the other issues is a lack of faith in the community. To be 
honest, and this certainly is not across the board, but I do think there is 
an element of the ABC feeling, that there are some people who may 
have expertise or may have an understanding of stuff. But if you don't 
really know who they are in terms of online or you don't have time or 
the inclination to connect with them, there’s almost a lack of faith or a 
lack of trust in the wake of that community's authority and for that 
process to feed back in to complete that circle and loop. There needs 
to be a tacit acknowledgement that we don't have all the answers but 
the community as a group could come up with the answers. There’s 
that almost letting go and saying this is a great discussion: Bob and 
Julie who were at it hammer and tongs actually struck on this idea, or 
this is the core of what is really going on. I think this is the case 
sometimes; it’s hard to let go of your content and it’s hard to release it, 
which is what you do when you put it on social media. It can get 
praised or hammered to death but that conversation and completing 
that loop to say the community is actually experts or had this great 
passion or understanding or insight and to be able to foster that and 
say it’s not just about us and letting go. I think we’re a long way from 
doing that across the organisation because we don't see ourselves as 
community managers to begin with. I mean that’s a very effective 
community manger to be able to do that: to bring it back and then keep 
those conversations ticking over in a full circle. It’s a real shame and I 
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hope we get there and it’s something I just think that often it comes 
down to time and work pressure. There’s perfectly valid reasons for 
that, but I do think you could really leverage those opportunities and it 
could be much more rewarding for the audience, but also for the ABC. 
Aside from the decentralisation benefits of engaging multiple cultural 
intermediaries in cultural intermediation, including improved communication 
and interaction, increased potential of innovative production methodologies 
and a localised approach to stories of interest, this section has also 
demonstrated the potential of using the skills of cultural intermediaries across 
a public service media organisation to engage audiences in new ways. The 
multiple intermediary governance model uses the variation of the skill sets of 
multiple cultural intermediaries to effectively govern many groups of 
individuals across the many participatory spaces of the ABC. However, this 
model uses individuals from within the organisation to foster and facilitate 
cultural artefact production. Following on from McGuinness’s comments of the 
ABC leveraging user conversation to be produced into new content, 
incorporating the audience within the cultural intermediation process should 
enable another level of skill and experience through user-led innovative 
production methodologies. This forms the basis for the following institutional 
online community governance model, the community editor model. 
In terms of openness, the community editor model is a more radical form of 
institutional online governance that incorporates the audience as facilitators. 
This model is possible to implement both within the ABC and, more broadly, 
across other industries. The following section describes how the promotion of 
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lead users to cultural intermediaries occurred within ABC Pool and 
demonstrates the opportunities and challenges of the model. 
6.3 Institutional online community governance – Community editors 
model 
This chapter has demonstrated two models of institutional online community 
governance so far: the single point of contact and the multiple cultural 
intermediaries models. This section now examines the most decentralised 
modification of the online community governance models: the community 
editor model. The community editor model consists of the internal promotion 
of the users to cultural intermediaries. This third model is the most 
problematic arrangement for the institutions that promote their lead users to 
cultural intermediaries because it blurs the boundaries that once defined an 
online user from an institutional employee. The community editor model does, 
however, provide a seamless integration of the elements of cultural 
intermediation to those influential and senior online users. The integration of 
self-facilitation decreases the demand on the often poorly resourced 
facilitation teams of institutional online communities and promotes the 
development of user-led innovation expressed through published content and 
governance techniques.  
Within my first year as the community manager of ABC Pool, Jacobs and I 
instigated the ABC’s first experimental attempt to decentralise the governance 
process and make it transparent. Promoting the lead users of the site to 
cultural intermediaries and inviting them to share the decision process of 
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governing ‘their’ site was the goal of achieving transparency of ABC Pool. In 
terms of hierarchy, the cultural intermediary position filled by the lead users 
was located between the Pool team and the broader group of users, 
specifically to experiment with the potential of the role while maintaining the 
integrity of the ABC Pool project. Neither the Pool team nor the ABC had 
attempted a governance project that actively promoted decentralisation by 
encouraging transparency among its users. Consequently there was no 
existing procedure to follow. Instead, the approach was to use transparency 
from the initial design phase to mobilise the community in the development 
process and to use their input to operationalise the concept. 
To initiate the process, Jacobs and I created a forum, “Pool Community 
Moderator Project – Mod Bod”22, to ask the community their thoughts on the 
role’s characteristics, what activities the role should perform and how 
individuals should be elected to the role. The thread was the most popular 
discussion of all time on Pool with over 180 responses from approximately 20 
Poolies. The discussion included what is safe or offensive content, the 
process of electing community editors and which types of tasks the 
community moderator would do. A summary post by Poolie, sauceybeige, 
encapsulates some of the issues the community were debating: 
 Is the role proactive or reactive? I.e., would the Community Moderator 
respond to people's alerts on content afterwards and make judgments 
then, or do they just check out new and existing content and call the 
                                            
 
22 “Mod Bod” was the working title the position started with and is short for ‘moderation body’. It was intended to 
represent an internal community moderator person without an ‘official’ ABC title. Both Jacobs and myself realised it 
was an unsuitable name and required development, however we wanted the community to provide input on its title.   
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alert themselves? How many alerts does Pool get currently? Can they 
do both? 
If the role is proactive, it would need "Moderate access" (same as Pool 
staff). After Jonathon explained that Pool staff use this option to know 
and see what new content has come in, I think it would be useful for the 
Community Moderator to have this too. 
As George/Stack suggests, does the role include encouraging 
community members and their contributions through commenting? Pool 
staff already do this and for me, it has really made a difference in me 
feeling more able and motivated to create and upload content to Pool. 
And it encouraged me to leave comments on other member's 
contributions. What goes around, comes around! I say, "the more, the 
merrier", when it comes to encouragement and feedback... what do 
other people think? 
Defining "safe", "offensive", etc. I agree with WWW's point that the 
guidelines could be more specific - better to state the obvious than 
leave it open to interpretation? And as Sean suggests, some examples 
(descriptions, not the actual thing) of things that have been deemed 
unsuitable, could be helpful too for everybody - the Community 
Moderator and the Pool community. 
Technical/admin jobs of Community Moderator: Mountaingirl makes a 
good point about the techy/admin-type jobs that I imagine get done 
behind the scenes e.g. fixing up tags. Since it's a voluntary role, I would 
think that these extra jobs like these, which can be time consuming, 
aren't added onto the role. (sauceybeige, 2010) 
The key points from sauceybeige’s summary indicate that the Pool community 
were interested in providing encouragement, moderating content, would like 
increased access to the backend of the content management system (CMS) 
and would find information on editorial processes useful. This summary 
indicates the engagement level at which the Poolies were operating at to 
develop the concept of self-managing their own platform and how that political 
system might operate. The debate continued online for two months while 
Jacobs and I aligned a list of core tasks that a community moderator could do 
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with the online discussion. The list had to include tasks that would operate 
alongside the Pool team to assist, and not hinder, the governance process: 
What do we want our Community Editors to be able to do? 
• greet & familiarise new users. 
• to be easily recognised in the community as having an 'extra 
role' 
• moderate (maybe not give them full mod powers - else they'd 
have to do the ABC course - but at least block spam users, 
remove bad links, and refer up to us anything they think looks 
dodgy 
• comment/encourage pal’s work on Pool 
• certain editing permissions: edit comments/work to remove 
dodgy links and state 'This link has been removed by Pool 
moderator', junk text (?) 
• compose blog posts? 
• support the Pool team with ad hoc tasks related to Pool projects 
and feedback 
• contribute to marketing, publicity and PR around various Pool 
related projects with Radio National 
• participate in site-testing 
• communicate what they do with us easily 
After combining the Pool community’s core requirements of the role with the 
objectives of the existing Pool governance model, we had compiled the first 
job description for the Pool community moderator. The job description was 
then coupled with a summary of the past two months’ discussion and was 
posted to the forum: 
There has been some great issues debated in the forums. We also had 
Alison Michalk from Essential Baby and Venessa Paech from Lonely 
Planet drop by to add their flavour into the discussion. Some key points 
we received from them include: 
• Don't get hung up on rules, provide a broad "play nice" platform 
to the users 
• Have a group of moderators on a fixed term basis, also with a 
probationary term at the start 
• Be very clear on your position within the group, your decision 
(Pool's) is final and has to be to maintain the integrity of the role 
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• It should be a paid position, due to the amount of work involved 
with it 
From the Community: 
• No admin duties 
• Don't want to know about legal 
• It needs another name, Mod Bod too negative 
• No Blog Pitching 
• Strategic ideas for Call-outs are too much 
• Basically should be an encouraging role, and the admin and 
other bits should be left to the paid (?) Pool team 
It is after this discussion that we have refined the roles of the 
Community person (needs a better name) to suit the needs of the Pool 
team, to encourage user led innovation/social innovation, and to reflect 
the needs of the community. So I would suggest that this becomes the 
new role to bring to the table for the incoming community moderators: 
• Moderating (each day check new users, comments, content, 
abuse mod, forums) 
• Welcoming new users, suggesting tips to further develop on 
people's contribution 
• Mentor, feedback, foster, converse 
• Incorporate social media best practice into their daily work flow 
as outlined in Pool Mod Bod documentation (to be written) 
• Notice any valuable Pool learning - pass on to the Pool team for 
documentation 
• Spot bugs/technical issues - pass these on to the Pool team for 
documentation 
• Place an emphasis on the good quality contributions, and 
basically ignore deficiencies in quality but report or moderate 
breaches of guidelines. 
The discussion that emerged around how to elect the community moderators 
had stalled. Some members were calling for a pure ‘democratically correct’ 
process and a vote to elect the users to the role. Other users suggested the 
Pool team should elect the first round of community editors. The discussion 
was entering a cyclic phase and as a result the Pool team elected the first 
group of community editors by identifying the most influential and engaged 
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users of Pool. The term ‘influential’ was defined as users who contribute 
material themselves and who actively engage with other users through 
discussions, collaborations, comments or encouragement. The influential and 
engaged users were selected because of how they engaged with the 
community members, but also how it was anticipated they would work with the 
Pool team – a point raised by both Alison Michalk and Venessa Paech in the 
forum discussions. By electing the first group of moderators, the process also 
aligned with the historic method of the Pool team establishing the language 
tone to be used by the members, a model which had been successful. By 
employing a similar tactic to the election of the first group of community 
editors would set the standard for future Poolies wishing to enter the 
community moderator role. In the end, the design process to develop the 
community editor model was mostly transparent, although the launch required 
some official Pool team direction and action.  
The following individuals were selected as potential community moderators: 
• Susan Dirgham 
• d. 
• Stack 
• GB  
• Sauceybeige 
• Rossco 
• mcscraic 
• Agedmusic 
• Wonderboy 
• Mountaingirl 
We sent the following letter to this list of users to recognise them as lead 
users of ABC Pool and invite them to take up the position of ‘community 
editor’ – a title that built on the term editor to represent a community-based 
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member responsible for editing the site. The letter provides a concise 
summary of the community editor role: 
 Dear [name], 
 
Thank you for being such an active participant of the Pool community. 
We've really valued your input on the test phase of this social media 
platform. Pool is continuing to develop a new community editor role and 
we would like to offer you the opportunity to become one of the 
members who fulfils this position. 
 
It is VOLUNTARY - just do as much as you can and want. There is also 
a trial period - you're welcome to test it out and if it's not for you then 
there's no obligation. But we think you could be the sort of person that 
this role would appeal to because of your creative and social skills. We 
have chosen you because of your encouraging comments, your 
willingness to communicate with other Poolies and your ongoing 
enthusiasm for improving and developing Pool. 
 
What you'll get: 
• Increased Pool system permissions, allowing editorial access to 
contributions 
(http://www.pool.org.au/image/jonathon_hutchinson/what_a_co
mmunity_moderator_will_see) 
• An elevated standing within the community, as a senior member 
and mentor of emerging creators 
• More input into the development of the site with an insight into 
the inner workings of Pool 
• Access to a private Pool forum for peer-support from the other 
Community Editors 
• Regular phone meetings with us at the ABC about ideas, 
problems, support etc. 
• A direct input into a Queensland University of Technology 
Postgraduate Research project 
• An opportunity to gain new skills and increase your online profile 
- which may be useful to you at the ABC and in the wider social 
media world 
What you'll do: 
• Be social with the community; welcome new members, write 
comments, and lead forum discussions 
• Mentor, feedback, foster, converse - for instance offering tips to 
develop work from newer Poolies 
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• Incorporate your social media smarts - nurture your existing 
online social media skills in a 'helping' space 
• Curation - help identify quality contributions for front page 
highlighting 
• Spot bugs/technical issues and pass these on to Pool team for 
documentation/action 
• Collaborate with Pool team on documentation of any valuable 
Pool discoveries 
• Report on and where appropriate moderate breaches of Pool 
community guidelines 
[http://pool.org.au/help/poolmunity_guidelines/poolmunity_guideli
nes] 
How much will be involved: 
As much or as little as you want. It's a voluntary position, you're free to 
give it a go and back out whenever you need to. We'll start with a one 
month trial period for the benefit of you and us. The total duration of the 
role will be for six months, at which time it will rotate to other members. 
Of course if you're enjoying it then you're most welcome to re-apply to 
stay as a community editor! 
 
What to do if you're interested: 
 
Just email us at pool@abc.net.au and we'll organize a time to have a 
chat about how to start this new collaborative adventure. 
 
Either way, thanks again for your fantastic contributions to Pool so far 
and we look forward to co-creating more work and ideas with you in the 
future! 
All the users except for d. and GB accepted the role, establishing the first 
team of community editors for ABC Pool and the first official experiment in 
decentralised governance at the ABC. In correspondence with d. afterwards, I 
asked her why she declined the offer. She responded by saying she would 
rather maintain her role as an outspoken member who was free to comment 
and criticise the actions of others. She also remarked that she would feel 
obliged to act in a certain manner as an ABC endorsed community editor. As 
highlighted in the letter above, the role of the community editor included tasks 
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that required notable elevation from the broader community. There were two 
aspects the Pool team had to consider in offering this position: first was how 
to technically enable the increased editorial capabilities for some members 
and not others, and second, the ethical consideration of releasing these 
powers to users who are not officially trained as ABC staff yet are 
representing the ABC in a quasi-professional capacity.  
To accommodate the technical affordances of the community editors, Jacobs 
had been developing the back-end of the ABC Pool CMS to create a new role 
that had administration privileges between that of a typical member’s access 
and the top-level system administrator who had access to every area of the 
CMS. He had developed the ‘comed role’, a specific member level in a logged 
in state, to enable the community editors to perform the following activities: 
• As for any Pool member - e.g. view work, comment, alert moderator, 
post in forums 
 
Additional Community Editor functions are: 
• Look at new contributions to spot interesting work 
[http://www.pool.org.au/explore/works?sort=new] 
• Look at new members to spot spam linkers and to welcome interesting 
joiners [http://www.pool.org.au/explore/contributors] 
• Administer content; edit, delete, etc. [http://www.pool.org.au/moderate] 
• Access to the contribution status tool bar for editorial annotation 
• Access to the contribution status tool bar for flagging contributions for 
highlighting on Pool, Radio National front page, ABC Arts portal etc 
• Edit text accompanying contributions for removal of spam links, 
correcting formatting errors etc 
• Deletion of obviously problematic content, i.e. bad or mistaken uploads, 
duplicates, porn etc - when in doubt use the Alert Moderator function to 
send email to Pool team 
• Create and edit Book Pages for adding new topics to and editing the 
Pool help section 
• Administer comments - edit, delete, etc. If deleting you can report to 
Mollum, Pool's spam monitoring software. 
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• Administer Forums 
• Administer Groups 
The Pool team were all top-level system administrators and could access all 
areas to perform all of the tasks listed above, along with more complex tasks 
that included, for example, building Drupal modules and nodes and exposing 
those in specific views within the website. By enabling the community editors 
to perform some of the administration tasks – for example, edit or delete 
content or comments – the Pool team had to assess the second ethical 
consideration of the community editor role, and that was that the team were 
willing to trust users they had never physically met or given an official ABC 
employment interview. The team had only ever been in contact with the 
community editor’s online avatars and personas and not the ‘real’ person. 
Enabling these people to undertake editorial tasks on behalf of other Poolies 
was a serious commitment of trust. The team had to trust that the community 
editors would not abuse their elevated status within the community to 
marginalise other users or to poorly represent the ABC Pool project. 
The final task in initiating the community editor project was to alert the rest of 
the community of the newly appointed community editor group, the function 
the group was to perform and how the other community members could 
interact with the community editors. We asked the community editors to add a 
new line to their digital signature, “Pool Community Editor”, to distinguish 
themselves as lead users. The Pool team also published a blog entry 
introducing the newly appointed community editors to the broader community. 
While the old forum was in operation on Pool’s beta site, the ‘Talk with your 
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community editors’ thread received 95 comments, indicating interaction 
between the community editors and the broader community. From what I 
observed, the activity between community editor and community editor was 
typical of their prior interactions. However, when other users received 
encouragement from the community editors, it appeared to have more impact 
than a comment from a Poolie without the elevated status. This was obvious 
when users began responding to the community editors as they would 
typically respond to the Pool team. The increased level of sentiment within the 
interactions demonstrated that the project was operating according to how 
both the Pool team and the community editors had agreed it should work, by 
providing the lead users the opportunity to engage and encourage other users 
as senior ABC Pool members. 
Interacting with other Poolies and the Pool team were two aspects of the 
community editor role. The community editors would be contacted once a 
fortnight for a teleconference hosted from my office in Sydney. The 
teleconference was an opportunity for the Pool team to share upcoming 
developments, projects, adjustments to the rules and the general direction of 
the project with the community editors. Likewise, it was an opportunity for the 
community editors to voice their concerns, discuss any issues with the site, 
alert others about new and outstanding users and talk about interesting 
contributions. The community editors highlighted a collective desire to curate 
the work being contributed to ABC Pool and distribute it to other areas within 
and outside of the ABC. The Poolcast, described in detail in the next section, 
was one of the projects that enabled the community editors to curate their own 
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community editorial and share their collections with audiences beyond ABC 
Pool. The community editors often commented on how good it was to be 
talking with the Pool team directly, and how they enjoyed developing their 
understanding of the project’s background operational processes.  
Similarly, the Pool team began to empathetically understand the frustrations  
users had with the site, the areas of the site users enjoyed, which ideas 
should be developed further and what projects and activities were of interest. 
The fortnightly meetings enabled the Pool team to share their frustrations with 
the community when developments had not gone ahead as planned. By 
sharing this information, the users became aware of why requests were not 
actioned when they voiced their concern and asked the Pool team to 
undertake a particular action. It highlighted that the Pool team were not 
ignoring the users but were navigating the project within the larger operational 
processes of the ABC. For example, one idea from the community editors was 
to produce some of the photography contributed to ABC Pool into a coffee 
table book that could be sold through ABC Shops around Australia. The 
community editors also suggested the profits could be channelled back into 
the Pool project to develop a new site. The idea was substantial, but when 
researched further there appeared to be issues surrounding copyright release 
for commercial publications through the ABC brand. It was a requirement ABC 
Commercial be involved in a project that sold ABC branded products for profit. 
The process to operationalise a publication through the ABC, measured 
against the size and resources of the ABC Pool team, made the project 
unfeasible. When we explained to the community editors the reason why the 
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project would not go ahead they understood that projects operated within the 
broader ABC gamut, and how significant budgetary limitations were for a 
small project like ABC Pool. Although disappointed, the community editors 
were generally interested in finding out how their beloved online project 
worked behind the scenes. There was a considerable exchange of knowledge 
between the two stakeholder groups within the community editor meetings, 
and given the results from the early stages of the experiment, the project was 
worthwhile for all participants. 
From the Pool team perspective, there were editorial activities that the 
community editors conducted, enabling the team to concentrate their attention 
on other activities. The community editors were especially good at welcoming 
new members, offering feedback on contributions, spotting technical bugs in 
the CMS and identifying and eliminating spam from the site. There was only 
one case where I had to mediate a community editor on their actions as an 
ABC representative. As the community editors were representing ABC Pool, 
and by default the ABC, it was crucial that they behaved like ABC staff. Given 
they did not have any formal training on editorial policies or ABC culture, it 
was necessary to align the community editors with the values of the ABC, 
“Integrity, Respect, Collegiality, Innovation” (ABC, 2013), and assist them to 
embody those values when interacting with the ABC Pool community.  One 
community editor was combining her personal opinion with her community 
editor opinion, resulting in a mixed message of the ABC, more or less saying 
that it did not like a user’s contribution. As previously highlighted, this 
communication tactic contradicted the supportive, encouraging and 
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educational tone that ABC Pool staff used when interacting with its users. I 
had to remind the community editor how they should interact with other users 
of the site by instructing her on those values and their significance to the 
project. This example reflects the reason d. provided when she declined the 
initial offer for her to become a community editor; there is a distinct shift in 
how the community editors are expected to behave in comparison to their 
behaviour as community members. However, to have one incident as the only 
negative action to occur in a decentralised transparent and heterarchical 
exercise was an extraordinary result for community self-governance. 
My observations in the following months as the project developed were of a 
differing level of engagement from the community editors over that time 
period. Generally, the community editors would be extremely engaged with 
their duties for the first few weeks, but that enthusiasm would slowly diminish 
as time progressed. My observations confirmed the necessity to rotate the 
role in order to maintain the momentum and enthusiasm of the community 
editors. The declining enthusiasm could have been, in part, because of the 
voluntary arrangement of the community editors to only contribute to a certain 
threshold, after which the role might be considered a paid position. It may also 
be in part because the role was not entirely what the incoming community 
editor had expected, or the tasks may have become unexciting. A decline in 
enthusiasm of the community editor role may well have been due to the 
community editor having personal life changes. Apart from one or two original 
community editors, the group had entirely rotated approximately four times, 
with new Poolies filling positions as older members retracted from their 
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responsibilities. One successful outcome of the community editor project is 
reflected by one original community editor, sauceybeige, who now has a 
permanent position with ABC Open as the Open Producer in Bendigo.  
The success of the community editor project was confirmed through the newly 
designed site when it incorporated the designated administration role for the 
community editor position. Furthermore, those who occupied the role received 
a small pink community editor symbol next to their avatar to indicate they 
were a lead user within the community, and a user who was considered to be 
a facilitator for the rest of the participants. 
 
Figure 6.4 The pink community editor logo appears next to their name 
The following section highlights how the group engaged in cultural production 
while demonstrating the benefits of self-governed, multiple cultural 
intermediaries in online community governance. The members of the 
community editor model initiated two projects: Building Blocks and The 
Poolcast. The Building Blocks project was a long-burn project that 
encouraged remix and collaboration of existing work within ABC Pool to 
create new repurposed material. The Poolcast project focussed on community 
editorial to promote the work of others by collecting, curating and producing 
contributions into a shareable podcast. The community editors in these 
instances utilised the cultural intermediation skills they had developed as 
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community editors to engage activities that official ABC cultural intermediaries 
had engaged in in the past. Their cultural intermediation skills were 
represented through their close connection to the online community space, 
their intrinsic understanding of the users, their knowledge of the material 
contributed to ABC Pool and how that material could be repurposed for other 
applications. The community editor’s cultural intermediation skills within these 
collaborative cultural artefact production projects were more valuable as they 
not only had a close understanding of the ABC Pool members, but they had 
also undergone the knowledge exchange of understanding the production 
process that was previously only undertaken by professional ABC staff 
(content producers). 
6.3.1 The Poolcast 
The Pool team had been considering producing a podcast for two years, and 
when the suggestion came from within the community editor group to facilitate 
that project, the concept became a reality. The idea was to produce a stand-
alone program from user contributions to highlight the outstanding work 
contributed to ABC Pool while also promoting Pool in other spaces, such as 
the iTunes store and RN. The Pool team provided the tools to enable the 
community to produce an editorially inspiring Poolcast. That included 
developing two projects to collate the raw material, support tools and 
completed projects. One project space, The Poolcast Toolbox, provided 
access to open-source editing software and contained contributions from 
users that might be useful when creating a Poolcast. The Pool team recorded 
Brent Clough, on-air presenter of RN’s 360documentaries and producer of 
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The Night Air, who performed a variety of ABC Poolcast links23. The links 
recorded for the Poolcast project included, among others, “You are listening to 
a Poolcast” and “That was another ABC Poolcast, for more details visit 
www.pool.org.au”. The pre-recorded links enabled potential producers to 
place a professionally recorded voiceover of a well-known RN personality into 
their production. The other project space within The Poolcast, The Poolcast 
Group, was where finished Poolcasts were published. This project space had 
an RSS feed that enabled the finished program to be published to a number of 
podcast aggregators, for example the iTunes store, or a user’s personal 
iTunes library. Instead of strict instructions on how to source, edit, compose 
and publish an ABC Poolcast, the project published a list of suggested 
guidelines to provide creative license for those seeking to create a Poolcast: 
 We don't want to impose rules but we do want these Poolcasts 
interesting for audiences. So please remember the following guidelines 
when submitting content to the Poolcasts group: 
• Only completed episodes in this group 
• Ideas and building blocks should go into the Poolcast Toolbox space 
• The compilations you add here represent the Pool community to the 
world. Think of others and put the best works up 
• Episodes can be made up of audio, video, images or text 
• Make something that others will also find interesting 
• If possible, your descriptive text should include: a breakdown of the 
tracks/content, who made them, and the time when they start within the 
episode. 
The first episode was produced quickly by the Poolie Wonderboy. It was an 
audio tour through some of the Pool contributions, guided by the producer. 
                                            
 
23 Links are voiceovers that were historically used in radio programs to assist the audience in recognising what 
program they are listening to and which radio station they are tuned to. Within a podcast, links are more to identify 
which podcast the listener is listening to and to brand the audio product.  
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The Poolcast project received a total of six Poolcasts, with one of those being 
a video, which was broadcast on Melbourne’s Federation Square Big Screen. 
Arguably, the most interesting Poolcast was Episode 4, which was contributed 
by the Poolie agedmusic. He produced a podcast of such a high standard that 
Jacobs alerted Tim Ritchie, the producer of RN’s Sound Quality music 
program, and suggested he play it on his program. Ritchie was impressed by 
the piece and agreed to broadcast it in its entire 44 minutes. The Poolcast had 
professional production attributes while maintaining a community radio 
aesthetic, which editorially broadened the appeal to audiences, particularly the 
Sound Quality demographic. 
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Figure 6.5 Agedmusic’s Poolcast Episode 4, broadcast on RN’s Sound Quality 
The Poolcast Episode 4 case study demonstrates how community members 
acknowledged as lead users and promoted to cultural intermediaries can 
display similar qualities as professional cultural intermediaries within 
institutions. When given the responsibility, these users not only engage 
stakeholders in an informed way, but also take an active role in the facilitation 
of the production of cultural artefacts – they own their project with a sense of 
pride. In the case of Episode 4, although the ABC Pool team facilitated the 
project, it was the initiative actions of agedmusic that enabled the production 
of the cultural artefact. By empowering the user and by encouraging his skills 
and shifting the production approach to one of open governance, the Poolcast 
case study is exemplary of the benefits of decentralised governance. 
The Poolcast is an example of the types of output the community editor model 
of institutional online community governance can produce. The community 
editor model is the most open and decentralised version of all three 
institutional online community governance models. The third model is the 
version a well-established and highly engaged institutional online community 
would engage in after starting at the single point of contact and progressing 
through the multiple cultural intermediaries model. While the community editor 
model is the most open model, it is also the most problematic model for the 
institution, as demonstrated by the confusion around non-ABC individuals who 
had not been trained in the operating values of the institution engaging with 
other users as ABC representatives. This is not uncommon to the broader 
internal governance models of non-institutional online communities like the 
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early versions of Slashdot and Wikipedia (see Bruns 2005). The community 
editor model is the most difficult model for the hosting institution to maintain in 
relation to its brand integrity. However, as this final section has shown, the 
cultural intermediation that can be exhibited by community editors is one of 
the most innovative forms of cultural intermediation.  
6.4 The challenges and opportunities of multiple institutional online 
community governance models within the ABC 
Each of the institutional online community governance models outlined within 
this chapter have fallen within the context of ABC Pool, with a glimpse at how 
they operate more broadly at the ABC. Each model has been implemented in 
different creative arrangements within the organisation depending on the 
requirements and specific outcomes of each particular project. However, there 
is one central idea that is consistent among each governance model at the 
ABC institution: the presence of cultural intermediaries. The significant 
difference between each model is the configuration of the intermediary roles in 
relation to the desired outcomes and size of the ABC project.  
The first governance model, the single point of contact, contains one singular 
cultural intermediary to facilitate all the communication and creative direction 
of the online participants. The second governance model, the multiple cultural 
intermediaries, hosts multiple intermediaries who engage in simultaneous 
communication between the institution and its community. The third 
governance model, the community editor model, promotes cultural 
intermediation through the self-promotion of lead users to cultural 
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intermediaries who then shore up the benefits of the multiple intermediary 
model. It was outlined in Chapter 5 that ABC employees who facilitate 
collaborative projects do so as cultural intermediaries and employ relative 
facets of cultural intermediation that, as this chapter has demonstrated, align 
with one or two forms of the three online community governance models. 
Given how these models of governance operate with different combinations of 
cultural intermediaries, they can be represented across a scale of openness. 
Figure 6.6 demonstrates how these models are represented through a 
comparative scale of openness between centralised and decentralised 
models of governance.  
 
Figure 6.6 The characteristics of the institutional online community governance models in relation to the 
level of openness  
Figure 6.6 also highlights how these governance models overlap, suggesting 
that at times each model may borrow characteristics from one of the other 
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models. The multiple cultural intermediaries model that borrows elements 
from both the single point of contact and the community editor models 
represent the most obvious of this inter-connected phenomenon. Surrounding 
the three models are the existing characteristics of centralised and 
decentralised governance systems (Bruns 2008; Benkler 2006; Shirky 2008) 
that align with the three institutional online governance models and can also 
be positioned across the scale of openness. The relationship of the 
de/centralised governance characteristics to the institutional online community 
governance models is described in detail below. 
Given the characteristics of the single point of contact model highlighted 
earlier in this chapter, it aligns with a centralised governance model. A 
centralised governance model is one that, as Benkler (2006) notes, is reliant 
on market forces. Shirky (2008) suggests it is steeped in bureaucracy and 
industrialised labour mechanics. An additional perspective of the 
bureaucratically aligned governance model is its clarity of objectives and its 
sturdy ability to reject unwieldy power relationships (Weber 1998). Once the 
single point of contact governance system is in position, it is less malleable 
and is slow to react to user and industry trends. The highly centralised 
perspective of the single point of contact governance model has been 
demonstrated through the ABC Open Facebook page, where one person is 
responsible for aligning the project with the focus of the institution.  
On the left side of the scale is the community editor model, which draws on 
elements of a decentralised governance model. This system aligns with 
Bruns’s (2008) observation of Wikipedia that he describes as produsage, due 
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to its high potential for user-led and institutional innovation. It is relatively 
inexpensive to operate, its purpose is determined by its users, as opposed to 
economic forces, and it is accessible to all, not merely a few privileged 
individuals. It is agile in its adaptability to change and is consistently in beta 
phase as it evolves through that adaptability. The outcomes of this 
governance model are usually standardised by the institution and are not 
replicated, or, at least, can only be developed in an ad hoc capacity across 
the organisation. The Poolcast, specifically Episode 4, is a typical example of 
a cultural artefact that was produced through cultural intermediation and high 
levels of user-led innovation (a community editor that facilitated a collaborative 
project) which was then formalised by the institution (the program was 
broadcast on Sound Quality). 
Located within the middle of the two governance approaches is the multiple 
cultural intermediaries model that blends elements of the two outer poles. As 
was first mentioned in Chapter 5 and then supported in this chapter, the 
activity and governance technique that is employed by the cultural 
intermediaries is dependent on the project’s purpose. Typically, the 
characteristics of a cultural intermediary project include that they are 
inexpensive to operate because of the number of people providing the human 
resource, they follow a slow process of evolution because of the community-
voting model and include an extremely messy process to achieve an outcome 
because of the multiple voices interacting simultaneously. The multiple 
cultural intermediaries governance model aspires to be agile, but it is 
restricted because of its overarching institutional bureaucracy. Market forces 
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do not affect the production process because it is typically a response to 
audience interest and not a popularity or demand model. Of the multiple 
cultural intermediaries model that aligned with the participatory projects 
produced on ABC Pool, it has been demonstrated that inclusion is combined 
at the early stages of the project’s design and conception. These observations 
locate the multiple cultural intermediaries model within the existing categories 
of centralisation and decentralisation, and demonstrate how the various 
de/centralisation characteristics relate to the governance model. There are, 
however, other unique findings that have emerged during this research. 
The more interesting findings that emerged when comparing the three models 
include how the labour models compare within the governance models. As 
demonstrated through the Poolcast case study, the activity that occurs within 
the community editors model is a gift economy, where users are happy to 
contribute their labour in good faith that they will receive gifting in return. The 
single point of contact model is situated within the industrial model where an 
individual’s efforts are sold in units, i.e. for a salary or hourly rate. The 
interesting discovery is that the attention economy present within the multiple 
cultural intermediary model. Here, labour may be given, in part, for economic 
remuneration or as a gift to the community they are facilitating. The key 
observation I noted of this model is that labour is entirely conducted to draw 
attention to the user’s creative skills and abilities. This motivation may be 
performed in part for personal development or for one’s career trajectory, but 
it is important to note that cultural intermediaries are continually proving their 
worth to the stakeholders they represent. If the value of their activity 
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decreases, they lose their status and integrity as suitable cultural 
intermediaries. This phenomenon is not dissimilar to the characteristics of the 
Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) movement, where a user will 
develop software not for money but to solve a problem they have or to 
promote their social standing as a FOSS developer. In that regard, the cultural 
intermediary is similar to the free and open source software developer in that 
they are conducting their activities for reasons other than monetary exchange 
or the prospect of reciprocity. The findings within this research, then, are 
applicable to not only ABC Pool or the ABC more broadly, but also to the open 
source movement and to participatory cultures at large. 
The single point of contact model is a safe version that all online communities 
begin with at the ABC. The community editor model is the most innovative for 
creativity yet is most problematic when considering the integrity of the ABC 
brand. It requires the most development and it requires significant work from 
those within the project to maintain; it does not simply emerge in a developing 
community. The multiple cultural intermediaries, however, is a suitable model 
that can easily be established within the exiting governance framework of the 
ABC. At its best, this model is useful for managing large numbers of 
participants and is an innovative method of online community governance that 
is neither too restrictive nor too open.  
6.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has described the three models of governance for institutional 
online communities that have emerged through the development of the 
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cultural intermediation framework: the single point of contact, the multiple 
cultural intermediaries and the community editor models. The chapter has 
also described the opportunities and challenges of each model, suggesting 
that each model is suitable for different applications depending on the focus of 
the online community project. It is also worth highlighting at this stage the 
temporal issues of the three models and how they operate simultaneously or 
within a process of progression. 
Each model can operate side-by-side depending on the developmental stage 
of the community and the purpose of the community’s existence. The models 
can also be used as a series of stages that an institutional online community 
might progress through. For example, as an institutional online community is 
established, it requires a single point of contact or, in ABC Open’s case, a 
network of single points of contact, to build the community, motivate its users 
and provide seeding content, among other tasks. The single point of contact is 
the top down management approach. As the institutional online community 
attracts more users, the project may gradually progress to more open models 
of governance where not every action has to be moderated. If the platform 
can develop a strong and reliable community, they may consider community 
editors. The three models exist in their own right, and projects may stay at 
either stage of governance; however, the multiple models can be viewed as a 
three step process dependent on the purpose of the online community. In an 
example of an online community like ABC News, it is highly unlikely that they 
would ever progress past the first model of governance, which moderates 
every piece of content contributed. Nevertheless, in other areas of News, one 
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with a more citizen focus, there may be an inclination to progress to the 
second or third models. 
The dilemma the ABC faces as it shifts from a public service broadcaster to a 
public service media organisation is how to manage the engagement levels of 
the audience while maintaining the high standard the brand represents. The 
Charter (1983) indicates that the ABC should be engaging audiences in new 
and innovative ways to ‘inform, educate and entertain’. The community editor 
project demonstrates that the audience is well equipped and enthusiastic 
enough to be engaged as new media intermediaries for the ABC. The model 
is fast, agile, inexpensive and innovative. The ABC has refrained from 
implementing this approach corporation wide, and perhaps the multiple 
cultural intermediaries model is as far as the organisation will go in terms of 
decentralisation. The most difficult task the corporation faces is translating the 
requirements of the stakeholders correctly and stimulating the ‘two-way 
conversation’, as McGuinness (2012) notes. 
As for protecting brand integrity, it has been proven on a small-scale 
experiment that of all the elected community editors, there has been only one 
instance of misrepresentation of the ABC’s core purpose to other groups. This 
was a minor issue and was quickly rectified by reminding the community 
editor of the purpose of the ABC and the requirements of their engagement. 
What remains to be explored is how the ABC will continue to maintain the 
brand integrity on platforms they have no control over, where potentially the 
community editor model of governance is already operating. The unique 
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finding this research can provide is the detailed description of three options 
that are available for institutions implementing online governance models to 
pursue when engaging online communities.
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Public service broadcasters (PSB) are aligning with a global discourse that 
suggests the expansion of its role beyond a content broadcaster, to a public 
service media (PSM) organisation. The PSM remit includes implementing 
digital content delivery services, which also involves the audience in the co-
creative production process. In the Australian context, the ABC has spent the 
past decade maintaining its role as a content broadcaster that informs, 
educates and entertains, while expanding its focus to include cultural 
infrastructure facilitation. As a cultural facilitator, Cunningham (2012) suggests 
that the ABC is responsible for providing distinctive innovation that “moves the 
sector on from Reithian justifications of normative market shaping to a more 
nimble, facilitative role of performing experimental R&D for the system – a 
very recognisable role for the public sector from an innovation perspective” 
(Cunningham 2012: 95). One way the ABC is fulfilling its distinctive innovation 
role is by experimenting in participatory cultures, aligning with the semantic 
shift towards PSM. In doing so, the ABC has sophisticated its understanding 
of the audience as users and is operationalising its approach towards 
audience participation through policy and procedure. This is demonstrated 
through stages of cultural intermediation across the ABC institution. 
One way the ABC embodies cultural facilitation and distinctive innovation is 
through its leadership as an organisation that embraces the audience as a 
user phenomenon for the broader media and communication industry. The ad 
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hoc procedures the ABC have developed as the audience has increasingly 
taken an active participatory role in not only broadcast but also the production 
of content is reflected in its formalisation of its regulatory frameworks and 
policies. The significance of the audience’s activities in an online environment 
through a policy approach can be seen in the latest media reforms within 
Australia, where Senator Conroy, Minister for the Department of Broadband, 
Communication and Digital Economy, has recommended that the online 
activities of the PSM sector be legislated to be as significant as its 
broadcasting activities. Conroy asserts in his response to the Convergence 
Review and Finkelstein Inquiry that legislating these reforms are an act of 
“[m]odernising the ABC and SBS charters to reflect their online and digital 
activities” (Sims 2013: 1). Not only have the ABC’s procedures been 
recognised as significant at a federal level, they have also been legislated as 
a crucial activity for the value of the Australian PSM organisations, including 
the SBS. The broader media and communications industry can look towards 
the efforts of the PSM sector as a key experimenter in audience participation, 
exemplified through the policy that develops from the procedure. The 
participatory procedures developed by the ABC have been replicated within 
the commercial media environment, completing the distinctive innovation 
cycle noted by Cunningham. 
The success of the television program Q&A is exemplary of audience 
inclusion, with many other networks employing a similar approach to live 
television broadcast. Similarly, iView has been mirrored as a suitable model 
for most networks as a solution for catch up TV, or TV on demand. To engage 
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the PSM cultural facilitation role of distinctive innovation, the ABC now 
contains a suite of participatory projects that vary across the model of 
decentralisation, as noted in Chapter 6. Heywire invites rural youth audiences 
to engage their creative storytelling skills “about you and the community 
where you live” (ABC 2013). The winners of the annual Heywire project are 
flown to Canberra for the Heywire Regional Youth Summit. The digital radio 
station Unearthed is an “initiative for discovering and sharing the best new 
Australian music” (ABC 2013), where independent musical acts can submit 
their recordings to be aired on the program. Some of the musical acts 
discovered through Unearthed have recording contracts and have used the 
platform to launch successful musical careers. ABC Open “is an exciting 
initiative which provides a focal point for Australian regional communities who 
want to get involved in sharing their experiences through the ABC via 
websites, radio and TV” (ABC 2013). The project is responsible for educating 
regional Australians in digital storytelling, where the content that is produced 
for ABC Open often appears in other programs across the organisation, for 
example: triplej and News24. Each of these projects is, in part, a legacy of the 
pioneering work of ABC Pool and its exploration of audience participation 
within the production process of cultural artefacts. 
Towards the end of 2010, the institution’s advertising campaign invited the 
audience to “Enter the ABC” and used a graphic that depicted an individual 
being embraced by the ABC Lissajous, or ‘worm’ logo. This campaign built on 
its earlier 2002 provocation of “It’s your ABC” and is exemplar of the 
organisation’s progression of merely reminding the audience that they are a 
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part of the ABC to explicitly telling them to participate in the ABC. The ABC’s 
advertising aligns with the broader cultural shift of participatory cultures that 
were beginning to engage with the institution in complex media methods, 
enabled through the affordances of Web 2.0 technologies (Walker 2009). 
However, the audience’s eagerness to respond to Aunty’s call has seen the 
institution evolve through ad hoc participatory practices that have arguably 
aligned the institution’s operation with the desires of the audience.  
As McGuinness (2012) noted, the ABC has often questioned, “do we really 
want to know what the audience thinks of this because it’s not always 
complimentary” (McGuinness 2012). Technology was the first barrier for 
participation, where the institution has evolved from the earlier forum space of 
the Self Service Science fans to hosting sophisticated content management 
systems that enable users to publish their own content on ABC facilitated 
platforms. The ability to publish user-generated content on ABC branded 
facilities was also a concern for editorial policies. The ABC staff (in this 
instance editorial policy staff) approached each contentious UGC scenario on 
a case-by-case basis to understand the editorial implications of material that 
may not necessarily align with the existing editorial guidelines. The case-by-
case approach was continued until 2009 when the editorial policies team 
released an updated version including Section 9, a dedicated editorial 
approach towards UGC. What Section 9 embeds within the institution is the 
ability for all employees across the institution to potentially become cultural 
intermediaries by instructing them on institutionally approved procedures. The 
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ABC’s move to collaborative editorial establishes a strong connection 
between the ABC, UGC and cultural intermediation.  
A recent phase for the ABC that represents a move towards a system of 
cultural intermediation was demonstrated through the operationalisation of a 
production methodology to include the day-to-day activities of audience 
participation. Each of the projects that were outlined earlier, Q&A, Heywire, 
Unearthed and ABC Open, have one thing in common within their facilitation 
of UGC: multiple cultural intermediaries. As part of an evolutionary process 
towards enabling the audience to “Enter the ABC”, a formalisation process 
was initiated among the employees to move towards them embodying the skill 
set of cultural intermediation. Most times, and this was evident within ABC 
Pool, the staff were unaware of their alignment with the skill set of cultural 
intermediation, but were developing the process as required. The historical 
projection of cultural intermediation within the ABC, then, began at the 
moderation stage of the earliest ABC forums and has developed to include the 
participatory producers of projects across ABC Pool, along with the facilitatory 
skills of the staff of Heywire, Q&A and Unearthed. These are the obvious 
cultural intermediary employees of the ABC; however, as social media 
expands across more and more programs and networks of the ABC, elements 
of cultural intermediation are present within the day-to-day activities of staff 
who seek production ideas from the audience. An example of this can be 
seen in programs such as Life Matters whose presenter/producer, Natasha 
Mitchell, routinely engages her audience across Twitter, Facebook and email 
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for story ideas or story segments. Her role in this capacity mirrors that of Miller 
and Williams, albeit in a faster and less engaged method.  
Cultural intermediation at the ABC is, historically, represented through 
procedure, policy, programs and employees. Inviting the audience into the 
ABC encapsulates the distinctive innovation role of the PSM, supports the 
cultural intermediation framework and is demonstrated through the ABC Pool 
project. It is useful to re-examine the emergence of cultural intermediation 
through the history of ABC Pool. The final chapter of this thesis highlights the 
significant findings of the research demonstrated in chapters 4, 5 and 6 while 
extending the innovative findings beyond ABC Pool to other areas of the ABC. 
The research presented within this thesis suggests that the next phase of 
research should be to test the institutional online community governance 
models against the next large-scale community engagement project of the 
ABC, ABC Open. By positioning my research within ABC Open, additional 
research could test if the cultural intermediation framework is consistent 
across other projects of the ABC and not ABC Pool alone. The discovery of 
three online community management models could be explored further 
against the ABC Open backdrop to test if the theoretical frameworks of this 
thesis can be operationalised within the larger ABC Open project. 
The implications from this research could be used to explore how they could 
be adapted to organisations beyond the ABC. Do the same cultural 
intermediary positions operate in other public service broadcasters? Would 
the three online community governance models map directly on to other 
PSBs, or would they need to be altered to enable a similar degree of cultural 
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intermediation? These same questions can be asked of commercial 
industries. It is worth pointing out that this research has been conducted 
within the ABC, an institution that has a distinct purpose to serve its public 
and produce public value for societal benefits (Möe 2010). How then do the 
findings documented in this thesis relate to commercial industries that are 
constructed within traditional industrialisation environments, where profit is of 
utmost concern to the corporation?  
Before addressing these questions, it is useful to return to the findings and 
sythnesise the data. This chapter will primarily concentrate on the data 
presented throughout chapters 4 to 6. As such, the chapter will systematically 
move through the chapters and revisit the significant findings surrounding the 
cultural intermediation framework that has emerged from the research. This 
will be explored through the history of ABC Pool, the cultural intermediary role 
within institutions and, finally, the three institutional online community 
governance models that I experienced while at the ABC.  
7.1 The audience as user: ad hoc development through ABC Pool  
As DeLys outlined during her interviews, it is difficult to attribute the success 
of ABC Pool to any one person because of its collaborative nature. (DeLys 
2012). Her observation is grounded in the ‘skunk works’ approach of ABC 
Pool, insofar as the project emerged from a bottom up process, as opposed to 
a strategic movement from the senior managers of the ABC. The bottom up 
process is in itself highly innovative, yet entirely problematic when aligning 
such project management with the focus of a particular organisation such as 
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the PSM, the ABC. This approach was innovative in that it drew on the skills 
and expertise from within the ABC along with the cutting edge media and 
communication knowledge of the academic sector. The high innovation 
demonstrated by the ABC Pool project was its strength in the early phase, yet 
it was also its weakness when positioned within the organisational setting. If a 
project is developed within the constraints of the organisation, it will easily 
align with the management process, for example ABC Open. If a project is 
developed outside of that framework, it is constantly in a negotiation process 
to shift and change to accommodate the auspices of its hosting institution. 
This was the case with ABC Pool, which as time progressed became the 
ethos of the project. 
The ad hoc development of ABC Pool was demonstrated through four distinct 
phases: the conception, the design, the implementation and the production. 
Within each of these phases it becomes obvious that there was a series of 
stakeholders who each had an interest in developing the project. That interest 
ranged from providing a space to enable Australian creatives a platform to 
publish their work to a broader audience to the implementation of a project 
that aligns with the strategic direction of the Multiplatform and Content 
Development department, and, lastly, the development of a new production 
methodology. In each of these cases, there is a clear process of identifying 
the stakeholders, understanding their requirements and entering into a 
negotiation process to reach a consensus between those stakeholders. 
The conception phase involved aligning the developments of participatory 
cultures with the institutional requirements of the ABC. This was the work of 
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DeLys and Jacobs as they developed the Pool idea into something that 
became valuable to the ABC and worth the endorsement from that actor. In 
this instance, the early ABC Pool team were taking the information they were 
observing from their own professions, producers of Radio National, and 
combining it with the external information of how the broadcast media 
landscape was shifting from the one-to-many model to a many-to-many 
model. The bulk of their work was aligning this broader media environment 
shift with that of the ABC. As the story of ABC Pool outlines, this was a trial 
and error process that involved identifying not only the interests of the ABC 
more broadly but also identifying a champion of the project at a senior level of 
the ABC. When DeLys and Jacobs found the value of the Pool project, which 
was aligning the audience as user with the broader ABC strategy, they also 
found support through RN’s Tony MacGregor, and then, ultimately, the head 
of Radio, Kate Dundas, who funded the project through the final stages of its 
development. The key finding here is that the alignment of the project’s 
mission with that of the ABC institution is required to progress any ground-up 
project. 
The approval to continue the project also aligned with the push to redesign the 
project, which would see the project included “in the ABC fold”. Given the 
economic constraints of the ABC and the Pool project, DeLys and Jacobs 
found support from the Australian Center of Interactive Design (ACID) who 
had a research grant to engage a participatory design process with Pool. The 
participatory design process included interviewing the key stakeholders to 
understand what they wanted from the website and to understand how the 
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current technology and content management system, Drupal, could be 
manipulated to accommodate these requests. After a twelve-month process, 
the ACID research project delivered the completed design plans for the new 
site. This moment was significant for the Pool team, who considered this to be 
a major advancement for the project. However, realistically, this was a 
moment where further negotiation was required to implement the design with 
the existing technological framework of the ABC. As Fergus Pitt (2012) noted, 
this process was different to the “modern way of implementing sites” where 
the design and development occurs simultaneously. Instead, the development 
team were given the design and then had to construct a method to implement 
them. Again, we see a negotiation process occur to align the design, which is 
a representation of how a combination of stakeholders wanted the ABC Pool 
project to operate within the preexisting framework of the ABC. As Pitt 
mentioned, one of the core activities of the development process is to 
maintain the ABC brand integrity which is done through coding to limit 
functionality. This was compromised during the ACID process as the 
development team were given the plans and then told to implement them. As 
a result, the design concept was altered to accommodate the ABC auspices. 
A key observation of this process was the negotiation that existed between 
the designers, the developers and the Pool team to achieve the 
implementation of the design.  
The evolution of the Pool project exposed the negotiation at the development 
and design stages, leaving the negotiation of the co-creation production 
phase till the end. The co-creation production process involved a combination 
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of UGC with the content produced by the professional ABC producers. It also 
relied on the successful implementation of the design and development 
stages. As with the negotiation phases demonstrated within the design and 
development stages, a similar process was used to incorporate the creative 
contributions of the users, in this instance the ABC Pool community members, 
into a collaborative cultural artefact production. The contributed material can 
sometimes be in contradiction to the rules of the ABC, it may technically be 
inappropriate or it may not align editorially with the focus of the project. This is 
primarily the role of the project producer to manage the participants and their 
contributions to ensure that the end product of the project is editorially robust 
enough to associate it with the ABC brand. The producers operationalise this 
through a process of curation to establish the most suitable contributions, 
where some of these contributions are then reworked to align the technical 
and creative quality with that of the overall project and the ABC’s editorial 
policies. Typically, this process was exemplified within the collaborative 
projects that were facilitated on ABC Pool for RN 360documentaries 
production. In each of these projects, the common observation was the 
negotiation process, in which the project producer sought consensus between 
the participants, the ABC and the goal of the project. 
As these three negotiation phases were working appropriately, the design, 
development and production processes, the ABC Pool project expanded its 
ordinary day-to-day operations. The day-to-day operations included 
interacting with the participants, liaising with the ABC as the hosting institution 
and planning and managing with the Pool team that was managing the 
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broader site. These activities were first highlighted in Chapter 4 by identifying 
the key stakeholders as the Pool participants, the ABC as institution and the 
Pool team, where the community manager was located as nexus between 
these stakeholders. ABC Pool developed this position out of the need for 
someone to manage the three stakeholders, and it mirrors a similar dynamic 
within the gaming industry. In the gaming space, these individuals maintain 
the personal relationships between the key stakeholders, namely the gamers 
and the gaming company’s developers and management teams. Within the 
ABC Pool context, the responsibility was to align each stakeholder’s 
requirements to ensure the project continued to operate, and to facilitate co-
creative activities.  
In each of these demonstrations of the development of the operation of ABC 
Pool, one to several individuals undertook the negotiation role to maintain 
consensus between the participants. The development timeline indicates a 
sophisticated progression from ad hoc development to a formalisation of roles 
for those involved in the negotiation process. In each instance, there was a 
common management process of identifying the stakeholders and, their 
interests and engaging in a negotiation process that satisfied the needs of all. 
At times, the negotiation process was not successful. In such instances the 
overarching rules of the ABC became the default position. The progression 
also saw the development of the community management role as the one 
individual responsible for negotiating between stakeholders. With this 
discovery, a secondary finding emerged from the research, one that indicated 
that the community manager was not the only individual instigating 
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intermediation. When this observation was applied more broadly than ABC 
Pool, it was obvious that there was an entire gamut of roles concerned with 
intermediation. This finding became the basis for the cultural intermediation 
framework, which is common to each of the above examples. 
7.2 Institutional online communities and intermediation 
The role of cultural intermediation is discussed in great detail in chapter 5, so 
the discussion here moves beyond the role of cultural intermediaries and 
towards that of online communities more broadly. This thesis has outlined the 
development of the term ‘community’ from a collection of individuals with a 
similar interest (Rheingold 1994), to a mechanism that increases collective 
action (Delanty 2010), and as a means to build social capital, support and 
culture (Wellman 1999; Bonniface et al. 2005). However, as discussed in 
Chapter 2, this approach may be idealistic and ignores the agency of the 
individuals within the group. Not acknowledging the individual agency of 
community members ignores the motivations of users who participate within 
community activities. By contrast, the close observation of ‘community’ that is 
demonstrated in this thesis provides new insights on whether and how online 
communities work. Are these clusters of individuals actually communities as 
Jenkins (2006) and Baym (2000) suggest, or are they networks of isolated 
individuals as Wellman (1999) argues? This thesis provides evidence on the 
implications of the internet for communities in the context of institutional online 
communities, which are discussed in this section. 
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Grounded cultural sociological and global communication perspectives 
towards understanding community are useful as a starting point. Users 
construct a non-geographical network to build and maintain a group of like-
minded users that are considered to be a community. In this sense community 
is a social practice (Cohen 1985) of boundary construction to define what the 
group of like-minded users are and are not. For example, a community that 
knits jumpers for the homeless is very different from a community of bicycle 
riders who practice activism to reclaim the streets for a safer commuting 
experience. There are, however, common characteristics between the two 
that define them as communities, regardless of their collective focus. A 
common goal, collective support, knowledge exchange and innovative 
developments of practice between its members indicate the common and 
positive effects of belonging to a community. Conversely, the community 
boundary construction has been argued to be exclusive, inflexible, isolated 
and homogenous (Schuler 1996), indicating a negative societal impact. 
As communities moved to an online environment, the impact of the positive 
and negative community characteristics changed. The internet promoted a 
collapse of space and time amongst community members, which made 
possible the connection between geographically and temporally disparate 
members. As individuals from a variety of backgrounds could now join 
networked collectives, or online communities, the previous negative effects of 
community boundary construction were minimised. For example, if 
communities were homogenous in their offline mode, they were now 
potentially heterogenous in their online capacity; exclusive became inclusive, 
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inflexible became malleable and isolated became connected. The egalitarian 
opportunities of online community through information and communication 
technologies were considerable. 
However, individual user agency also increased amongst these user groups. 
The motivation of user participation was initially ignored in internet studies 
until Wellman (1999, 2001) developed a framework of this user motivation as 
networked individualism. Networked individualism disregards the egalitarian 
composition of online communities by suggesting that the focus of the group 
should be secondary to a focus of the individual. For example, one community 
member may be considered more significant than another because of their 
ability to acquire knowledge through their vast information networks. How they 
then distribute this knowledge makes them highly valuable within the online 
community, suggesting their agency can direct, or indeed skew, the focus of 
the other users within the cluster. 
Networked individualism need not be a negative aspect of online 
communities, however, where individual members that are highly agile can 
strengthen the connection between other members. Strengthened 
connections may be demonstrated by a single member motivating other users 
or by continuously redefining the purpose of the online community. In the 
context of institutional online communities, and ABC Pool specifically, these 
highly valuable members were labelled as lead users and would often act as 
the conduit between the community members and the institution. Lead users 
are valuable in that they demonstrate very high levels of knowledge, 
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connectedness and influence within the group. Lead users are also highly 
persuasive, at times argumentative and driven by their desire to lead others. 
From an institutional perspective, it is imperative that those who facilitate 
institutional online communities work with, and indeed integrate, lead users 
into the governance structure of the project. While these individuals can be 
highly problematic, their value through their contribution to the co-creation of 
media (as a precursor to their involvement in the community’s governance) 
can provide highly innovative impulses for all institutional online community 
stakeholders. What has previously been framed as the destabilising effect of 
the internet on institutions can now be thought of a cooperative model for a 
new modus operandi. The internet has certainly disrupted how institutions 
operate, particularly when considering the increased participation of online 
users. However, what is especially required are new governance models that 
enable the focus of the institution to operate alongside the focus of the 
institutional online community members, especially by integrating the 
perspectives, and thereby influence, of the lead users. 
The significance of this finding lay in the continuing debate surrounding 
intermediation, reintermediation, and disintermediation within media 
management. Chircu and Kauffman (1999) introduce this concept to 
understand the impact of the internet on economic transaction processes. 
They note: “[i]ntermediation occurs when a new firm interjects itself among 
buyers and suppliers (and possibly among other intermediaries). 
Disintermediation occurs when an established middleman is pushed out of a 
market niche. Reintermediation occurs when a once disintermediated player is 
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able to re-establish itself as an intermediary” (Chircu and Kauffman 1999: 
110). Hess and Walter (2009) remind us of the cyclic makeup of 
intermediation, reintermediation and disintermediation while Bardoel and 
Deuze (2001) apply this to the media industries. They suggest 
disintermediation lay within the journalism field “as a result of an increasing 
self-service facilitated by the combination of new technologies and active 
information seeking individuals [disintermediation] becomes possible” 
(Bardoel and Deuze 2001: 100). What is occurring at the ABC is the 
continuation of the intermediation cycle, which is moving beyond 
disintermediation and shifting towards intermediation. The technologies of 
Web 2.0 have indeed made the self-service option to publish UGC on ABC 
platforms possible, but, as this thesis has demonstrated, the process is 
fraught with tensions between the uses of these platforms and the ABC as the 
institution that hosts them. Where the technology brought the UGC publishing 
process toward the disintermediation process of the cycle, the governance 
issues associated with institutional online communities sees the return to 
intermediation. Within the ABC Pool project, the collaborative production of 
cultural artefacts required the reintroduction of intermediation, specifically 
cultural intermediation. 
Given the different types of intermediation and the strategies that each 
employs to govern online communities, this thesis has shown that there are 
multiple forms of institutional online community governance within cultural 
intermediation. The thesis has outlined three versions of governance models, 
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and these are discussed in the following section in relation to cultural 
intermediation. 
7.3 Three models of institutional online community governance 
As noted earlier, the emergence of Web 2.0 technologies has enabled the 
audience to not only engage with the PSM organisation, but that it has also 
empowered the user to participate in the production process of cultural 
artefacts. The governance process for the ABC has been ad hoc in an attempt 
to promote the benefits of an open, decentralised system while aligning with 
the existing regulatory framework to protect the integrity of the ABC brand. 
The result has been a gradual sophistication of the ABC’s institutional online 
governance system that attempts to maintain equilibrium, from both the 
perspective of the user and the focus of the institution.  
Interestingly, the institutional online governance system also aligns with the 
disintermediation cyclic theory (Chircu and Kauffman 1999) while 
incorporating the observations of Bardoel and Deuze (2001) of 
disintermediation within the journalism sector. The emergence of the 
technologies for publishing across the ABC’s platforms is accessible to users, 
and most times omits the requirement for any type of assistance from the 
professional staff of the ABC to publish on them. This supports the concept 
that co-creative publishing at the ABC embodies a disintermediation 
approach. However, as this thesis has shown, there is a particular purpose for 
the ABC; it is required to contribute a level of public value through its 
activities. The requirement of the institution to focus its activities around public 
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value does not always align with the focus of user contributions and may not 
align with user contributions for co-creative productions. In these instances, 
the role of the cultural intermediary is crucial for managing the participants of 
these activities, bringing the participatory publishing process closer towards 
the intermediation space. This move towards an intermediated production 
environment, coupled with the characteristics outlined in the previous section, 
supports the implementation of cultural intermediation within institutional 
online communities.   
However, there is not one form of cultural intermediation that suits all 
instances of audience participation across all ABC platforms, providing a 
necessity for varying types of institutional online community governance 
models. Specifically, I have observed three variations in operation at the ABC: 
the single point of contact, the multiple cultural intermediaries and the 
community editor’s models of institutional online community governance. Each 
model employs varying levels of cultural intermediation and as has been 
shown to exist across a scale of decentralisation (Figure 6.6). That is, each 
model of governance demonstrates either open governance characteristics 
(inclusive, democratic, innovative) or closed governance characteristics 
(class-based, authoritarian, non-agile). Each model across the openness 
scale operates successfully at the ABC, yet the model that is adopted is 
dependent on the type of creative project that is being facilitated.  
For example, cultural intermediation of the forum discussion boards of 
News24 uses a single point of contact governance model. Its purpose is to 
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monitor all content that is contributed to these discussion boards, as, often, 
the topics are contentious in their subject matter (political, economical and 
cultural) and often attract dissenters with passionate opinions. The role of the 
cultural intermediary in this institutional online governance model is to be a 
moderator of the user created content and to enforce the guidelines of 
participation within the platform. This is as much to protect the integrity of the 
ABC brand as it is to protect other online users of the space, and to promote a 
healthy and dynamic conversational environment. It is highly unlikely that an 
environment such as a forum discussion board for News24 would ever 
progress past the single point of contact model. 
The single point of contact governance model contains operational 
characteristics that distinguish it from the other two forms of institutional online 
community governance models. There is no governance from the community 
members, as the platform is operationalised by the single cultural intermediary 
to maintain a particular type of environment for all stakeholders. There is one 
clear and very distinct purpose for these spaces and it is the role of the 
cultural intermediary to maintain that purpose. This is actualised through a 
pre-moderation process of the user created content, which suggests that all 
contributions are vetted before the cultural intermediary publishes them on the 
platform. It is highly unlikely that this material will be included in the two-way 
conversation highlighted by McGuinness, which suggests the institution is 
listening to the material being discussed here and that exploration of 
information will emerge in the content by ABC radio producers. In that sense, 
this arrangement ignores the input of the audience, to a certain degree, and is 
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concerned with only providing a space for the audience to publish their 
response to the material that has been published by ABC staff (content 
producers) across the ABC News networks. A significant characteristic to note 
in this model is that the cultural intermediary operates in a labour economy 
where they are selling their time in exchange for a salary or wage, depending 
on their contractual basis. 
An example of the multiple cultural intermediaries governance model can be 
seen in the co-creative participatory project that Williams facilitated for RN’s 
360documentaries, New Beginnings. In this instance of institutional online 
governance there is a collection of cultural intermediaries simultaneously 
operating to achieve the goal of the project: to produce and broadcast a 53-
minute documentary about new beginnings. Within this one project, the 
cultural intermediaries included the community manager, the producer, the 
sound engineer, the executive producer and some ABC legal staff who were 
all positioned between the ABC as an institution, the audience members of 
360documentaries and the ABC Pool community members. The types of 
activities these cultural intermediaries were engaging in included the 
mobilisation of the participants, knowledge exchange between the producers 
and the contributors, facilitation of momentum and enthusiasm for the project, 
moderation of material that was contributed, copyright management, 
production of content and broadcasting the documentary across the RN 
network and other online spaces of the ABC.  
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The multiple cultural intermediaries model is also made up of specific 
governance characteristics. The multiple cultural intermediaries institutional 
online governance model in this example employs a post moderation 
technique that has the cultural intermediaries reviewing each piece of user-
created content after it has been published by the participants. As opposed to 
the News24 example above, this is not to monitor the content for its potential 
harm to the ABC brand or the other participants of the project. Rather, this 
type of moderation, although including some elements of tight editorial control, 
is concerned with fostering the development of the content, the project and 
the culture of the participants surrounding the project. There is a great 
opportunity for the participants to guide the production process of the project 
in conjunction with ABC producers, shoring up McGuinness’s 
acknowledgment of a two-way communication model. Effectively, the ABC is 
listening to what interests the audience in a personalised environment and 
includes their ideas and contributions in the cultural artefact the ABC 
produces.  
The cultural intermediary in the multiple cultural intermediaries arrangement is 
operating through a combination of a labour and an attention economy. The 
ABC producers and managers receive a wage or salary for their efforts on the 
project, constituting a labour economy, which is contractually part of their role 
within the organisation. The interesting observation of this arrangement, 
however, is that multiple cultural intermediaries also operate within an 
attention economy. Their location, as pointed out in Chapter 5, is required to 
be equidistant between all stakeholders. Due to this constraint, each of the 
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multiple cultural intermediaries are consistently engaging in a heterarchical 
governance approach that sees them operating in a method that satisfies all 
of the stakeholders.  The multiple cultural intermediaries employ heterarchy to 
demonstrate to the other participants that they have the experience and skills 
to be the leader of the project. Their reputation increases with the more 
exposure they have to the participants as a successful intermediary, 
particularly as an intermediary that is seen to not favour any one stakeholder. 
The multiple cultural intermediaries maintain their equidistance through an 
attention economy so as to retain the integrity of their role as the cultural 
intermediary, thus strengthening their position within the project now and for 
further iterations. 
The final example of institutional online community governance models is 
demonstrated within the ABC Pool Poolcast Episode 4 project outcome of the 
Poolcast project. This project employed the community editor institutional 
online governance model which sees lead users from the community, who 
have been promoted to cultural intermediaries, guide and facilitate co-creative 
participatory projects. The Poolcast project was one project entirely facilitated 
by the community editors of ABC Pool and was an attempt to connect the 
Poolies to create cultural artefacts through their collective production. The 
Poolcast project was supported by the Pool team, but was primarily facilitated 
by the community editors. In this instance, the cultural intermediaries were the 
community editors, who were curating the user created content and then 
producing those contributions into a cultural artefact that was ABC branded. 
The result of the community editor facilitated project was the Poolcast 
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Episode 4, which was broadcast in its entirety on RN’s Sound Quality, and 
which received a high level of acclaim from the audience and the participants. 
The Pool team engaged in reactive moderation after the Poolcast had been 
published, and that meant the team would not be concerned with the 
material’s credibility unless another audience member flagged the publication 
as inappropriate. It is worth noting that not one Poolcast was ever flagged as 
inappropriate, and the Pool team was very proud of the community-facilitated 
project. The participants decided on the editorial direction and the production 
style themselves, which is the most representative of the two-way 
conversation between the ABC institution and its audience. In the Poolcast 
example, the interests of the audience members were the rationale supporting 
its production, suggesting that there was little input from the institutional staff 
on the subject of the productions – the production is reflective of the audience. 
The final observation of the community editor institutional online community 
governance model is related to its alignment with the gift economy. Cultural 
intermediaries operate within this model as the lead users of the community, 
the community editors. They operated for no remuneration for their efforts, 
placing this type of activity within precarious labour, also labelled ‘playbour’ 
which is “[s]imultaneously voluntarily given and unwaged, enjoyed and 
exploited’ . In the case of Poolcast, the exploitation was replaced with the 
desire of reciprocity, in that the producer of the piece, Agedmusic, produced it 
in the hope that it showcased some of the work of the Poolies and that, in 
return, others might follow his lead to produce other Poolcasts. 
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Figure 7.1 The expectation of reciprocity through the gift labour of the Poolcast project 
The three models of institutional online community governance have been 
outlined above through three examples of cultural intermediation that is, or 
has been, in operation at the ABC. It can be concluded that the three models 
contain characteristics that are across the openness scale represented 
through varying degrees of decentralisation. When represented in this format 
(see Figure 6.6), two interesting commonalities emerge through moderation 
and labour models. The three different moderation types directly relate to the 
type of cultural artefact that will be produced by the project: a pre-moderation 
project is not likely to produce a cultural artefact; post-moderation will produce 
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a relatively collaborative cultural artefact; and reactive moderation produces a 
highly collaborative cultural artefact. It is also worth noting the cautionary 
aspect of the reactive moderation process, in that a successful cultural 
artefact produced in this framework is done so by a community of users that 
are most likely long-term and have the concerns of the project and, in this 
example, the interests of the ABC, as a high priority. The second significant 
discovery of the institutional online community governance models across a 
scale of decentralisation is the relationship between the labour models and 
the production of cultural artefacts. This discovery has been noted previously 
in the digital games production industry (Banks and Humphreys (2008) and 
the free and open source software (FOSS) communities (Benkler 2006; Bruns 
2008). However, here we see a similar phenomenon occurring within the 
public service media industry. That is to say, a labour economy produces a 
non-collaborative cultural artefact; an attention economy produces a relatively 
collaborative cultural artefact; and a gift economy produces a highly 
collaborative cultural artefact. The moderation types and labour models are 
the distinctive characteristics of the institutional online community governance 
models and indicate when and how a project should employ one governance 
model over another. 
Given the role of the public service media organisation to be a cultural 
facilitator that is engaging the audience in new and innovative methods across 
digital content delivery systems, the community editor online community 
governance model should be the version that most appropriately aligns with 
the remit of the PSM. If the inherent problems of openness within an 
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organisation can be addressed, as they were within the ABC Pool project, for 
example users not understanding the focus of the institution or operating in an 
unacceptable manner, the PSM, in a modern, digital content delivery 
environment, should be producing highly collaborative cultural artefacts. The 
inherent problems of this institutional online community governance model for 
cultural artefact production processes are the focus of cultural intermediation. 
Effective cultural intermediation can prevent issues arising from the alignment 
of the multiple stakeholders and ensure highly relevant cultural artefacts are 
produced. Furthermore, if cultural intermediaries that operate within PSM can 
do so effectively, they are not reproducing the gulf between cultural artefact 
production and consumption (Negus 2002), they are in fact reducing that 
perspective. 
7.4 How this research evolves 
As highlighted earlier in this chapter, the contribution of knowledge this thesis 
provides is a framework for cultural intermediation across the creative 
industries. So far, this thesis has established a framework of cultural 
intermediation, has tested it across a localised case study in ABC Pool, and 
has briefly examined how cultural intermediation is being operationalised 
more broadly across the ABC. There still exists opportunities to explore 
cultural intermediation more finely at the ABC, at other PSM organisations and 
within other creative industries outside of media and communication. This 
provides an opportunity for this research to evolve further and to continue 
developing the cultural intermediation framework. 
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In the ABC context, ABC Open has been referenced on multiple occasions 
within this thesis as one other area that is currently operationalising cultural 
intermediation across a network concerned with the production of cultural 
artefacts. In its current state, ABC Open is representative of a network of 
single points of contact that comprises its cultural intermediation. The network 
is demonstrated through the distributed ABC Open producer roles within the 
50 or so local radio stations located within regional Australia. In their own 
right, these cultural intermediaries facilitate the production of content by the 
ABC’s audience members and then align those productions with the focus of 
the ABC Open project, which also falls under the umbrella of the broader 
institutional focus. Given the success of the project over its past three years of 
operation, and to align it with the observations of this thesis, it would stand to 
reason that the ABC is the most likely project to evolve to the next level of 
cultural intermediation through the multiple cultural intermediaries model. If 
the project was not to progress to the multiple cultural intermediary model, 
applying the cultural intermediation framework to ABC Open would, 
nonetheless, yield interesting results to understand how a significantly larger 
project compared with ABC Pool operates through cultural intermediation. 
To expand beyond the ABC, it would also be interesting to apply the cultural 
intermediation framework to other PSM organisations. One of the significant 
debates surrounding PSM currently is in evaluating the ‘value’ of its activities; 
that is, in evaluating the goods and services resourced by tax-payer money 
and produced by a public service organisation’s activities. This is evident 
through the UK’s adoption of the Public Value Test, Germany’s Drei Stufen 
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Test (Three step test), and the significance placed on PSM activities, in the 
Australian context, by Senator Conroy, the Minister for the Department of 
Broadband, Communication and Digital Economy , in his recent media reform 
legislations. It has been demonstrated within this thesis that the participatory 
production of cultural artefacts facilitated through cultural intermediation is of 
high value to PSM within the Australian context. However, the Australian PSM 
organisation is a unique type of PSM, given that its context is within the dual 
licensing system. A dual licensing system provides a broadcasting license for 
commercial activity and a broadcasting license for non-commercial activity, 
which has historically secured the role of the ABC to experiment with its 
cultural facilitation role. The dual licensing system also presents an 
opportunity for the ABC to experiment with cultural intermediation, particularly 
the community editor institutional online community governance model. 
However, in a system that is not a dual license configuration, as is the case 
with many European PSM organisations, but a subscription based service, 
would cultural intermediation operate in a similar fashion? Do other 
subscription-based services place a similar amount of value on experimental 
cultural facilitation as the ABC does? Exploring these questions presents 
significant opportunity for understanding the cultural intermediation framework 
from a global perspective and across other public service media 
organisations. 
The final area within which the cultural intermediation framework could be 
developed is in the broader area of the creative industries. In this context, 
Flew (2012) suggest the key aspects of the creative industries include 
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“production, consumption, markets, trade, creative labour, globalisation, 
creative cities, cultural policy and intellectual property” (Flew 2012: 2). To take 
the first five concepts Flew outlines and to contrast those against the research 
within this thesis, shows that cultural intermediation is closely aligned with 
production, consumption, markets, trade and creative labour, and could easily 
be the lens through which to view the disconnect between these empirical 
characteristics as they flux between disintermediation, reintermediation and 
cultural intermediation. An example of this could be to apply cultural 
intermediation to the music industry, to understand emerging production and 
publishing practices, or as a lens to observe, and perhaps understand, the 
failing newspaper industry. The findings of this research, when applied to 
other areas of the creative industries, could highlight the politics of production 
and offer possible solutions through cultural intermediation. The tensions that 
surround the politics of production within a collaborative and digitally 
networked environment are the central concern of cultural intermediation.  
As many industries move towards user inclusion as a model for the production 
of goods, the example of ABC Pool has provided insights into what is possible 
within an institutional framework. It is obvious that a free-for-all scenario is not 
the optimal solution for democratic online environments, but it is clear that 
these environments are distinguishably user led. Of course discrepancies 
between stakeholders are going to occur, as they do in offline environments, 
particularly where relations exist between overpowering institutions and 
individuals, a power relationship Weber has suggested is historically managed 
through the methods of bureaucracy. In a networked, peer-to-peer, 
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environment, bureaucracy is no longer useful as a governance rubric as users 
turn to heterarchical governance to openly govern their online environments. It 
is within these contexts that cultural intermediation provides a tool to balance 
the potential discrepancies between individuals in institutional online 
communities and the institutions that host them. Within the ABC, cultural 
intermediation has been developed as a model to align the perspectives of the 
stakeholders engaging in collaborative cultural production in online 
environments, and it has produced artefacts with high PSM value. Cultural 
intermediation is a framework that bridges the gap between cultural 
production and consumption by including consumers in the production 
process. Cultural intermediation is, therefore, moving users one step closer to 
truly making the ABC ours.
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Postscript – The demise of ABC Pool 
During the final stages of writing this thesis, it was announced that ABC Pool 
will be closed permanently: 
Dear ABC Pool user, 
We’ve had a great time running Pool these past five years but sadly, 
the time has come to shut it down. 
We are no longer accepting any new sign-ups and it is no longer 
possible to upload new work to Pool. However, for current members, 
you can still make comments on work and send private messages. 
The ABC Pool website will be offline from 18 June 2013, which is four 
weeks from today. If you don’t already have copies of your work, we 
strongly encourage you to start downloading your work and storing it 
appropriately. 
ABC Pool initially developed as an idea in 2003 because we realised 
we were no longer talking to a passive audience, and the relationship 
between the public and broadcasters was changing rapidly. We were 
also keen to explore how we could connect artists directly with Radio 
National through an online space. 
Since then, the internet has of course continued to evolve, and every 
day brings new developments that change the way we all use online 
platforms. 
As part of that evolution, Pool has been a unique project and an 
exhilarating experiment we’ve learned a lot from. 
Following on from the groundbreaking work of Pool, the ABC launched 
a national initiative ABC Open that publishes stories created by 
regional Australians. ABC Open not only promotes these stories across 
the ABC it also runs free workshops around developing digital media 
skills. If you live in regional Australia and would like to share your story 
(contributions accepted in photo, video and writing) go 
to www.abc.net.au/open. Or come to one of our workshops, just find 
your closest ABC Open producer and get in touch. 
In moving forward, we are also investigating other new ways to 
continue collaboration with audiences. If you’re a Sound Quality 
contributor, we’ll be in touch with you very soon with a new way to 
audition your work for broadcast and share with other users. 
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While we would have loved to keep ABC Pool going and redevelop it so 
that it continued to meet the needs of both users and ABC producers, 
technology requires money, active development, and maintenance. 
With so many competing priorities and such a wide range of online 
platforms at the ABC these days, we need to focus on channels that 
allow for genuine interaction. 
In place of the Pool site will be a mini-website that captures the history 
of the project and showcases some of the best projects and interesting 
work uncovered over the past five years. We’re currently working on 
this and will be in touch about your work if it’s selected. Thanks also to 
everyone who took the time to fill in the survey recently, we may also 
present some of those results on the feature website. 
Thank you all for your involvement, it meant the world to us, and for 
being a part of the ABC Pool journey. We hope you’ll keep creating and 
sharing, and including the ABC in on your media conversations. 
Kind regards 
The Pool team 
Although the impending closure of ABC Pool was obvious during the final 
stages of data collection for this thesis, it is still disheartening to see such a 
wonderful and innovative project close, and I only hope the members continue 
to produce and publish in other online spaces. When the project launched in 
2008, it was ahead of its time and can be considered to be a visionary 
approach towards audience inclusion at the ABC. As times have moved along 
and technologies have shifted dramatically, the ABC Pool project has served 
its purpose at the ABC. The legacy of the project lives on through the projects 
it has left behind: Heywire, Unearthed and ABC Open. This thesis now stands 
as not only a contribution to knowledge, but also as a documentation of a 
significant movement facilitated by some extraordinary people within the ABC.
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Appendix 1 
Pool user survey: 
1.  What is your age group? 
  13 – 17 18 – 29  30 – 39  40 – 49  50 – 59  Older 
2.  Which city/town do you live in? 
 
3. Would you describe yourself as: 
  Employed 
  Student 
  Unemployed 
  Retired 
  Other: 
  
 
 
4. How long do you spend on Pool per week (in hours)? 
  < 1  1- 5  5 - 10   > 10  
5. What is your most common activity when on Pool?  
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  Commenting on others’ work 
  Contributing your own work 
  Consuming others’ contributions 
  Remixing existing contributions 
  Other, please specify: 
 
 
 
6.  Do you consider yourself a “Poolie”? 
  Yes 
  No 
7. What does it mean to be a Poolie? 
  
 
 
8. Do you consider Pool to be a community? 
  Yes 
  No 
9. What is it that makes Pool a community (or not)? 
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10. How many other Pool members have you had contact with in the last 
 week? 
  < 3  4 – 6   7 – 9   > 10 
11. If so, please describe what the contact was (e.g. chat, remix, email, 
phone calls, met up)? 
  
 
  
12. Please rank what you want from the ABC Pool team. One is the least 
important and five is the most important. Each rank should be used 
only once.  
        1   2   3  4  5 
 A safe environment         
 Technical Support         
 Creative Inspiration         
 Content Moderation         
 Production Advice         
 Your work distributed within the ABC      
 A free place to store your stuff       
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13. Is there anything else you would like to see from the ABC Pool team? 
  
 
14.  If you need to contact the Pool team, who would you contact and how 
would you do that? 
 
 
 
15. In your use of Pool, have you come across the Pool community 
manager? 
  Yes 
  No 
16. Please rank how much attention you paid to that interaction: 
  Significant Attention 
  Some Attention 
  Neutral 
  Not much Attention 
  No Attention at all 
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17. Please rank what kind of role the community manager plays in 
 each of these situations, where one is the least important and five is 
 the most important. Each rank should be used only once. 
        1   2   3  4  5 
 Interacting with the community       
 Moderating Content         
 Making connections between members      
 Interacting with ABC Management      
 Passing on your needs to the Pool team      
 Distributing contributions to the ABC      
 Connecting Pool with ABC producers       
 Providing Feedback into ABC Editorial Policy Development  
            
Implementing ABC Editorial Policy      
 Implementing Pool Terms and Condition      
 Designing ABC Pool projects       
 Connecting with external organisations      
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18. What other tasks do you think are important for the community 
 manager to perform? 
  
 
 
19. Rank your answers (one is the least effective and five is the most 
 effective) on how effective the ABC Pool team are at: 
        1  2  3   4  5 
 Fixing bugs and problems        
 Communicating with Pool members      
 Distributing your work to the ABC       
 Moderating contributions        
 Explaining the rules of the ABC        
 Being visible on the site        
 Being generally responsive      
 Promoting Pool         
20. What else could/should the ABC Pool team do? 
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21. Do you think Pool should be attached to the ABC? 
  Strongly Agree 
  Agree 
  Neutral   
  Disagree  
  Strongly Disagree 
22.  Why do you think so? 
  
 
 
23.  Do you participate in ABC Pool projects? 
  Yes 
  No 
24.  Why do you/ why do you not participate in ABC Pool projects? 
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25.  Is there anything else you would like to add? 
  
 
!
 
 
 
